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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

FISCAL POLICY, TRANSPARENCY, AND SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING 

Chang B. Kwon, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2020 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Connie L. McNeely 

 

This dissertation examines the complex associations among various government financial 

indicators, transparency, and subjective well-being by utilizing historical cross-country 

level data.  The study of subjective well-being is constantly growing as it adds insight to 

the overall assessment of well-being.  This doctoral research assumes that one of the 

major responsibilities of government is to raise the overall well-being of people in 

society.  Under this assumption, it is expected that increased government funding in 

related policy areas has a meaningful effect on individual subjective well-being.  The 

findings from this study suggest that different types of public spending (e.g., public 

welfare, health, education, and defense) as well as financing instruments (public taxes, 

debts, and current balance) have varying effects on individual subjective well-being.  In 

turn, government transparency has an important moderating role in the association 

between some financial variables and subjective well-being. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION  

 

 Well-being, broadly defined, refers to positive outcomes resulting from several 

facets of life circumstances.  In fact, such a simple definition of well-being hardly 

warrants a universal consensus because it involves a complex web of various dimensions 

of life stemming from multidisciplinary perspectives.  Facing the difficulty of simply 

defining well-being, for example, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD) presents the most widely agreed upon social, economic, 

environmental, and cultural dimensions that would contribute to the progress of human 

life or well-being.1  The need to look at the multifaceted nature of well-being is important 

because the relative importance of each particular dimension that shapes and promotes 

well-being varies across cultures.  Moreover, the identification of all possible dimensions 

of well-being is an important first step to facilitate research that examines the most 

common dimensions that consistently promote better outcomes for people’s lives.   

 Correspondingly, researchers and practitioners in both academia and policy fields 

have continued to engage in lively discussions to clarify what types of essential elements 

adequately and profoundly constitute well-being.  Indeed, various viewpoints based on 

 
1 Under an overarching theme of quality of life, the dimensions developed by OECD include health, 

education, work and life balance, social connections, civic engagement/governance, environmental quality, 

personal security, and subjective well-being.  Income/wealth, jobs/earnings, and housing are under the 

theme of material conditions.  More information about OECD’s well-being framework can be found in its 

Well-Being Initiative.    
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distinct conceptual foundations have been able to explain well-being, including, but not 

limited to, the eudaimonic perspective (valuing human functioning), preference 

utilitarianism (valuing one’s preferences being satisfied), and the social indicator 

approach (valuing objective/quantifiable life conditions) (Angner, 2010; Diener et al., 

1997; Keyes & Ryff, 1999; Rabinowicz & Österberg, 1996; Ryan & Deci, 2001).  

 

1.1 Research Areas and Questions  

 While there are several different approaches to understanding well-being, this 

dissertation primarily utilizes a mental account of well-being, or Subjective Well-Being 

(SWB), to investigate the effects of government’s fiscal policy variables and transparency 

on individual well-being.  There are several reasons for the focus of this study.  First, as 

elaborated in the next subsection, SWB provides valuable information about what 

constitutes a good life.  In fact, there is no denying that every individual pursues 

happiness, even though each one’s conception of a happy life may vary.  Thus, it is 

necessary to ask directly how a person feels and whether he or she experiences a positive 

emotional mood, which provides very important supplementary information for policy 

evaluation (Diener, 2000; Veenhoven, 2002).  Next, while a number of studies delve into 

micro-determinants of individual SWB, there have been relatively fewer studies that 

investigate the direct relationships between various policy actions of government and 

SWB.  In fact, while there is debate about the degree of government’s involvement in 

people’s lives, there is a normative consensus that it plays some important roles in raising 

average levels of SWB.  For example, following successive global recessions and 
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financial instabilities in the 2000s, there has been an increasing demand for the state to 

protect its people from unexpected macroeconomic shocks and social disruptions (Kim & 

Kim, 2011).  Thus, as previous studies contend that objective life conditions closely 

related to fundamental human needs are important for an individual’s well-being 

(Veenhoven, 2002), there is a logical expectation that government’s interventions in 

important socioeconomic areas have meaningful effects on an individual’s SWB.   

Furthermore, in addition to providing basic human needs and securing a stable 

socioeconomic environment, existing studies also indicate that government can positively 

affect individual SWB in many other ways.  For example, government gains legitimacy 

and positively affects individual SWB through increased procedural utilities2 by reducing 

corruption and promoting democratic process in the political system (Helliwell, 2003; 

Whiteley et al., 2010).  Moreover, while the public financial variables that this study 

examines are used as a proxy for various government interventions, such variables cannot 

lead to the desired outputs and outcomes if existing public institutions fail to facilitate the 

effective use of allocated public resources.  For this reason, it is imperative that this study 

also considers the strength of government institutional factors that both directly and 

indirectly affect the level of individual SWB.  While several institutional factors have 

received scholarly attention, this study investigates one specific institutional factor that 

has not been extensively studied in the field of SWB research.  This study focuses on 

 
2 Many well-being researchers are interested in the individual satisfaction gained from the process rather 

than the outcome.  This is called procedural utility.  Procedural utility generally reflects the satisfaction that 

people typically gain from the procedures that lead to outcomes.  Such utility is distinguished from the 

individual utility that results from the benefits/costs associated with an outcome.  
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government transparency in conjunction with an examination of the effect of public 

financial variables on SWB by assuming that the saliency of government information is 

very important for an individual to evaluate performance in various policy sectors.   

Taking all these aspects together, this research has three distinct research agendas.  

First, based on various perspectives concerning essential human conditions/functioning, 

this study discerns the effects of different compositions of government expenditures on 

SWB (Doyal & Gough, 1991; Nussbaum, 2003; Sen, 2001).  These compositions may 

include welfare, health, education, transportation, public safety, and defense.  Second, the 

study investigates the effects of public financial instruments, such as public debt and 

taxation, on SWB.  While they have several indirect macroeconomic influences (e.g., 

increasing or decreasing interest rates and overall national outputs and controlling 

investment opportunities), these financial factors could also have direct positive/negative 

effects on the subjective evaluation of life (Bjørnskov et al., 2006).  Lastly, this research 

examines the effect of government transparency in the associations between selected 

financial variables and SWB.  The theoretical expectation regarding government 

transparency is that higher transparency will positively affect individual SWB, as it helps 

promote public trust and legitimacy in government, which will be translated into 

increased procedural utilities (Alt & Lowry, 2010).  Moreover, as the existing literature 

demonstrates that transparency reduces the negative effect of public tax increase on 

electoral outcome, this study suspects that government transparency plays important 

conditional roles by neutralizing the negative impacts of fiscal instruments (i.e., budget 

deficits and taxes) on SWB (Ferejohn 1999; Alt and Lowry 2010).  Hence, it is also 
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expected that government transparency will enhance the supposedly positive effects of 

government compositions on individual SWB.  

 In general, the findings from this dissertation research show that several 

government expenditure variables have significant effects on individual SWB.  In 

particular, this study shows that public welfare expenditure has a consistently positive 

effect on individual SWB across both developed and developing countries.  By contrast, 

government defense expenditure is found to have a negative effect on individual SWB for 

both developed and developing countries.  Another significant finding is that government 

transparency plays an important moderating role in the association between some 

financial variables and SWB.  For instance, an increased income tax usually negatively 

affects individual SWB, but the findings suggest that a higher level of transparency can 

actually neutralize such a negative effect of income tax on SWB.  There will be detailed 

discussions about these findings with several result tables in other chapters.       

 

1.2 Subjective Well-Being 

While many different perspectives of well-being exist, a growing number of 

studies consider SWB as a major area of quality of life research.  There are several 

reasons for this.  First, SWB adds valuable insights to well-being beyond objective life 

circumstances.  Current material abundance and a positive health status undoubtedly 

reflect a good life.  However, what may ultimately be the most important is how a person 

judges one’s life based on his or her own standards and values (Diener et al., 1997).  

Correspondingly, many international communities, including OECD, not only consider 
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many objective indicators in various social domains but also take subjectively measured 

quality of life indicators into account when assessing the level of national well-being 

(Mizobuchi, 2014).  That is, a person’s subjective evaluation of life can provide 

additional and important information about well-being (Sachs et al., 2018; Veenhoven, 

2002).  A second reason, closely related to the first, is that SWB is important for public 

policy making.  For instance, policy makers hardly know whether a current policy goal 

has been attained without gathering information about an individual’s own satisfaction 

with the policy.  In fact, subjectively measured indicators are relatively more useful to 

realize some important policy achievements. For example, a policy to reduce ethnic/racial 

discrimination can be evaluated by a report of an individual’s general feeling about 

existing discrimination in society (Veenhoven, 2002).  Thus, SWB, as a comprehensive 

representation of an individual’s mental accounts, is very helpful for policy makers to 

address various social and economic issues more effectively.  Finally, based on the 

perspective of preference hedonism, individual SWB generally well represents the mental 

state of well-being, primarily because a human being always desires to be happy and 

avoid pain.3  Thus, according to this notion, while the mental state each person desires 

differs widely across time and space, people always prefer to be happy, satisfied, or any 

other state that they think is more preferable (Angner, 2010).  Because of this, SWB 

indicators can genuinely reflect well-being4 as long as this condition holds (Argyle, 

 
3 Here, pain is understood as something that is unwanted when experienced. When it is more unwanted, 

such pain is even worse.  On the other hand, if a person desires physical pain and more of it brings a higher 

level of pleasure to him or her (e.g., masochism), it is interpreted as a particular mental state that the person 

prefers (to be happy) (Angner, 2010).     
4 However, this perspective is still not able to reconcile the disagreement between those claiming SWB as a 

well-being simpliciter and those considering SWB as a component of well-being (Angner, 2010, p. 366). 
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2013).  Because of the aforementioned reasons, SWB is a fruitful topic of investigation in 

contemporary quality of life research. 

In general, while SWB refers to a person’s mental evaluation of his or her own 

life (Diener, 2000), the existing literature generally suggests that SWB involves both 

cognitive and affective processes.  Global judgment of life represents a cognitive 

component, and positive or negative emotional experiences5 reflect the affective part of 

SWB.  The current literature indicates that these components are closely interwoven in an 

individual’s subjective life evaluation.  For example, momentary experiences or current 

emotional moods (affective component of SWB) can influence the global judgment of 

life by recalling past emotional experiences (Kim-Prieto et al., 2005).  In fact, many 

widely known, international-level surveys incorporate a questionnaire that measures these 

components of SWB.  Hence, relevant studies provide ample evidence that survey-based 

measurements of SWB demonstrate its usability by making it possible for one’s mental 

state of well-being to be compared to that of others (Frey & Stutzer, 2000, p. 920).  For 

instance, it was found that survey-based SWB indicators have high reliability and validity 

because, according to a research,6 a respondent with a higher SWB score actually smiles 

more often in daily social interactions (Fernandez-Dols & Ruiz-Belda, 1995).  Moreover, 

studies show that an individual’s self-assessed SWB score is highly consistent with one’s 

alternative SWB scores assessed by a respondent’s friends or family members (Sandvik 

 
5 Previous studies also suggest treating these two affective components separately because each type 

involves different determinants and consequences (Diener, 2000, p. 36). 
6 In order words, the survey-based measures of SWB have passed several reliability (internal consistency 

through test-retest) and validity (both convergence and discriminant validity) tests. 
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et al., 2009).7  For these reasons, contemporary research on SWB confidently utilizes 

quantifiable and representative measures of SWB based on surveys. 

In sum, this study considers SWB as one of the important indicators of well-being 

to which policy makers should pay attention.  Indeed, if a government achieves its policy 

outputs but each individual does not feel good about his or her life in general, it is 

questionable whether such policies have been implemented well.  Bearing this in mind, 

the structure of this dissertation study is as follows.  Chapter 2 delineates existing 

knowledge about the effects of government’s various functions on the subjective 

evaluation of life.  Next, Chapter 3 investigates the complex interrelations among 

government’s financial variables, transparency, and SWB.  Then, Chapter 4 pays special 

attention to the role of national defense expenditure in the level of individual SWB.  

Chapters 3 and 4 each end with their own concluding remarks, emphasizing the 

significance of the findings, related policy implications, and remaining issues for future 

research.  Lastly, Chapter 5 summarizes all findings and addresses their policy 

implications.  Moreover, some shortcomings in this dissertation research and suggestions 

for future studies will be discussed at the end of the final chapter.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 
7 However, it is important to note that survey-based measurement of SWB is not free from shortcomings, as 

studies report that question ordering and contextual factors simultaneously affect respondents’ answers to 

questions related to SWB (Diener et al., 1997; Strack et al., 1988). 
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CHAPTER TWO: EXISTING STATE OF KNOWLEDGE ON SUBJECTIVE 

WELL-BEING 

 

While setting aside the issue of whether a subjective account of well-being is one 

simple indicator of a good life, this study assumes that SWB is a critical component of 

well-being.  Because of this, there is a widespread consensus that gaining new knowledge 

about the complex dynamics of SWB is crucial for the scientific community as well as 

policy makers to develop the most effective measures to enhance the well-being of 

society (Diener, 2000). 

Accordingly, many studies from different disciplines have extensively discussed 

the complex dynamics of SWB with the expectation that many other social- and 

individual-level factors are systematically interrelated with a person’s mental account of 

well-being. 

Most relevant studies have investigated how micro-level conditions, which 

directly concern a person’s individual life, affect individual SWB.  For instance, studies 

based on the traditional hedonic-treadmill perspective, set point theory, or simply the 

notion of adaptation have found that every person possesses a base-line level of SWB, 

and individuals usually adjust significant life events to return to preexisting levels of 

SWB.  Correspondingly, the relevant studies report that many individual-level factors, 

such as attaining education or a job, physical health, and having many friends, are either 
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not or are only weakly related to one’s level of SWB (Brickman et al., 1978; Campbell et 

al., 1976).   By contrast, other studies commonly point out that certain external life 

conditions that are closely associated with human livelihood are important determinants 

of SWB.  According to these studies, a person’s level of SWB becomes lower as he or 

she experiences such adverse life events as poverty, war, displacement, and natural 

disasters (Veenhoven, 1991).  Similarly, a number of studies have found that several 

individual-level factors, including income, religion, marital status/transitions, age, 

gender, race, employment status, education, and health, significantly affect the level of 

SWB (Blanchflower & Oswald, 2004; Chen, 2012; Corra et al., 2009; Frey, 2008; 

Helliwell, 2003; Lelkes, 2006; Lucas et al., 2003; Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; 

Zimmermann & Easterlin, 2006).  While some studies have generated conflicting 

findings, studies based on empirical evidence commonly suggest that certain things are 

fundamentally important for human life, as well as one’s mental assessment of well-

being.  Such things, such as adequate income, housing, and other basic material goods, 

are not just important for human growth but are also needed for human survival. 

In addition, at the macro-level, many studies investigate the associations between 

societal-level factors and the level of SWB.  For instance, some studies have found that 

an increase in national income does not raise the aggregate level of SWB.  The reason for 

this finding is that ,based on the relative-income standard theory, a person consistently 

changes his or her monetary standard as expectations about future income increase along 

with constant habituations and social comparisons (Easterlin, 2015, 2016; Easterlin et al., 

2010; Oswald, 1997).   By contrast, other studies based on the absolute-income 
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perspective provide evidence that increases in national income and economic 

development have constantly increased the level of national SWB over the years (Diener 

et al., 1993; Frijters et al., 2004; Inglehart et al., 2008; Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).  

Such mixed results on the association between the national level of SWB and income 

continue to generate lively discussions among researchers in both the academic and 

policy sectors.       

Besides the national level income, previous studies have also delved into several 

other societal-level factors that purportedly affect the level of SWB.  Some studies have 

found that national culture significantly affects the strength of the association between 

certain variables and SWB.  For example, values reflecting individualistic cultures (e.g., 

self-esteem and congruence) are reported to have strong relationships with individual 

SWB across Western countries, while such values are found to be less important for 

SWB among Asian countries, which are traditionally known as collectivist societies 

(Diener & Diener, 2009; Oishi et al., 2009).  Other researchers have investigated 

significant national-level events that have affected the level of SWB.  For instance, 

studies report that war or a violent conflict has a long-lasting negative effect on 

individual SWB, as it results in a diminishing human livelihood as well as psychological 

fear and agony through an increasing number of casualties (Frey et al., 2007; Welsch, 

2008).  Moreover, some studies have found that national-level economic conditions, such 

as unemployment rate and inflation, have important negative effects on individual SWB 

even after controlling for overall income-levels and individual characteristics (e.g., age, 

employment status, marital status, etc.) (Blanchflower et al., 2014; Frey, 2008; 
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O’Connor, 2017).  Lastly, other researchers have investigated the effect of social capital 

on individual SWB.  In general, social capital is a multidimensional concept that reflects 

informal social networks, general trust, and social norms.  The existence of strong social 

capital is important to promote and maintain vibrant civil society so a person can enjoy 

trustful social relationships while expecting that all existing economic systems and 

institutions function in a predictable way.  Therefore, social capital, representing a 

characteristic of public goods, is expected to enhance the level of SWB (Bjørnskov, 

2008; Ram, 2010; Rodríguez-Pose & von Berlepsch, 2014).          

Despite the fact that many studies provide valuable insights into the complex 

dynamics of SWB by finding many important individual and societal determinants, 

relatively few studies have investigated the effects of government-related factors on 

individual SWB.  Indeed, existing knowledge reflects the normative consensus that 

government’s policy-making activities fundamentally aim to build better life conditions, 

in which every member of society enjoys an improved quality of life (Radcliff, 2001).  

Therefore, it is crucial to examine which particular aspects of government have 

significant effects on individual SWB.      

While there is a paucity of empirical evidence on the association between 

government and SWB, a few studies report some of the significant effects of government 

functions on SWB. First, inspired by continuous debates about whether big government is 

detrimental to the overall well-being of society, previous studies have examined the 

effect of overall government size, represented as the share of general government 

consumption spending in a national economy (GDP), on general subjective appreciation 
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of life at the societal level.  The findings from these studies conflict.  For instance, based 

on estimates of cross-country data, Bjornskov et al. (2006) found that there is a negative 

association between overall government size and aggregate life satisfaction (Bjørnskov et 

al., 2006). However, Ram (2009) reexamined this relationship by incorporating more 

extensive country-level data, including a large set of developing countries.  His findings 

show that the size of government is not significantly associated with life satisfaction at 

the societal level (Ram, 2009). 

 Second, other relevant studies are primarily interested in the effect of the welfare 

generosity of the state on aggregated SWB.  These studies have also generated mixed 

results.  For example, Veenhoven and Ouweneel (1995) estimated the effects of various 

welfare policy indicators on general life satisfaction across developed countries, using 

indicators that reflect spending levels and ideological aspects of welfare regimes.  

According to their findings, the level of state-welfare generosity seems to have a positive 

association with the general level of life satisfaction.  However, when the level of 

economic development is taken into account, the influence of government welfare efforts 

on overall life satisfaction disappears (Veenhoven & Ouweneel, 1995).  Several other 

studies investigating the same association based on different sets of country-level data 

have commonly found that the level of welfare provision increases individual happiness 

and life satisfaction, even after controlling for the level of economic development 

(Ouweneel, 2002; Pacek & Radcliff, 1995; Radcliff, 2001).   

Some recent research also focuses on the associations between various political-

institutional factors of government and individual SWB.  For instance, a few studies 
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report that decentralization has a positive impact on subjective appreciation of life, as it 

induces a positive perception of political institutions and a feeling of empowerment 

(Bjørnskov et al., 2008; Diaz‐Serrano & Rodríguez‐Pose, 2012).  Moreover, another 

study reports that decentralization has an important conditional role in the association 

between the overall spending of government and life satisfaction ,as it is found that the 

positive effect of government size on life satisfaction is largely dependent on the level of 

expenditure-side decentralization8 (Hessami, 2010).  Some other studies examine the 

institutional quality of government, finding that technical (economic-centered) and 

democratic (politics-centered) aspects of institutional quality and the level of government 

corruption are all equally important determinants of SWB. However, the significance of 

their effects differs between developed and developing economies  (Bjørnskov et al., 

2010; Helliwell & Huang, 2008; Ott, 2010).  Similarly, Frey and Stutzer (2000) found 

that extending voting initiatives and public referenda as well as local autonomy positively 

affected the aggregate level of SWB in Switzerland (Frey & Stutzer, 2000).   

While previous studies show that some of the important functions of government 

can significantly affect individual SWB, only a limited number of studies delve into 

different types of government fiscal activities and their effects on SWB.  In particular, 

there have not been sufficient studies about the effects of government composition (i.e., 

government expenditure on particular policy sectors), tax, and debts on SWB.  Indeed, as 

elaborated further in the next chapter, such fiscal activities have profound effects on 

 
8 Expenditure-side fiscal decentralization indicates the assignment of spending responsibilities/authorities 

to subnational governments. 
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SWB.  For example, the main public policy sectors, such as welfare, health, and 

education, deeply involve human needs (Doyal & Gough, 1991).  Because these 

fundamental needs are very important for human well-being, or SWB as a component of 

general well-being, government intervention on related policy areas should have very 

meaningful effects on SWB.  By the same token, as macro- and microeconomic 

conditions are suggested to be closely associated with individual SWB, government’s 

fiscal consolidation and expansion through imposing more taxes and issuing more public 

debts should have important effects on individual SWB (Whiteley et al., 2010).   

In fact, two existing studies comprehensively explore the associations between 

government composition (i.e., government expenditure on particular sectors), debts, and 

tax and individual SWB.  First, Hessami (2010), while restricting her analyses to some of 

the developed European countries, found that higher shares of education and welfare 

spending have significant and positive effects on aggregated levels of life satisfaction. 

Second, Kiya (2013) also investigated the associations of some important government 

compositions of public expenditure with the aggregated level of life satisfaction across 

U.S. states.  His findings indicate that the compositions of education and welfare have 

negative associations with overall life satisfaction, while health spending has a positive 

relationship with it across U.S. states.  Moreover, his study reports that government tax 

does not have any significant effect on overall life satisfaction beyond 1990 across 

OECD countries, while budget deficits negatively affect life satisfaction because people 

generally dislike leaving financial burdens for future generations (Kiya, 2012, p. 30). 
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Indeed, in the current literature, it is rare to find a study that broadly examines the 

associations between different fiscal operations and institutions of government and SWB.  

That is, there is still a room for more research regarding the effects of government’s 

financial variables on individual SWB.   

Therefore, this dissertation study aims to contribute to existing knowledge of 

SWB by conducting extensive analyses based on cross-country level data to examine the 

effects of several different types of government financial variables on individual SWB.  

In addition to different types of government expenditure, the fiscal performance of 

government may also have a direct effect on individual SWB, as increasing public debts 

and taxes can have important economic implications.  Investigating the role of 

government transparency is equally important for this study because the successful 

delivery of public services/provisions is dependent on the saliency of the available 

information about public financial management.  Indeed, the presence of government 

transparency can alter and magnify the effect of government fiscal activities on individual 

SWB, not to mention having a direct effect on it.   

While the aforementioned areas of research still have considerable room for 

expansion and refinement, this study aims to engage with established theoretical 

explanations in order to explore causal relationships among different public financial 

variables, transparency, and individuals’ subjective accounts of well-being. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RELATIONSHIPS AMONG PUBLIC FINANCIAL 

VARIABLES, TRANSPARENCY, AND SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING 

 

As outlined in an earlier chapter, the study of SWB has consistently grown, with 

researchers finding many of the social and individual determinants of SWB based on 

extensive analyses.  However, the current literature still offers limited insight into what 

and how specific financial variables of government significantly influence the level of 

SWB.  Moreover, it does not have enough evidence to explain whether government 

transparency plays an important conditional role in the relationship between public 

financial variables and SWB.  Within this in mind, this chapter analyzes the effects of 

different types of public spending, tax, and debt on individual SWB.  Moreover, this 

chapter employs several statistical methods to investigate the moderating effect of 

government transparency on the associations between the selected public financial 

variables and SWB.  The structure of this chapter is as follows.  Based on various 

existing theories and empirical studies on human well-being, the next section develops 

several testable hypotheses to investigate the complex interrelations between financial 

variables, transparency, and SWB.  In the subsequent section, there are descriptions of 

datasets and variables and a detailed discussion about the analytical method to test the 

proposed hypotheses.  After that, there is a presentation of empirical results and 

discussion of the findings.  Finally, there is a concluding section.      
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3.1 Theoretical Foundations/Hypotheses 

 When it comes to examining various types of public-sector financial variables 

and their effects on SWB, the theoretical foundations of the relevant analyses have not 

been extensively discussed in the current literature.  Despite this, a coherent theoretical 

framework actually helps make sense of the actual analysis by clarifying the logical 

causal connections between the variables of interest.  Therefore, this section discusses the 

logical conceptual linkages among government fiscal variables, transparency, and SWB 

by elaborating on the fundamental effects of the suggested explanatory variables on 

individual SWB.  In particular, this section makes use of existing perspectives of well-

being as well as relevant empirical studies from various disciplines to formulate testable 

associations between government’s fiscal functions and SWB. 

 

3.1.1 Roles of Fiscal Compositions of Public Expenditure, Debt, and Taxes in 

Subjective Well-Being 

First, with regard to the effects of government’s fiscal compositions of public 

expenditure on individual SWB, there are some general theoretical perspectives that this 

study will use.  Each of these perspectives takes a different conceptual approach by 

focusing on human needs, primary goods, or freedom to clarify which valuable goods or 

conditions in society will enhance well-being (Doyal & Gough, 1991; Rawls, 2009; Sen, 

2001).  While they adopt different principles in the establishment of human conditions 

and social goods that promote social well-being, their approaches commonly imply that 

there is a selected list of fundamental human conditions that are important for 
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individuals’ well-being across all societies.  Accordingly, the expectation drawn from 

these perspectives is that securing the selected list of these conditions will increase the 

level of well-being in society.9  Hence, a list suggested by these perspectives may have 

close associations with a person’s mental accounts of well-being.  In fact, the suggested 

conditions in the list should, regardless of whether they are in material or nonmaterial 

forms, be valued and desired by every individual, so their attainment will lead to the 

higher level of one’s subjective evaluation of life.     

Among existing perspectives about social well-being, a theory of human needs 

perhaps provides the most straightforward rationale about why different types of 

government spending matter for individual SWB (Doyal & Gough, 1991).  In general, 

this theory indicates that there are sets of important human needs at both individual and 

social levels, and these needs are consistently important across different types of 

societies. This contention implies that such needs exist outside of an individual’s 

perception of valuable objects.  After all, the insufficient provision of these essential 

human needs usually brings significant hardship or suffering to all members in a 

community (Doyal & Gough, 1991, pp. 11–14).   

In particular, at the individual level, the theory of human needs (Doyal & Gough, 

1991)  suggests two major human needs: survival and autonomy.  First, survival indicates 

that a person should be both physically and mentally fit so that he or she can perform any 

 
9 In fact, these perspectives separate existing essential human conditions from this end (i.e., the fulfillment 

of well-being that can be obtained by such conditions).  That is, those conditions are the means that lead to 

the achievement of well-being.  However, the multidimensionality of the means in society may reflects the 

fact that each individual values and weights different means that maximize their well-being (Kaplow, 

2007).  This issue is beyond the scope of this study. 
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necessary actions successfully.  Next, autonomy indicates that each individual should 

have a minimum capacity to develop goals and strategies to initiate successful actions 

(Doyal & Gough, 1991).  While the needs are conceptual terms, this theory relates those 

needs to objective equivalents that can be measured for empirical analyses.  For instance, 

in order to survive, a person should be healthy and getting enough nutrients to maintain 

an adequate energy level and physical capacity.  Moreover, for a person to increase his or 

her autonomy and make rational life decisions, it is important to increase mental capacity 

through training and leaning from mentors who have mastered the laws and rules of life 

deeply embedded in any particular culture (Doyal & Gough, 1991, p. 17).  In addition to 

these individual-level needs, the theory also suggests the four essential social-level 

preconditions of production, reproduction, communication, and governing authority, 

which are holistically interwoven into individual needs.  In fact, the theory suggests that 

these social conditions are equally important to achieve the satisfaction of essential 

human needs. 

Besides the theory of human needs, it is worth noting that the notion of freedom, 

which focuses on a human capability, also gives a valuable insight into a government’s 

role in providing essential human conditions to each individual in society.  In general, 

this notion explains that the maximization of the human capability set will increase 

individual freedom and, subsequently, well-being (Nussbaum, 2003; Sen, 2001).  The set 

is expected to include all valuable human functions that every individual in society 

pursues.  The expansion of those valuable functions means that there is a wider range of 

the opportunities for each individual.  That is, as a person is endowed with the maximum 
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capability set, he or she can have a better chance of living a flourishing life.  

Correspondingly, Nussbaum (2003) lists core capabilities/entitlements, such as bodily 

health, bodily integrity, having practical reasons, emotions, and control over one’s 

environment.  The intrinsic motivation for the development of this list is that there are 

essential human functions that are important across societies (Nussbaum, 2003, p. 46).  

Moreover, the capability approach emphasizes that the availability of the best capability 

set depends on the existence of a favorable environment.  Some societies guarantee more 

valuable human functioning than the others.  Hence, as a society guarantees these 

essential goods, it can promote different aspects of a good life and maximize the well-

being in society.10   

 While there are essential human conditions that contribute to the enhancement of 

well-being, existing studies also suggest that political authority plays an important role in 

maintaining social order by redressing social discrepancies and redistributing socially 

valuable goods to each person (Doyal & Gough, 1991).  In other words, satisfying 

individual needs is, to some extent, the responsibility of the governing entity, which can 

either enable or discourage the successful attainment of such needs (Barnett & Adger, 

2007; Doyal & Gough, 1991; Esping-Andersen, 2013; Radcliff, 2001; Ruut Veenhoven 

& Ouweneel, 1995).  Especially in a modern society, some studies suggest that ideal 

government guarantees comprehensive social protections for people against 

 
10 For example, according to Nussbaum (2003), a person has a choice to believe in a particular life (e.g., 

life based on an authoritarian religion) while still endorsing the existence of alternatives to live a 

flourishing life (pp.49). 
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unforeseeable disruptions of their security and livelihoods.  By doing so, government 

helps every individual live a fruitful life, emancipating individuals from the various 

forms of external shocks commonly originated by impersonal market forces, 

globalization, war, and natural disasters (Barnett & Adger, 2007; Frey et al., 2007; 

Radcliff, 2001).  

In addition to the aforementioned perspectives, livability theory practically 

establishes a direct theoretical relationship between government’s intervention in the 

sectors concerning essential human conditions and SWB.  First, based on empirical 

grounds, this theory contends that the level of individual SWB is largely dependent on 

the basic conditions of life.  Then, it postulates that as government satisfies more 

individual needs, an individual’s subjective appreciation of life will be higher (Radcliff, 

2001; Runt Veenhoven, 2002; Ruut Veenhoven & Ouweneel, 1995).  After all, it is 

logical that more government interventions in the policy domains and social areas that 

individuals care about and that directly deal with fundamental human needs will 

positively affect individual SWB (Whiteley et al., 2010).  

In sum, the aforementioned perspectives and studies discuss essential human 

conditions in society as well as the importance of the governing entity that guarantees 

such conditions.  Based on this, this research predicts that the state, as the primary actor 

that cares about the welfare of its citizens, can positively affect individual SWB by 

investing more resources in critical social areas that deeply concern essential human 

needs.   
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It is also true that this theoretical argument is subject to a variety of criticisms.  

For instance, there is a debate on government’s intervention in markets because it may 

have negative effects on the functioning of the free liberal market economy.  Indeed, 

according to neoclassical economic theory, individuals are better off with economic 

freedom under the invisible hand of the market system itself.  Thus, government’s deep 

involvement in providing essential social goods beyond market equilibrium can increase 

inefficiency, resulting in more financial burdens for people.  This may then lead to the 

creation of economic loss and financial hardships among people that reduce the overall 

level of well-being  (Bjørnskov et al., 2006; Pacek & Radcliff, 1995).  Despite the fact 

that this argument is plausible in some sense, as discussed earlier, there are also many 

competing arguments and studies that support the government’s active involvement in the 

provision of essential public goods, which then positively affect individual SWB.  Some 

studies also provide evidence that government compositions of public expenditure in 

essential social sectors have positive effects on overall SWB (Hessami, 2010; Kiya, 2012; 

O’Connor, 2017; Ouweneel, 2002; Pacek & Radcliff, 1995; Radcliff, 2001; Tella et al., 

2003).  Because of this, this research makes a plausible assumption that government’s 

fiscal compositions that deeply concern fundamental human needs will positively affect 

individual SWB.  In particular, this study has a general expectation that fiscal 

compositions in the critical social sectors, such as public welfare, health, and education, 

will have positive effects on individual SWB. 
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Hypothesis 1: Government spending in the area of essential human conditions is 

positively related to subjective well-being. 

  

 In addition to the compositions of government spending, another area of interest 

in this study is the effect of public financing instruments, such as budget deficits, debts, 

and taxes, on SWB.  While there is some relevant knowledge about this association (Kiya 

2013), existing studies mostly adopt the explorative approach without explicitly 

constructing theoretical linkages between these financing instruments and SWB.  

Because of this, it is necessary for this study to build a concrete theoretical framework 

that enables researchers to logically explain the relationships between government 

deficits, debts, and taxes and subjective accounts of individual well-being. 

   Constructing the theoretical relationship between the overall fiscal performance of 

government (e.g., taxes and debt) and SWB is a difficult task.  There are two main 

reasons for this.  First, unlike spending compositions that directly deal with essential 

human conditions, overall budget performance usually avoids public scrutiny (Hessami, 

2010; Kiya, 2012).  Second, studies that examine the association between budget 

performance and SWB are rare.  Nevertheless, existing studies of SWB and those outside 

the sphere of the SWB literature implicitly suggest that there are close associations 

between public financing instruments and individual SWB because of their potential 

macroeconomic effects on society (Bjørnskov et al., 2006; Frey & Stutzer, 2010).  

Furthermore, some relevant studies based on representative surveys suggest that people 

directly express their dissatisfaction or satisfaction toward government’s fiscal 
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performance while still taking account of individual political ideology (Alt & Lowry, 

1994; Brender & Drazen, 2008; Kiya, 2012).  Therefore, there is still room to develop 

plausible linkages among these financing instruments and individual SWB.  

In fact, public choice theory helps to speculate about the causal association 

between financing instruments and SWB.  In general, the theory assumes that nonmarket 

factors always interfere with the efficient operations of government’s financial resources.  

For instance, the theory explains that politicians as well as bureaucrats in government 

exploit public funds for their private interests, such as strengthening bureaucratic power 

and political influence (Bjørnskov et al., 2006; Brennan et al., 1980; Frey & Stutzer, 

2010; Niskanen, 1975), gaining more electoral support for a next election (Nordhaus, 

1975), or restricting policy options for the opposition party (Alesina & Tabellini, 1990).  

All of these actions result in excessively large budgets beyond optimal levels, placing 

concentrated benefits on small political groups while imposing larger costs on the public 

(Fink & Stratmann, 2011).  Because of this, the public negatively reacts to increases in 

public taxes or debts, and people may have less confidence in a government’s fiscal 

operations when there are abrupt changes in the amounts of financing instruments that do 

not adequately reflect public preferences (Frey & Stutzer, 2010).11   

In addition, while not directly examining the relationship between public 

financing instruments and SWB, some relevant studies based on various statistical 

analyses help make an inference about the possible effects of public debts and taxes on 

 
11 It is necessary to point out that public choice theory is still very popular among scholars, who apply it to 

explain suboptimal levels of fiscal management of incumbent government across countries (Fink & 

Stratmann, 2011; Katsimi & Sarantides, 2012).    
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individual SWB.  In particular, studies examining the effect of government fiscal 

performance on voter’s satisfaction report that increasing budget deficits before an 

election usually leads to a diminished reelection probability for incumbents (Brender, 

2003; Brender & Drazen, 2008).  Kiya (2013) also examines the relationship between 

budget deficit and the aggregated level of life satisfaction based on cross-country data.  

The findings show a negative association between budget deficit and life satisfaction, 

implying that people do not like placing higher fiscal burdens on the next generations 

(p.30).12  With respect to public taxes, other studies confirm the potentially negative 

effect of higher taxation on voter’s satisfaction with government while controlling other 

political and economic conditions, such as the strength of the opposition party (Geys & 

Vermeir, 2008), political ideology (Lowry et al., 1998), fiscal performance of 

neighboring jurisdictions (Besley & Case, 1992), and previous electoral margins (Solé 

Ollé, 2003)13 in the analyses.  Thus, these findings suggest an association between these 

particular public financing instruments and SWB.  That is, an increase in public tax or 

debt draws negative psychological reactions from people, as it places a higher financial 

burden on each of the constituents (Geys & Vermeir, 2008).   

As previous studies suggest, however, incurring a high budget deficit or placing a 

higher tax burden on an individual may not always have negative monotonic effects on 

 
12 Moreover, the standard model of budget deficit also indirectly suggests that public debt will negatively 

affect individual SWB.  The model predicts that the accumulation of budget deficits incurs less national 

savings.  Therefore, this eventually crowds out private investment opportunities by raising the real interest 

rate in order to restore the economy to a stable level (Feldstein, 1982). 
13 However, Kiya (2013) found that an increase of tax revenue in general has a positive association with life 

satisfaction across countries.  Across U.S. states, however, the empirical analysis shows the negative 

relationship between individual income tax and life satisfaction (Kiya 2013).   
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individual mental accounts of well-being.  For instance, previous studies suggest that 

individual-level heterogeneity (e.g., differences in socioeconomic status and political 

ideology), current macro-economic conditions, and government ideology also indirectly 

affect the association between the revenue side of government finance and SWB (Bojar, 

2017; Foucault et al., 2017; Kiya, 2012).  That is, depending on these factors, the effects 

of government debts and taxes on individual SWB may be either positive or negative.  

Nevertheless, while controlling for various factors that are closely interrelated with the 

level of government financing variables (e.g., government ideology, individual 

education/income level, clarity of responsibility, current economic conditions), this study 

tentatively predicts that such financing instruments as public deficit and public taxes will 

generally have a negative effect on individual SWB.  Once again, this prediction is 

primarily based on the public choice theory, which suggests that financing activities of 

government reflect political intentions to maximize limited benefits for elected public 

officials, bureaucrats, or interest groups while misallocating available public resources 

(Bjørnskov et al., 2006). 

   With regard to public taxes, this research pays particular attention to income tax 

because of its relative proximity to individual personal wealth.  It is still inconclusive 

whether all types of tax have consistently negative effects on individual SWB.  In fact, 

public preferences for taxes may differ depending on the type of taxes.  For instance, 

sales tax is generally regressive, with a higher tax burden on low-income groups, while 

income tax is typically more progressive, placing a proportionally higher tax burden on 

high-income groups.  The impact of income tax on SWB, in particular, is dependent on 
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people’s general preference for it.  If people generally prefer to have a more equitable 

society, there would be a positive association between income tax and SWB (Oishi et al., 

2009).  Conversely, if people prefer to have economic freedom and upward mobility, the 

effect of income tax would have a negative effect on individual SWB (Graham & Felton, 

2006; Kiya, 2012).  As discussed above, it is difficult to predict the association between 

public income tax and individual SWB.  Nevertheless, this study generally expects that 

public income tax will have a substantial negative effect on individual SWB, since it 

directly concerns individual income gains and wealth (Niemi et al., 1995).14   

In sum, while it is true that increases in taxes and the constant accumulation of 

budget deficits do not always entail the financial instability of government, they may 

imply pessimistic future financial outlooks in government and overall economies, thus 

negatively affecting individual’s subjective evaluations of life.   

 

Hypothesis 2: Increasing public tax and debt is negatively related to subjective well-

being. 

 

The notion of fiscal illusion in public choice theory also suggests that variables on 

the revenue side of government finance may not have a significant effect on SWB 

because people cannot fully comprehend the complex system of public taxes and debts.  

 
14 Indeed, this research is a very first step toward understanding the less known associations between 

various public financial variables and individual SWB.  As suggested in this study, there are several 

conditional factors that affect the direction of the association between the selected public financial variables 

and SWB.  Thus, while this research provides a general understanding of the associations between 

government financial variables and SWB, more rigorous future research should delve into the complex 

interrelationships among various moderating factors, public financial variables, and SWB.     
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For instance, due to the imperfect information surrounding the public financing system, 

an individual does not accurately measure his or her actual amount of tax obligation 

based on the equal return of government services (Turnbull, 1998).  For example, income 

tax levied through withholding may be less costly than the same tax payment directly 

prepared by the taxpayer for government.  Moreover, debt financing may be less costly 

than levying income tax on people because people do not have a full understanding about 

the future tax liability implied by the current debt financing of government.  Indeed, 

certain financing instruments that do not directly concern individual’s income and wealth 

are less visible to the public, so less costly for government (Wagner, 1976).  This notion 

of fiscal illusion has been widely discussed in many studies, and contemporary research 

still uses it to explain government’s strategic budgetary decisions to avoid public scrutiny 

(Dell’Anno & Mourao, 2012).  In particular, as government employs more complex 

financing methods to generate public outputs, citizens tend to demand more government 

expenditure, since there is a gap between the perceived cost and the real cost of general 

expenditure to produce public outputs (Alt & Lowry, 2010; Dell’Anno & Mourao, 2012; 

Wagner, 1976).  That is, each person perceives that he or she is paying less than the 

actual cost of providing a particular public good, so there is excess demand for it.  As a 

result, there will be a budget deficit with excessive public expenditure.  Thus, while 

government strategically maximizes its budget beyond the optimal level and creates 

welfare loss by creating a complex revenue structure, the general expectation under fiscal 

illusion shows that public debt and general tax revenue do not have any significant effects 
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on individual SWB because a person often has a limited comprehension about these types 

of financing instruments15 and the outcomes that such instruments cause.   

 

Hypothesis 3: Overall levels of public tax and budget deficit do not have any 

significant association with subjective well-being. 

 

3.1.2 Roles of Government Transparency in Subjective Well-Being 

In addition to the selected financial variables previously discussed, this 

dissertation investigates whether enhancing government transparency has important 

direct and indirect effects on individual’s subjective appreciation of life.  One reason that 

the role of government transparency may be important is that publicly available 

information about public financial process and policy implementation can add clarity to 

the complex mechanisms of policy delivery.  As a person has clearer information about 

an increase or decrease in public spending and understands the rationale behind particular 

financial operations, it is expected that these government activities with higher levels of 

transparency will have more direct effects on individual SWB. 

In fact, previous studies emphasize the various positive effects of transparency.  

For instance, some studies contend that transparency increases the effectiveness and 

efficiency of policy delivery to the public, as it holds politicians accountable for their 

policy choices (Alt et al., 2002; Alt & Lowry, 2010).  Correspondingly, a different level 

 
15  Conversely, personal income tax is directly related to the diminution of individual earnings, so it is still 

expected that such a revenue method will have a negative impact on individual SWB (Wagner, 1976). 
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of transparency makes equal amounts of social spending count differently for the social 

entitlements16 of citizens because it reduces any wasteful use of available resources.  That 

is, higher levels of transparency produce relatively more social benefits for people 

(Esping-Andersen, 2013).  The theory of human needs also indirectly emphasizes the 

importance of transparency by pointing out that it establishes necessary social conditions 

to optimize communications through which social actors comprehend the meaning of the 

actions and issues surrounding the policy making process (Doyal & Gough, 1991).  

Communication is critical to optimize the satisfaction of human needs, as it helps in the 

comprehension of the availability of resources and the purpose of policy processes.17        

While the studies discussed above suggest that transparency has various positive 

roles in promoting individual satisfaction via effective and optimal levels of public 

service delivery, such explanations also suggest an association between government 

transparency and individual SWB.  This research predicts that government transparency 

magnifies SWB by making a person feel empowered, as he or she can gain more 

knowledge about government policies and more opportunities to engage in policy 

decision making.  

 
16 Here, social entitlements indicate the list of goods and services with which every human being should be 

endowed.  The list of social entitlements is often determined through a normative conception of social 

justice (Nussbaum, 2003). 
17  In order for such communication to be successful in maximizing both individual and social needs in 

society, every participant should be a rational actor with capacity to understand the technical issues in 

discussion and a profound understanding of democratic deliberations (Doyal & Gough, 1991, pp. 25–26).  

This implies that government transparency is one of the typical characteristics of developed democratic 

countries.  However, the theory of social needs does not specify exactly who and how many people actually 

pay attention to and understand what is going on in government or what the aims and nature of government 

policies are. 
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Before going into a more detailed discussions about the role of government 

transparency in the complex dynamics of SWB, it is important to clarify what 

government transparency actually means.  In fact, transparency has many different 

meanings depending on the particular domains of government on which the research 

focuses.  While government transparency is an inherently broad concept and contains 

multiple components, it generally indicates the dissemination of publicly available 

information about integral parts of the government policy making process.  Such process 

may include many different stages, including policy decision making, policy intervention, 

and policy outcomes (Grimmelikhuijsen Stephan et al., 2013, p. 576).  Publicly available 

information through government transparency is expected to be complete, 

comprehensible, and usable so that the actors outside of the policy making process can 

use it to monitor, evaluate, and predict the performance of government. 

In addition, while it shares most of the essential traits of government 

transparency, fiscal transparency represents the availability of important information 

about the financial operations of government.  As in the general definition of government 

transparency, many studies take different approaches to explain what fiscal transparency 

is, dependent on particular aspects of government’s fiscal activities (e.g., budget decision 

making, budget execution).  While there are multiple ways to define fiscal transparency, 

this research incorporates the studies of Alt and Lowry (2010) and Besley (2006) to 

elaborate on what fiscal transparency means.  Based on these sources, fiscal transparency 

is the set of rules in fiscal operations and documentation in government that are made 

available to the public.  Moreover, such available information is expected to be reliable, 
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comprehensive, timely, understandable, and comparable (Kopits & Craig, 1998).  Similar 

to the general definition of government transparency, fiscal transparency represents the 

availability of information about all aspects of government fiscal policy processes.  The 

completeness of information is expected to help all external actors, especially the 

electorate and those working in financial markets, gain adequate information about 

government’s fiscal policy when assessing and evaluating fiscal policy outcomes (Alt & 

Lassen, 2006a, p. 1406). 

The theoretical expectation about the effect of government transparency on SWB 

is rather straightforward.  As transparency increases, each individual has more 

opportunities to directly participate in various government programs through different 

information channels.  This results in satisfaction, with each individual feeling 

empowered to actually control what government is doing.  As a person’s participation 

becomes more meaningful throughout the policy making process, individual SWB is 

increased.  

Moreover, although not explicit, the principal-agent model can explain the 

relationship between government transparency and SWB (Ferejohn, 1999).  This model 

predicts that as government’s operations in various policy fields become more transparent 

to the public, an individual tends to endorse more government activities and be willing to 

invest private resources for public service deliveries.  By turn, with increasing 

transparency, current government is willing to invest more in generally undesired 

financing instruments, such as public tax (Alt & Lowry, 2010).  According to this model, 

the primary mechanism of enhancing individual SWB is through the availability of 
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information about government activities, which gives more clarity about policy 

objectives to an individual.  Just as Doyal and Gough (1991) emphasize that gaining 

knowledge about policy options is an important condition for the satisfaction of human 

needs, the certainty about what and how government is doing gives people more 

confidence (Alt et al., 2002).  In sum, the general expectation based on existing 

knowledge is that transparency will increase the level of SWB.   

Interestingly, government transparency includes two important characteristics that 

have significant effects on individual SWB: increasing procedural utilities and reducing 

corruption in government.  First, as Heliwell (2006) and Whitely et al. (2010) point out, 

the participatory democratic process that enhances procedural utilities of constituents 

positively affects SWB.  Procedural utility denotes the satisfaction attained through direct 

involvement in politics (Frey and Stutzer 2000, 2005).  Thus, as government makes 

public sector information more transparent and accessible to people, an individual gains 

procedural utility by having more opportunities to take part in policy discussions in 

public forums.  Second, with an increase in government transparency, the opportunity 

costs of rent-seeking and corrupt behavior of public officials are more likely to increase.  

As a result, government transparency makes policy makers more accountable for their 

policy decisions and performance.  Because low levels of government corruption have a 

positive effect on individual SWB, especially among developing countries (Helliwell, 

2003), government transparency is also expected to have a significant effect on SWB.       

In addition, government transparency makes the economic process more efficient, 

as actors in the public economic sphere are able to make informed decisions and reduce 
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transaction costs, which enhances efficient economic transactions and facilitates 

economic production.  This particular effect of government transparency based on the 

idea of economic efficiency and performance is also important to consider as far as 

individual SWB is concerned (Erkkilä, 2012). 

  

Hypothesis 4: Increasing government transparency is positively related to subjective 

well-being. 

 

A major body of research also suggests that government transparency has an 

important moderating role in the associations between financial variables and SWB.  

Some previous studies argue that people generally do not like tax increases, and they tend 

to punish government by forcing current incumbents out of the office when they happen 

(Alt & Lowry, 2010; Niemi et al., 1995).  In fact, this pattern would be more common 

when there is an asymmetric information structure between government and voters.  For 

instance, if government finds it necessary to increase taxes based on an economic forecast 

and other technical analyses but the information on which the decision based is not made 

publicly available, people will not trust government and will dislike the tax increase.  

Conversely, when a person has sufficient information about government’s financial 

activities, as principal-agent theory predicts, he or she has fewer negative reactions 

toward an increase in public debt or tax.  This is because the sense of uncertainty toward 

government disappears, with a person gaining confidence and satisfaction through 

transparency (Alt & Lowry, 2010).  Relevant studies also demonstrate that government 
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fiscal transparency has a positive role in reducing the level of government debt, 

especially during an election year, based on cross-country level studies (Alt & Lassen, 

2006a).  This indicates that transparency has a positive indirect influence on 

government’s fiscal performance.  For this reason, this research proposes that while the 

independent effect of government debt (or tax) on SWB is expected to be negative, the 

moderating effect of government transparency will partially neutralize the generally 

negative effect of government debt (or tax) on SWB.   By the same logic, the potentially 

positive effect of government transparency will enhance the positive effects of 

government interventions in critical social sectors on individual SWB.   

 

Hypothesis 5: Negative relationships of taxes and budget deficits with subjective well-

being are neutralized by government transparency. 

 

Hypothesis 6: Positive relationships of government compositions in the area of essential 

human conditions with subjective well-being are enhanced by government transparency. 

 

3.1.3 The Influence of Socioeconomic Development  

It is important to note that when experiencing a positive mental account of well-

being, an individual often relies on certain evaluative criteria and values; such criteria and 

values are known to change along with socioeconomic development. 

For instance, Inglehart at al. (2008) found that values related with individual 

autonomy and freedom of choice positively affect the level of SWB across advanced 
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democratic countries.  However, across developing countries, variables reflecting basic 

life conditions are more significantly associated with the level of SWB.  Thus, it is 

expected that a person’s evaluative criteria for SWB emphasizes nonmaterial elements as 

a society graduates into a developed economy (Inglehart et al., 2008).   Similarly, another 

relevant study contends that, based on the notion of value-environment fit, an individual’s 

values are aligned with the level of socioeconomic development in that the surrounding 

environment either encourages or discourages an individual to act on certain values that 

are closely related with his or her life satisfaction (Sortheix & Lönnqvist, 2014). 

Correspondingly, other relevant studies focusing on human development suggest 

that the particular social structure (or the societal formation in which individuals live 

together) governs the objects that a person actually values.  The different social structures 

form the particular social norms, each of which directs which social values and choices 

are acceptable.  Moreover, the social structure can either expand or minimize the 

availability of essential human conditions (Stewart & Deneulin, 2002).  In this regard, 

this study assumes that the type of social structure is closely associated with the level of 

socioeconomic development.  That is, depending on the level of socioeconomic 

development, the existing social structure is capable of promoting certain types of values 

and choices that each individual can pursue.  Moreover, social structures with higher 

levels of socioeconomic development are more capable of expanding essential human 

conditions for people.          

Thus, it is plausible to assume that the same type of public policy may differently 

affect individual SWB dependent on the level of socioeconomic development.  For 
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example, government’s effort to make public financial management more transparent will 

positively affect individual SWB across developed economies because people value open 

and clear democratic process (Helliwell, 2003).  However, the same policy effort may not 

significantly affect individual SWB in developing countries because people in these 

countries tend to focus more on material success and individual achievement when 

evaluating their lives (Sortheix & Lönnqvist, 2014).     

However, when it comes to associations between compositions of public 

expenditure and SWB, the level of socioeconomic development may not matter as much.  

This type of public spending concerns public welfare, health, or education, and these 

social sectors reflect the essential human conditions about which every individual really 

cares.  Previous studies suggest that these essential human conditions transcend all 

cultural boundaries and levels of development, and the shortage of these essential human 

conditions immediately affect individuals’ mental well-being (Nussbaum, 2003; Ruut 

Veenhoven, 1991).  Accordingly, other studies based on empirical results demonstrate 

that government’s policies to expand social safety nets to its citizens actually raise the 

aggregate level of life satisfaction across advanced democratic countries (Pacek & 

Radcliff, 1995; Radcliff, 2001).          

In sum, based on the discussion about how values change along with 

socioeconomic development, it is possible that the proposed hypotheses can be only 

confirmed at certain development stages because a person may not have a strong 

preference for certain types of public spending and financing decisions.  That is, people 

react to certain financial variables dependent on the surrounding socioeconomic 
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environment.  Results from empirical analyses based on samples of developed and 

developing economies will bring more insights about the complex associations among 

public financial variables, transparency, and SWB.   
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3.2 Data and Methods 

The analyses in this chapter develop several model specifications to test the 

proposed hypotheses.  Hence, historical data at the cross-country level is utilized to 

examine the proposed effects of government financial variables and government 

transparency on SWB.  In fact, there are wide cultural, political, social, and economic 

variations across countries.  The heterogeneity among countries sometimes makes it 

undesirable to pool all countries together for a single empirical analysis.  Because of this, 

there is a contention that findings based on samples that combine all countries can be 

misleading and biased (Frey & Stutzer, 2000; Radcliff, 2001).  In order to resolve the 

potential issue of cross-sectional heterogeneity in a statistical analysis, this dissertation 

study mainly adopts two approaches.  First, this research adopts country fixed effects in 

an analytical framework to address between-country variations by controlling 

unobserved, time-invariant, country-specific characteristics. The model specification is 

elaborated more fully in the next subsection.  Second, this research also conducts its 

analyses by dividing the entire cross-country data into two groups: developed and 

developing countries.  Indeed, a fair number of previous studies have commonly analyzed 

the complex dynamics of SWB across countries with the developed and developing 

distinction (Easterlin, 2015; Easterlin et al., 2010; Inglehart et al., 2008; Ram, 2010; 

Sortheix & Lönnqvist, 2014).  As discussed earlier, such an approach relies on the 

theoretical assumption that along with certain economic development, an individual 

gradually alters his or her evaluative and valuation criteria for a subjective appreciation 

of life.  Nevertheless, the suggested effects of government functions on SWB in this 
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dissertation research may transcend the boundaries of social, democratic, or economic 

developments because they usually aim to satisfy essential human needs.  Because of 

this, this chapter also conducts the analysis by pooling all cross-sections together in order 

to investigate what specific government functions have consistent effects on human 

SWB, regardless of the particular group of countries.      

 

3.2.1 Developed and Developing Countries  

   This dissertation study conforms to the economic distinctions suggested by such 

international institutions and organizations as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and 

the United Nations (UN), which use the generally accepted measures of development 

(e.g., Gross National Income, Gross Domestic Product, or Human Development Index).  

Moreover, this research uses membership information from some well-known economic 

cooperation groups, such as the European Union (EU) and the Organization for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), to determine the developed or 

developing stage of each country. Table 3.1 lists the countries classified as having either 

a developing or developed status.  In sum, the group of developed countries includes any 

country that is in the developed lists of the IMF, UN, or World Bank (WB).  Moreover, 

countries with EU or OECD membership are also included in the group of developed 

countries.  In general, according to the classification scheme of the international 

organizations, developed countries are defined based on top quartile of Human 

Development Index (HDI) distribution, Gross National Income (GNI) per capita of 
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$12,615 or more (2014), export diversification, and the degree of integration into the 

global financial system (Nielsen, 2011).  

 

 

 

Table 3.1: List of Countries by Developed and Developing Economies 

Developed Australia, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Rep., Estonia, Finland, 

France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, 

Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Romania, Singapore, Slovakia, 

Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey, United States 

Developing Albania, Algeria, Andorra, Argentina, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, 

Belarus, Bosnia, Brazil, Burkina Faso, China, Colombia, Dominican Rep., Ecuador, 

Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Georgia, Ghana, Guatemala, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, 

Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Libya, Macedonia, Malaysia, 

Mali, Moldova, Montenegro, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Qatar, 

Russia, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, South Africa, Tanzania, Thailand, Trinidad 

and Tobago, Tunisia, Uganda, Ukraine, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Venezuela, Viet Nam, 

Yemen, Zambia, Zimbabwe 

Sources UN World Economic Situation and Prospects 2014, Human Development Report, 

IMF World Economic Outlook Database. 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Data for Cross-country Level Analysis 

In order to collect all of the necessary variables that have been theoretically and 

empirically suggested to affect the level of individual SWB, the analyses in this chapter 

incorporate multiple data resources that span the period from 1995 through 2014.  This 
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study period includes two major financial crises that significantly affected world 

economic systems (the Asian financial crisis in 1997 and the subprime mortgage crisis in 

2007-2008).  Thus, the general expectation is that the data reflects wide variations in 

public financial variables over the study period.  SWB measures and some other 

individual-level control variables were obtained from the World Values Survey (WVS).  

The variables from WVS represent comprehensive information about individual values 

and beliefs about institutions, society, politics, and the economy.  This data is updated 

periodically, so the size of the sample collected over approximately 20 years is sufficient 

to increase confidence in the generalizability of the findings.  Moreover, as previous 

studies have identified the important macro-level determinants of individual SWB, this 

research utilizes data from the Quality of Government (QoG) institute.  The institute is 

the part of the University of Gothenburg in Sweden, and its primary research focus is the 

causes and consequences of quality of government/governance. The QoG dataset 

comprises important country-level indicators from a number of other original and 

secondary databases maintained by international institutions, such as the WB, IMF, and 

OECD.  It also includes a number of the measures developed by researchers and scholars 

for the purpose of publishing independent research products.   

Regarding the main explanatory government financial variables (i.e., welfare, 

education, or health expenditure), this research relies on the IMF’s Government Finance 

Statistics (GFS), the OECD’s Social Expenditure Database (SOCX), and the WB’s World 

Development Indicators (WDI).  GFS data comprises different compositions of 

government expenditure, overall government deficits, taxes, and other financial indicators 
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across countries. GFS is one of the widely known datasets, and it maintains 

comprehensive information about governments’ public financial management across 

countries while standardizing various financial measures suitable for comparative 

analyses.  This original dataset covers approximately 149 countries.  However, since the 

GFS dataset also contains several missing values for some of the countries during this 

study period, this research also incorporates alternative financial variables from SOCX 

and WDI for the analyses.  These alternative measures also help to check whether the 

proposed empirical framework provides consistent statistical results.  Moreover, when it 

comes to measures of government transparency, the variables from the International 

Budget Partnership (IBP)’s Open Budget Survey (OBS) and QoG are utilized.  OBS 

provide a measure of fiscal transparency named Open Budget Index (OBI).  OBI is the 

standardized index, ranging from 1 to 100, reflecting the most important aspects of 

transparent and accountable budgeting decisions, process, and management of 

government.  In addition to OBI, QoG provides an indicator of general government 

transparency originally developed from Hollyer, Rosendorff & Vreeland ‘s transparency 

project.  This transparency measure, called the HRV index, comprehensively and 

objectively incorporates the quality and quantity of publicly available policy information 

of governments.  Lastly, the aforementioned datasets also provide a set of control 

variables at both country and individual levels.  The next subsection provides detailed 

information about the variables incorporated for the analyses in this chapter. 
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3.2.3 Description of Variables 

Table 3.2 shows a summary of the data resources and basic descriptive statistics 

of the variables for the analyses in this chapter.  SWB Index is the dependent variable of 

this research.  This variable is the composite index, in that two existing variables from 

WVS, Happiness and Life Satisfaction, are incorporated.  There are two primary reasons 

to adopt these indicators.  First, the current literature commonly suggests that these two 

variables reflect major aspects of SWB (Diener, 2000; Diener et al., 1997; Inglehart et al., 

2008; Kim-Prieto et al., 2005).  The second reason is a practical one.  While some other 

indicators of SWB have been operationalized and utilized in previous research projects, 

they usually make use of limited data in terms of space and time.  Measures of life 

satisfaction and happiness are available at the cross-country level for a longer period, and 

using these indicators enables researchers to secure sufficient sample sizes and obtain 

reliable statistical results.  Regarding Life Satisfaction, the survey question reads “All 

things considered, how satisfied are you with your life as a whole these days?” (Inglehart 

et al., 2008).  The question pertaining to Happiness is “Taking all things together, would 

you say that you are very happy, rather happy, not very happy, or not at all happy?”  By 

incorporating these two SWB indicators, this study creates an SWB index in order to 

examine overall subjective accounts of life experience.  The formulation of the index 

gives equal weights to these two variables (life satisfaction – 2.5*happiness), and the 

highest value of the happiness scale indicates “Not at all happy” in this formula (Inglehart 

et al., 2008). 
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Table 3.2: Variable Descriptive Statistics (1995-2014) 
Name Description Mean  St. Dev Min Max 

Individual Level      

SWB Index (life satisfaction – 

2.5*happiness) 

1.712 3.735 -9 7.5 

Political Value Self positioning political 

scale (left(1) –right(10)) 

5.701 2.376 1 10 

Individual Income Individual income scale 

(1-10)  

4.650 2.316 1 10 

Age Respondent’s age 40.899 16.184 15 99 

Education Highest education level 

attained  

(0-8) 

4.439 2.423 0 8 

Freedom of Choice How much freedom of 

choice and control do you 

have? (Not at all (1) – a 

great deal (10)) 

6.837 2.423 1 10 

Autonomy Autonomy index 

(obedience (-2) – 

independence (2)) 

-0.054 1.181 -2 2 

Individual 

Employment  

Employed or not (yes=1, 

no=0)  

0.807 0.395 0 1 

Religious Are you religious person? 

(Yes=1, No=0) 

0.711 0.453 0 1 

Married Are you married? 

(Yes=1, No=0) 

0.638 0.481 0 1 

General Trust Most people can be 

trusted 

(Yes=1, No=0) 

0.259 0.438 0 1 

Country Level      

Government 

Transparency 

HRV Index (Hollyer et 

al., 2014).   

3.142 2.267 -.862 8.295 

OBI Open Budget Index 49.689 24.311 1.08 91.63 

Public Social 

Welfare (OECD) 

OECD’s SOCX Public 

Social Welfare 

Expenditure (% of GDP) 

17.625 7.209 0 31.6 

Public Social 

Welfare (IMF) 

IMF’s Social Protection 

Expenditure (% of GDP) 

12.348 5.824 0.749 25.079 

Public Health (WDI) WDI Public Health 

Expenditure (% of GDP) 

11.934 4.710 3.166 22.685 

Public Education 

(IMF) 

IMF’s Public Education 

Expenditure (% of GDP) 

5.026 1.479 1.994 8.056 

Public 

Education_Primary 

(UNESCO) 

UNESCO expenditure on 

education_Primary (% of 

total gov. spending) 

33.905 10.981 13.769 67.034 

Public 

Transportation (IMF) 

IMF’s Public 

Transportation 

Expenditure (% of GDP) 

1.959 0.875 0.134 4.938 

Public Safety (IMF) IMF’s Public Safety 

Expenditure (% of GDP) 

1.953 0.764 0.539 4.907 

Total Tax Revenue 

(WDI) 

WDI’s Total Tax 

Revenue (% of GDP) 

16.074 6.296 1.796 47.709 
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Income Tax (IMF) IMF’s Income Tax (taxes 

on income, profits, and 

capital gains, % of GDP) 

9.839 4.228 3.371 20.647 

Gross Debt (IMF) IMF’s Gross Debt (% of 

GDP) 

53.286 44.269 4.994 334.853 

Account Balance 

(IMF) 

IMF’s Current Account 

Balanced of Gov. (% of 

GDP) 

-0.522 7.955 -29.289 39.583 

Democratization Standardized Country 

Democracy Score (Polity 

Index) 

5.024 5.926 -10 10 

National 

Unemployment Rate 

WDI National 

Unemployment Rate (%) 

9.054 5.899 0.4 34.5 

Per Capita GDP Log of Real GDP per 

capita (based on $ in 

2005) 

8.947 1.085 5.800 11.491 

General National 

Expenditure 

WDI General National 

Expenditure – Private 

Consumption, General 

Gov. Expenditure, and 

Domestic Investment (% 

of GDP) 

101.038 12.555 55.852 147.534 

General Gov. 

Expenditure 

WDI General Gov. 

Expenditure (% of GDP) 

15.499 5.237 2.047 76.222 

Source: All individual-level variables are from WVS.  Country-level variables are from IMF, WDI, UNESCO, 

OECD, IBP, and QoG. 

 

 

 

Several financial variables are chosen as main explanatory variables for the 

analyses in this chapter, the majority of which reflects the composition of government 

spending.  Apparently, it is not an easy task to find a systematic measurement of 

government intervention in each policy sector, since countries often employ somewhat 

various modes of public service delivery (Ferragina, 2017, p. 58)18.  The measure 

capturing different welfare state characteristics is not easily available for the analysis 

based on the extended time-series cross-sectional data.  However, the quantitative amount 

 
18 For instance, several studies indicate that when measuring a welfare state’s generosity, different types of 

welfare regimes can be classified based on distinctive redistribution principles, and ways to allocate the 

resources and methods of delivering social goods would vary across these principles (Esping-Andersen, 

2013).   
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of government investment in each of the specific policy areas can overcome such 

shortcomings.  Moreover, it has been frequently demonstrated that the level of spending 

and the qualitative measure of government intervention are somewhat correlated with 

each other (Ferragina, 2017).  For this reason, the previous studies concerning specific 

government intervention primarily make use of government expenditure as indicators of 

such policy interventions.  Indeed, the scholars report that there are wide variations in 

government consumption and spending across the countries, giving more confidence in 

the coefficient estimations of the spending variables.  Therefore, utilizing public financial 

variables is a reasonable approach to empirically examine the complex dynamics of 

government interventions (Hessami, 2010). 

The areas of public sector spending included in the analyses are welfare, health, 

education, transportation, and public safety.  These areas are, based on theoretical 

reasoning, closely related to fundamental human needs, so more public investment in 

these sectors is expected to positively affect subjective appreciation of life (Doyal & 

Gough, 1991; Ruut Veenhoven & Ouweneel, 1995).  Furthermore, regarding these 

variables of government spending, this research adopts the most conventional way to 

measure the level of a particular spending item.  Many international organizations and 

several major research institutes commonly measure government spending as a 

percentage of Gross Domestic Product (GDP).  The primary reason for this is that while 

the values of national currencies and inflation levels vary widely across countries, this 

kind of measure makes it possible to conduct comparative analyses and generate 

consistent statistical results (Palmer, 1990).  Therefore, all explanatory expenditure 
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variables are calculated to reflect the ratio (%) of a particular type of government 

spending to a nation’s GDP.  This study adopts the same approach to measuring 

government debt and tax, which reflects the revenue side of a government’s financial 

operations.  Accordingly, the variables of government debt and tax are calculated in 

proportion to GDP.  Moreover, while there are different types of public debt, the analysis 

primarily focuses on gross debt, which is often referred as total debt or total debt 

liabilities (IMF, 2011).  The debt elements making up this variable are, but are not limited 

to, currency, deposits, securities, loans, insurance, pensions, and other accounts payable 

(IMF, 2011, p. 3).  Just like public debt, the analysis in this chapter uses the variable of 

total tax revenue, which includes all types of taxes levied by government.  This includes 

the tax on incomes, profits, and capital gains; payroll and workforce; property; goods and 

services; excises; and international trade and transactions (IMF, 2011).  As extensively 

discussed in the current literature, people may strongly react to the direct forms of 

taxation, such as personal income tax, but it is difficult for people to fully comprehend 

other types of taxes that are nested within government’s complex revenue structure 

(Wagner, 1976).  Thus, the analysis also utilizes an income tax variable (i.e., tax on 

individual incomes, profits, and capital gains) separate from the overall tax revenue, since 

it is important to identify what specific type of tax primarily influences the individual 

level SWB.   

Some additional notes are necessary for the use of selected financial variables in 

the analyses of this chapter because of some potential issues.  First, as it is possible that 

the significant coefficient estimation of the financial variables is dependent on specific 
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data resources, the study also incorporates other alternative financial variables (measured 

in the same way) that reflect the same area of spending.  The utilization of alternative 

variables is dependent on data availability.   

Another variable of interest in this research is government transparency, as 

existing knowledge suggests that it has an important effect on SWB both directly and 

indirectly.  As this study utilizes the cross-country level data, two types of variables 

representing transparency are used for the analyses.  As briefly discussed earlier, the first 

measure of transparency is the general government transparency index developed by 

Hollyer, Rosendorff, and Vreeland (2014).  Grounded in both theoretical and empirical 

assessments of government transparency, this index objectively reflects the tendency of 

disclosing credible and comprehensive government information to the public (Hollyer et 

al., 2014).  Accordingly, this transparency index consists of hundreds of economic 

measures that government willingly provides to the public, which have been collected 

through the transparency research project since 1980 (Hollyer et al., 2014).  Based on a 

sophisticated computational method, each element of this index is assigned with a 

different weight; a higher weight indicates publicly available economic information that 

is relatively more difficult to obtain.  Therefore, while this index concerns the total 

number of selected economic measures available to the public, the weights assigned to 

some of the economic measures of the index represent both capacity and the willingness 

of the state to deliver comprehensive policy information to its citizens.  In addition to this 

variable, this study also incorporates a measure that specifically concerns the budget 

transparency of government.  Open Budget Index (OBI) is calculated based on a 
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questionnaire completed by experts in nongovernmental organizations in each country.  

The questionnaire has continually been refined based on widely accepted key criteria of 

public financial management as commonly represented by major international-level 

institutions, such as the IMF, OECD, and World Bank.  The questionnaire generally 

reflects the accuracy, comprehensiveness, and promptness of public financial information 

available to the public, resulting in a numeric value of OBI, ranging from zero to 100, 

that is assigned to each country.  Such a standardized score makes it possible to conduct 

comparative analyses across countries.  About 94 countries were surveyed in the most 

recent year’s reports.  The potential shortfall of incorporating this fiscal transparency 

measure is its short time span, as OBI was first developed and surveyed in relatively 

fewer countries in 2006.  Nevertheless, as these two different measures of government 

transparency complement each other, the statistically significant effects of both will give 

confidence to the findings while confirming the proposed hypotheses.       

Moreover, several control variables are included in the analytical framework in 

order to accurately estimate the effects of explanatory variables.  At the individual level, 

after a careful literature review, there are variables representing “autonomy/freedom of 

choice,” “married life,” “religion,” “general (interpersonal) trust,” “age,” “education,”  

“individual employment status,”19 “individual income (scale)20,” and “political value 

 
19 This variable was constructed based on WVS’s employment status variable.  The observations in certain 

categories, such as retired, housewife, students, and other, are excluded in the creation of this variable 

because they are not considered as being in the labor force (actively seeking employment).  
20 Because the measures of SWB (Life Satisfaction and Happiness) are from WVS, other individual-level 

variables are also from the same dataset. WVS does not have a variable that reflects standardized household 

income amount.  Instead, the survey asks each respondent to indicate the specific income group (1: lowest 

income group – 10: the highest income group) that his or her household is in.  For each country in the 
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(individual political ideology)” (Blanchflower & Oswald, 2004; Diener, 2000; Easterlin, 

2015; Frey, 2008; Helliwell, 2003; Inglehart et al., 2008; Pavot & Diener, 2008; 

Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).  Except for categorical variables, these individual-level 

control variables are centered on overall mean values in order to make cross-country 

comparison more meaningful.  At the country level, there are some important control 

variables commonly suggested by the existing literature.  Democratization reflects the 

level of democracy of a state.  Several studies report that the more advanced a country’s 

democratic system, the higher the overall level of SWB (Frey & Stutzer, 2000; Helliwell, 

2003; Inglehart et al., 2008). Next, previous studies found that National Unemployment 

Rate has an important effect on individual SWB.  In fact, it is suggested that it has a 

negative effect on SWB regardless of one’s economic position and unemployment status 

because the rate indicates the worsening economic environment of a country (Frey, 

2008).  In addition, Total National Expenditure as a proportion of national GDP21 and the 

Per capita GDP (in Log) in constant U.S. dollars are added into the analytical framework 

in order to control the variations in overall size of the national economy across 

countries.22  These control variables are obtained from multiple primary and secondary 

data sources, including the WVS, IMF, WDI, and QoG.   

 
survey, the income range for the bin is differently formulated based on its income distribution and 

currency.       
21 The inclusion of General National Expenditure is to control the overall level of the spending per country.  

While general government expenditure can also be used for the same purpose, it is highly correlated with 

each composition of spending, so it will interfere with the precise coefficient estimation of each 

composition. Thus, in order to focus on the effect of government composition, general national expenditure 

is included. 
22 In later analyses of this study, government’s general expenditure is also tried in place of General National 

Expenditure for empirical specifications in order to check the robustness of the findings.  The choice of the 

latter is primarily based on fewer correlations with other compositions of government expenditure.    
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3.2.4 Statistical Approach and Specifications 

This dissertation research employs the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) multivariate 

regression technique with clustered standard error to test proposed hypotheses.  This type 

of method is appropriate for the multilevel structure of the data, as the parameter 

estimations in the analyses involve both country-level and individual-level variables.  As 

individual observations are nested in clusters (e.g., countries), each observation is not 

independent, posing less variations within a cluster (country).  Thus, with respect to the 

statistical analysis based on the multilevel structure of the dataset, it is necessary that the 

clustered standard errors be incorporated to account for such heteroscedasticity 

(nonconstant variance of error terms) and correlations of error terms across/within 

clusters (Primo et al., 2007, p. 451).  

One clear benefit of utilizing clustered standard error is that it does not require 

many underlying assumptions about the variation and covariance matrix of the errors.  

Because of this, the point estimation of coefficient is not likely to be affected by the 

violation of the assumptions and is easily applicable to different regression methods 

based on Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), such as logit and probit models 

(Cameron & Miller, 2010; Primo et al., 2007).  Thus, while other multilevel methods do 

have some valuable merits, because of its simplicity and flexibility in using the multilevel 

structure of the data, this research adopts the OLS linear regression approach with 

clustered errors. 

 The general empirical framework for OLS multivariate regression with corrected 

clustered standard errors is as follows: 
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Equation 3.1 

𝑆𝑊𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑐 = f(B ∗ 𝐸𝑡𝑐 + 𝛾 ∗ 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑐 + 𝛿 ∗ 𝐶𝑡𝑐 +  𝜃𝑡 + 𝜇𝑐 + 휀𝑖𝑡𝑐) 

 

  

In this basic specification, Etc is the vector of the explanatory variables of interest, 

such as composition of spending, government tax and debt, and government 

transparency.  Citc indicates the group of control variables at the individual level and Ctc 

represents the country-level control variables.  Within this framework, the clustered 

standard errors are incorporated to test the statistical significance of each of the 

coefficient estimations.  Moreover, in order to control for temporal and time-invariant 

country specific variations, θ and μ (year and country-fixed effects) are included in the 

model.23  Lastly, ε is the error term.  

 There are some additional notes regarding this analytical framework.  First, in 

accordance with this baseline model, the analyses in this chapter employ several different 

specifications to test the significant effects of explanatory variables on SWB relative to 

other conditional factors.  For example, in order to test the previously proposed 

hypothesis about the significant moderating role of government transparency in the effect 

of financial variables on SWB, the interaction terms between the selected fiscal variables 

 
23 In fact, the point estimations of the financial variables are highly dependent on external socioeconomic 

shocks.  For instance, an increasing aging population in a country tends to exert more pressure on public 

health expenditure. Likewise, sudden global recession may lead to more unemployed people, which results 

in an increase of welfare spending.  Therefore, it is necessary to include year-specific temporal effects and 

country-specific characteristics in order to obtain precise coefficient estimations. 
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(i.e., social spending, tax, and budget deficit) are also added into the specifications.  

Second, in order to reflect the actual demographic distribution of population across 

nations, this dissertation research conducts the weighted regression analyses by using the 

weight variable provided by WVS.  Lastly, it is necessary to emphasize that this study 

treats the value of the dependent variable (SWB index) as cardinal by employing OLS 

regression techniques.  In fact, there is a contention that employing other types of 

regression techniques, such as the ordered response model, would be more desirable 

because the variables used to construct this composite SWB index (life satisfaction and 

happiness) essentially assume equal weights for each of the ordered response categories.  

Nevertheless, as previous studies point out, the overall statistical results for life 

satisfaction and happiness are found to be not drastically different between OLS and 

ordered response models, while controlling fixed effects makes a substantial difference in 

the point estimations (Ferrer‐i‐Carbonell & Frijters, 2004).  The estimation based on OLS 

regression also involves fewer assumptions and is more effective in interpreting the 

magnitude of the relationship, especially when it comes to explaining the coefficient of 

the interaction terms (Hessami, 2010; Norton et al., 2004).   
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3.3 Findings and Discussion 

 This chapter employs several empirical specifications to analyze the effects of 

financial variables on individual SWB.  Moreover, the analysis examines the indirect 

moderating role of government transparency in the association between key financial 

variables and SWB.  Within this regard, this section is divided into three main parts.  

First, this section discusses the general findings regarding the effects of government 

compositions on individual SWB.  Next, the results and discussions about the effects of 

government financing (i.e., tax, gross debt, and budget deficit) on SWB follow.  Lastly, 

the section discusses the effect of the interaction terms between financial variables and 

government transparency on individual SWB.  Since existing literature also suggests the 

heterogeneous effects of government financial factors on individual SWB dependent on 

the level of economic/democratic development (Helliwell, 2003; Inglehart et al., 2008), 

the specifications are replicated throughout the discussion by restricting the observations 

into group of either developed or developed countries.  This approach is necessary 

because previous studies employing similar statistical analysis often generate conflicting 

results dependent on geography (Kievit et al., 2013; Ma, 2015; Wilson, 2013). Indeed, 

given that the overall level of SWB varies across different levels of socioeconomic 

development, it is necessary to conduct the research by splitting the samples based on 

common developed and developing country distinctions.   
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3.3.1 Effects of Compositions of Government Expenditure on Subjective Well-Being  

 Tables 3.3 through 3.5 represent the estimated coefficients of government 

compositions on individual SWB based on the full sample.  In general, the significance of 

these coefficient estimations vary, dependent on the specific type of government 

expenditure.  
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Table 3.3: OLS Regression Estimation with Clustered Standard Error  

(Public Social Welfare Expenditure – All Countries) 

 All Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) 

 Public Social Welfare 

Independent Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Country Level      

General National 

Expenditure 

0.138*** 

(0.002) 

.164*** 

(.002) 

.144*** 

(.001) 

.143*** 

(.001) 

.128*** 

(.002) 

Public Social Welfare
24

 0.154*** 

(0.014) 

-1.559*** 

(.052) 

.207*** 

(.008) 

.181*** 

(.014) 

.267*** 

(.038) 

Public Social 

Welfare^2 

 .059*** 

(.001) 

   

Social Welfare 

*Income_Lowest 

Quintile  

  .069*** 

(.017) 

  

Social Welfare*Median 

Income Group  

   -.021** 

(.011) 

 

Social Welfare*Income     -.013*** 

(.004) 

Income_Lowest 

Quintile  

  -2.15*** 

(.273) 

  

Median Income Group     .641*** 

(.185) 

 

Log GDP Per Capita 5.946*** 

(0.388) 

8.373*** 

(.337) 

7.877*** 

(.224) 

7.181*** 

(.418) 

6.752*** 

(.557) 

National 

Unemployment Rate 

-0.006 

(0.008) 

-.054*** 

(.007) 

-.051*** 

(.006) 

-.024*** 

(.008) 

-.031*** 

(.012) 

Democratization 0,237*** 

(0.047) 

-.831*** 

(.034) 

-.029 

(.034) 

.097 

(.066) 

.057 

(.087) 

Individual Level      

Political Value 0.039*** 

(0.014) 

.039*** 

(.014) 

.051*** 

(.015) 

.052*** 

(.017) 

.044*** 

(.013) 

Individual Income 0.288*** 

(0.047) 

.288*** 

(.047) 

  .458*** 

(.081) 

Age -0.025*** 

(0.004) 

-.025*** 

(.004) 

-.024*** 

(.004) 

-.025*** 

(.004) 

-.024*** 

(.004) 

Education 0.013 .013 .051*** .098*** .009 

 
24 For this analysis, the social protection sector of IMF Government Finance Statistics is used (% to national GDP). 
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(0.013) (.014) (.013) (.026) (.013) 

Freedom of Choice 0.462*** 

(0.025) 

.462*** 

(.025) 

.477*** 

(.024) 

.496*** 

(.027) 

.458*** 

(.023) 

Autonomy 0.077*** 

(0.028) 

.077*** 

(.028) 

.059** 

(.028) 

.053* 

(.029) 

.079*** 

(.026) 

Individual Employment  0.599*** 

(0.068) 

.599*** 

(.068) 

.665*** 

(.069) 

.940*** 

(.099) 

.567*** 

(.082) 

Religious 0.352*** 

(0.071) 

.352*** 

(.071) 

.342*** 

(.069) 

.368*** 

(.077) 

.341*** 

(.064) 

Married 0.811*** 

(0.077) 

.811*** 

(.077) 

.945*** 

(.067) 

1.015*** 

(.067) 

.836*** 

(.073) 

General Trust  0.468*** 

(0.059) 

.467*** 

(.059) 

.512*** 

(.061) 

.493*** 

(.058) 

.487*** 

(.063) 

Constant -59.586*** 

(3.816) 

-79.963*** 

(3.398) 

-78.554*** 

(2.111) 

-72.141*** 

(4.028) 

-69.45*** 

(5.602) 

Country Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 26049 26049 26049 28023 26049 

R-squared 0.348 .349 .339 .325 .351 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the result tables to avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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Table 3.4: OLS Regression Estimation with Clustered Standard Error  

(Public Education Expenditure – All Countries) 

 All Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) 

 Public Education 

Independent Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Country Level      

General National Expenditure .611*** 

(.045) 

.040*** 

(.008) 

.034*** 

(.008) 

.042*** 

(.009) 

.047*** 

(.008) 

Public Education -2.455*** 

(.230) 

-.092** 

(.048) 

-.731* 

(.421) 

  

Public Education^2   .052 

(.034) 

  

Public Education_Primary
25

     .196*** 

(.006) 

.192*** 

(.006) 

Young (<26 years old)     1.074*** 

(.203) 

PublicEducation_Primary*Young      -.009* 

(.005) 

Log GDP Per Capita 12.255*** 

(.973) 

.775** 

(.336) 

.723** 

(.350) 

.774*** 

(.059) 

.905*** 

(.062) 

National Unemployment Rate .365*** 

(.027) 

-.012 

(.011) 

-.009 

(.012) 

-.189*** 

(.018) 

-.201*** 

(.018) 

Democratization 1.132*** 

(.033) 

.549*** 

(.112) 

.541*** 

(.109) 

.726*** 

(.025) 

.696*** 

(.025) 

Individual Level      

Political Value .039*** 

(.013) 

.039*** 

(.014) 

.039*** 

(.014) 

.047*** 

(.011) 

.045*** 

(.011) 

Individual Income .287*** 

(.047) 

.288*** 

(.047) 

.287*** 

(.047) 

.243*** 

(.037) 

.239*** 

(.036) 

Age -.025*** 

(.004) 

-.025*** 

(.004) 

-.025*** 

(.004) 

-.018*** 

(.003) 

 

Education .013 

(.013) 

.013 

(.013) 

.014 

(.012) 

.008 

(.015) 

.023 

(.014) 

Freedom of Choice .461*** 

(.025) 

461*** 

(.025) 

.462*** 

(.025) 

.426*** 

(.028) 

.427*** 

(.028) 

Autonomy .076*** .078*** .078*** .119*** .118*** 

 
25 Public Spending on primary education was obtained from United Nations UNESCO expenditure on education as a percentage of total government 

education composition. 
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(.027) (.028) (.028) (.029) (.028) 

Individual Employment  .599*** 

(.086) 

.599*** 

(.086) 

.598*** 

(.068) 

.482*** 

(.076) 

.532*** 

(.074) 

Religious .352*** 

(.071) 

.348*** 

(.071) 

.346*** 

(.072) 

.478*** 

(.095) 

.466*** 

(.094) 

Married .811*** 

(.077) 

.813*** 

(.077) 

.814*** 

(.077) 

.659*** 

(.076) 

.727*** 

(.081) 

General Trust  .467*** 

(.059) 

.462*** 

(.059) 

.461*** 

(.059) 

.452*** 

(.041) 

.443*** 

(.042) 

Constant -135.025*** 

(10.831) 

-5.117 

(3.392) 

-3.008 

(4.297) 

-21.671*** 

(.979) 

-23.255*** 

(1.027) 

Country Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Fixed Effect Yes No No Yes Yes 

Observations 26049 26049 26049 28040 28040 

R-squared .348 .348 .349 .280 .273 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the result tables to avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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Table 3.5: OLS Regression Estimation with Clustered Standard Error  

(Public Health, Transportation, Safety, and All Essential Expenditures) 

 All Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) Developed Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) 

 Public Health All Essentials Public Transportation Public Safety 

Independent 

Variables 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Country Level         

General National 

Expenditures 

.004 

(.009) 

.001 

(.009) 

.004 

(.009) 

-115 

(.115) 

.003 

(.012) 

.004 

(.020) 

-.123*** 

(.024) 

-127*** 

(.003) 

Public Health
26

 -.663*** 

(.132) 

-.203 

(.339) 

-.665*** 

(.132) 

-.022 

(.469) 

    

Public Health^2  -.043 

(.031) 

      

Public Health 

*Elderly  

  .124*** 

(.040) 

     

Public Welfare    .240*** 

(.031) 

    

Public Education    1.313*** 

(.574) 

    

Elderly   -.434** 

(.181) 

     

Public 

Transportation  

    .009 

(.059) 

.001 

(1.118) 

  

Public 

Trnasportation^2 

     .002 

(.219) 

  

Public Safety       .544*** 

(.033) 

-6.830*** 

(2.259) 

Public Safety^2        1.821*** 

(.551) 

Log GDP Per 

Capita 

-.911* 

(.539) 

-1.133* 

(.586) 

-.884 

(.542) 

2.581** 

(1.280) 

.972*** 

(.152) 

.974** 

(.360) 

-3.029*** 

(.180) 

-3.247*** 

(.244) 

National 

Unemployment 

Rate 

-.004 

(.033) 

-.006 

(.029) 

-.005 

(.033) 

-.207*** 

(.063) 

-.040*** 

(.008) 

-.040*** 

(.009) 

-.200*** 

(.019) 

-152*** 

(.004) 

Democratization .057* 

(.033) 

.045 

(.015) 

.058* 

(.033) 

-.262*** 

(.079) 

-1.122*** 

(.175) 

-1.126** 

(.499) 

.348*** 

(.072) 

1.087*** 

(.153) 

Individual Level         

 
26 Public health expenditure from WDI (% to national GDP) is used for this analysis because it has more country observations.  
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Political Value .087*** 

(.015) 

.087*** 

(.015) 

.085*** 

(.015) 

.039** 

(.014) 

.032** 

(.014) 

.032** 

(.014) 

.055*** 

(.018) 

.055*** 

(.018) 

Individual Income .267*** 

(.022) 

.267*** 

(.022) 

.269*** 

(.022) 

.288*** 

(.047) 

.159*** 

(.026) 

.159*** 

(.026) 

.176*** 

(.026) 

.176*** 

(.027) 

Age 0.019*** 

(.002) 

-.019 

(.002) 

 -.025*** 

(.004) 

-.019*** 

(.005) 

-.019*** 

(.005) 

-.021*** 

(.005) 

-.022*** 

(.005) 

Education .026*** 

(.009) 

.026*** 

(.009) 

.042*** 

(.009) 

.013 

(.013) 

.008 

(.015) 

.008 

(.015) 

.009 

(.014) 

.009 

(.014) 

Freedom of Choice .391*** 

(.030) 

.391*** 

(.030) 

.392*** 

(.031) 

.462*** 

(.025) 

.456*** 

(.029) 

.456*** 

(.029) 

.472*** 

(.024) 

.473*** 

(.024) 

Autonomy .120*** 

(.017) 

.121*** 

(.017) 

.120*** 

(.017) 

.077*** 

(.028) 

.109*** 

(.029) 

.109*** 

(.029) 

.096*** 

(.027) 

.096*** 

(.027) 

Individual 

Employment  

.373*** 

(.065) 

.375*** 

(.065) 

.334*** 

(.066) 

.599*** 

(.068) 

.795*** 

(.114) 

.795*** 

(.114) 

.767*** 

(.088) 

.767*** 

(.088) 

Religious .404*** 

(.051) 

.402*** 

(.051) 

.372*** 

(.053) 

.352*** 

(.071) 

.312*** 

(.067) 

.312*** 

(.067) 

.318*** 

(.059) 

.318*** 

(.059) 

Married .653*** 

(.045) 

.653*** 

(.045) 

.515*** 

(.045) 

.811*** 

(.077) 

.962*** 

(.086) 

.962*** 

(.086) 

.912*** 

(.084) 

.912*** 

(.084) 

General Trust  .406*** 

(.053) 

.408*** 

(.053) 

.388*** 

(.051) 

.468*** 

(.059) 

.515*** 

(.055) 

.515*** 

(.055) 

.496*** 

(.061) 

.496*** 

(.061) 

Constant 6.148 

(5.313) 

7.664 

(5.447) 

6.238 

(5.330) 

-19.466 

(18.598) 

1.587 

(2.071) 

1.621 

(4.724) 

49.107*** 

(5.164) 

42.250*** 

(3.139) 

Country Fixed 

Effect 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 

Observations 80034 80034 80034 26049 13744 13744 16862 16862 

R-squared .311 .311 .307 .348 .273 .273 .342 .342 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the result tables to avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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First, with regard to social welfare spending, the findings generally confirm the 

proposed hypothesis, showing significant coefficient estimations with consistently 

positive signs. For example, the first column of Table 3.3 represents the result of the 

baseline empirical model of welfare expenditure.  The coefficient estimation of welfare 

spending with the clustered standard error has a positive sign and is statistically 

significant at the one percent level.  Specifically, it is estimated that a one percent 

increase in social welfare expenditure (in proportion of national GDP) is expected to 

increase individual SWB by about 0.15 points, while holding other variables constant.  

Hence, previous studies also suggest that the typical relationship between government 

compositions and SWB is nonlinear.  That is, once the level of public expenditure is 

beyond a certain saturation point, it starts to decrease the level of SWB (Hessami, 2010).  

In order to check the nonlinear relationship between welfare expenditure and SWB, the 

model in Column 2 incorporates quadratic term of public welfare expenditure. 

However, the estimated functional form of public welfare in Column 2 suggests 

that the relationship between public welfare spending and SWB is U-shaped.  That is, the 

unit increase of the welfare/GDP ratio leads to increasing returns to the level of SWB 

beyond the critical point.  However, as discussed earlier, it is necessary to interpret this 

finding with caution because this analysis pools together countries in different stages of 

economic/democratic development.  It is interesting to check whether this finding still 

holds true when the same analysis is conducted when dividing the samples into 

developed and developing economies.  The statistical results of both groups will be 
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discussed in detail later.  Regarding the magnitude of its effect, welfare expenditure is 

likely to have a substantial effect on individual SWB as compared to other factors.  While 

several independent variables are based on different units, it appears that one percentage 

point increase of public welfare expenditure has substantially similar effects to that of 

general national expenditure because these variables share the same metrics.           

 Moreover, this chapter investigates how different income groups in society are 

affected by increases in public welfare expenditure.  Accordingly, it adds the interaction 

terms between welfare expenditure and specific income-quintile groups in model 

specifications.  Column 3 represents the parameter estimations in which the model 

incorporates the lowest income-quintile dummy variable and its interaction with public 

welfare expenditure.  As expected, the coefficient estimation of the lowest income-

quintile dummy itself shows a negative sign and is significant at the one percent level.  

The average level of SWB for an individual within this group is approximately 2 points 

lower than that of other income groups, while holding other variables constant at their 

means.  This finding demonstrates that income still matters for individual SWB within a 

country, and people also still care about relative income increases of others who are in a 

similar socioeconomic status (Blanchflower & Oswald, 2004).  The estimated interaction 

term between public welfare expenditure and the binary lowest income-quintile group in 

the same column suggests that an increase in public welfare expenditure neutralizes the 

potentially negative effect of being in the lowest-income quintile group on SWB by about 

0.07 points.  Thus, as previous studies confirm, this finding indicates that an increase in 

public welfare expenditure has relatively more positive effects on lower income groups 
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(Hessami, 2010).  Interestingly, when the model incorporates the binary median-income 

group variable, as shown in Column 4, the estimated interaction term has a negative sign 

and is significant at the one percent level, while the coefficient estimation of public 

welfare expenditure alone still has a positive sign.  This suggests that an increase in 

public welfare expenditure would partially diminish the positive independent effect of 

being in the median-income group on SWB.  Similarly, when the general income-scale 

variable (the higher value indicates the high-income category) is added into the 

specification in Column 5, the interaction term between public welfare expenditure and 

income-scale variable is estimated to have a negative direction and is statistically 

significant, while the independent effect of income is found to be positive.  Therefore, the 

general implication drawn from these several specifications is straightforward.  While an 

increase in public welfare expenditure alone has a positive effect on individual SWB, its 

effect is gradually diminished as individual income increases (Kiya, 2012).27  In other 

words, the increased level of SWB from material gains can be slightly offset by an 

increase in public welfare expenditure.  Nevertheless, as previous studies found that an 

individual consistently values the preservation of the welfare of others in society, the 

substantially stronger independent effect of public welfare expenditure on SWB would 

outweigh its slightly negative impact on the level of SWB conditional on the level of 

income increase (Sortheix & Lönnqvist, 2014).   

 
27 It is necessary to note that when the same empirical specifications are applied to the samples of 

developed and developing countries, the directions of the suggested relationships between public welfare 

expenditure and income groups are consistent.  However, the interaction term is found to be significant 

only for developing countries.  
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     Next, this chapter investigates the effect of public education expenditure on 

individual SWB across all countries.  As discussed in a previous section, education is 

closely related to the specific human need of maximizing individual autonomy.  By 

learning essential knowledge of life through education, an individual gains the capacity to 

live his or her life without the interference of external forces.  Indeed, an increase in 

public education expands the opportunity and condition to gain individual autonomy, 

which also help achieve better living conditions (e.g., better jobs or better health status) 

of individual life (Chen, 2012; Michalos, 2017).  Because of this, the general expectation 

is that an increase in education positively affects the level of individual SWB.  

 However, as the statistical results based on the all-country sample shows in Table 

3.4, the coefficient estimations of public education consistently have negative signs that 

are statistically significant.  Even after the quadratic term of public education spending is 

included in the model, as shown in Column 3, the coefficient estimation of public 

education spending stays significant with the negative sign.  This implies that an increase 

in public education expenditure is likely to reduce the level of individual SWB.  There 

are some possible reasons for this conflicting finding.  First, the purportedly positive 

effect of public education spending on SWB may only be realized with clearer contextual 

distinctions. For example, while this finding is based on the all-country sample, the effect 

of education spending on SWB may be different when the observations are restricted to 

either developing or developed countries.  In fact, this chapter later discusses the 

statistical findings based on such distinctions in more detail.  Moreover, it may be that 

only specific elements of public education positively influence individual SWB. For 
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instance, a previous study found that only government investment in early-age education 

had a significant and positive effect on life satisfaction, while more public spending on 

higher education reduced the overall level of life satisfaction (Kiya, 2012).  Thus, in 

order to test whether public expenditure on early-age schooling has a positive effect on 

SWB, public expenditure on primary education is incorporated in the model, as shown in 

Column 4 of Table 3.4.  As expected, the coefficient estimation of the primary education 

expenditure is positive and statistically significant at the one percent level.  A one percent 

point increase in primary education expenditure increased the level of SWB by .19 point, 

while holding other variables constant at their means.  Moreover, another possible reason 

for the negative effect of public education expenditure on SWB is that a specific type of 

government expenditure only affects a specific segment of the population.  For example, 

the existing literature points out that the specific sub-category of public education only 

affects a certain age group (Kiya, 2012).  Accordingly, the analysis utilizes different age 

groups by interacting them with different subcategories of public education expenditure 

in several empirical specifications.28  While most of the interactions turned insignificant, 

the additional analysis, as presented in Column 5, found that the overall level of SWB for 

the young age group (<25) is negatively affected by an increase in primary education 

expenditure.  The interaction between primary-education expenditure and the young-age 

group dummy is estimated to be significant and negative.  This finding implies that 

 
28 For example, while not reported in the table, this study also tests whether the effect of education may 

positively affect parents having a child.  Accordingly, the interaction term between public education and 

the binary variable (indicating having a child) is added into the model. However, none of the coefficients 

for the interaction terms across various specifications show statistically significant signs. 
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young people under 25 usually do not have a child, making them less appreciative of 

government investment in primary education. 

 In addition, Columns 1 through 3 in Table 3.5 represent coefficient estimates of 

public health expenditure on individual SWB.  The exiting theories on human needs and 

relevant studies suggest that health status significantly affects individual SWB (Barger et 

al., 2008; Doyal & Gough, 1991; Frey, 2008; Helliwell, 2003).  Therefore, it is generally 

expected that an increase in public health expenditure will positively influence individual 

SWB, as this type of spending concerns an aspect of life about which an individual 

seriously cares (Whiteley et al., 2010).  

 However, the result shows that the effect of public health expenditure on SWB is 

rather negative.  For instance, the estimated coefficients of public health expenditure in 

Columns 1 and 3 are statistically significant at the one percent level, indicating that a one 

percent point increase in public health expenditure (% to GDP) would decrease the level 

of individual SWB by approximately .66 points.  This finding may explain that along 

with increasing the trend of life expectancy, the overall increase of public health 

expenditure is unlikely to keep up with the growth trend of the aging population.  Indeed, 

the existing literature indicates that generous public health expenditures may not satisfy 

each person, as the overall spending level is not sufficient to offset the fast growth rate of 

the aging population (Lindert, 1996, p. 7).  Another possible reason may be that such an 

estimated coefficient of public health spending is not precise because it fails to account 

for information about objective individual health status due to the unavailability of data.  
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That is, while the low level of health status demands more public health expenditure, it 

simultaneously reduces the level of SWB (Hessami, 2010, p. 360). 

 Nevertheless, as specific categories of government spending may positively affect 

certain groups of people in society,29 it is necessary to investigate whether the negative 

effect of public expenditure on SWB is neutralized when the elderly population is taken 

into account. As the statistical results in Column 3 of Table 3.5 show, the estimated 

coefficient for the interaction term between public health expenditure and an elderly 

group dummy (aged more than 65) is positive and statistically significant at the one 

percent level.  This implies that while elders generally have lower levels of SWB in 

society, an increase in public health expenditure contributes to a relatively higher level of 

SWB among them. 

 Column 4 of Table 3.5 presents the second-order model incorporating all essential 

social expenditure variables.  The coefficient estimations from this model provide the 

relative strength of each financial variable of interest.  As the results show, the effect of 

welfare expenditure is consistently significant, while positively affecting the level of 

SWB.  Moreover, the effect of public health spending on SWB becomes statistically 

insignificant, while the direction of its effect is still negative.  Interestingly, the 

coefficient estimation of public education is positive and is significant at the one percent 

level.  This finding suggests that the effect of public education on SWB may be positive.  

 
29 While not reported in the result table, another specification found that while the effect of public health 

expenditure is consistently negative in developed countries, the estimated coefficient for the interaction 

term between public health spending and the low-income quintile dummy poses a positive sign, while 

significant at the one percent level.  This implies that the potentially negative effect of public health 

expenditure is slightly neutralized for low-income groups.     
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In fact, the coefficient estimations of these financial variables are in line with the findings 

presented by Hessami (2010), who conducted similar research by utilizing the data of 

European countries and using life satisfaction as a measure of individual SWB.  The only 

different finding is that the negative effect of public health spending on life satisfaction is 

found to be statistically significant.  One caveat for the results from Column 4 is that 

these financial variables are highly collinear.  Because of this, their coefficient 

estimations pose high variances that could also lead to less precise coefficients with 

incorrect signs.  Nevertheless, as discussed later, when the analyses are separately 

conducted for both developed and developing countries, the coefficient estimations of 

these variables remain consistent, suggesting that the findings here are not fortuitous due 

to high multicollinearity. 

 Table 3.5 also provides the coefficient estimations of other categories of 

government expenditure: public transportation and public safety.  Due to limited financial 

information for these specific categories of public spending, this dissertation research 

conducts the relevant analyses only on the group of developed countries.  First, while 

there is a strong suspicion that government investment in public transportation would 

increase the level of SWB, as individuals gain mobility and have less social exclusion 

(Cutler, 1975; Stanley et al., 2011), the results from Columns 5 and 6 indicate that there 

is no significant effect of public transportation on individual SWB.  Conversely, as 

shown in Columns 7 and 8, the estimated coefficients of public expenditure on public 

safety are positive and statistically significant at the one percent level.  Moreover, as the 

quadratic term of public safety expenditure in Column 8 is estimated be positive, it is 
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expected that public safety expenditure across developed countries bring increasing 

returns to individual SWB.30   

  In fact, it is relatively more difficult to conduct refined empirical analyses for 

other compositions of spending that are considered nonsocial because of the limited 

availability of data.  Because of this, existing studies in the field of SWB may focus more 

on government spending on welfare, health, or education.  Nevertheless, this chapter 

provides a general, tentative idea about what other categories of government spending 

may have an effect on individual SWB.  Indeed, future research should examine possible 

effects of other categories of government expenditure on individual SWB when the 

relevant financial information becomes more widely available. 

      In addition to the analyses based on the all-country group, this chapter examines 

the effects of government compositions on SWB by dividing the all-country sample into 

the developed and developing economies.  As shown in Tables 3.6 and 3.7, this chapter 

employs the same baseline analytical models separately for either developed or 

developing economies. 

  

 
30 While not reported in the table, this study also examines the effect of public spending on housing and 

development across developed countries.  The results show that an increase in public housing and 

development spending positively affect the level of individual SWB.  The coefficient estimation is 

significant at the one percent level. 
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Table 3.6: OLS Regression Estimation with Clustered Standard Error  

(Public Welfare, Health, and Education Expenditures – Developed Countries) 
 Developed Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) 

 Social Welfare Public Health Public Education
31

 

Independent 

Variables 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Country Level       

General National 

Expenditure 

-0.003 

(0.035) 

-.099*** 

(.012) 

.081*** 

(.019) 

.077*** 

(.019) 

-.338*** 

(.009) 

-.323*** 

(.005) 

Public Social Welfare 0.104*** 

(0.006) 

.304*** 

(.054) 

    

Public Social 

Welfare^2 

 -.008*** 

(.002) 

    

Public Health   -.545*** 

(.173) 

-.413 

(.284) 

  

Public Health^2    -.013 

(.023) 

  

Public Education     .351*** 

(.042) 

.914* 

(.471) 

Public Education^2      -.049 

(.045) 

Log GDP Per Capita -1.411*** 

 (.274) 

-1.934*** 

(.152) 

.238 

(.739) 

-.038 

(.785) 

-4.664*** 

(.249) 

-4.408*** 

(.044) 

National 

Unemployment Rate 

-0.102*** 

(0.024) 

-.137*** 

(.016) 

.075*** 

(.024) 

 

.071*** 

(.020) 

-.281*** 

(.009) 

-.265*** 

(.006) 

Democratization .781*** 

(.097) 

.613*** 

(.057) 

.479*** 

(.056) 

.479*** 

(.056) 

  

Individual Level       

Political Value 0.055*** 

(0.018) 

.055*** 

(.018) 

.479*** 

(.023) 

.094*** 

(.023) 

.055*** 

(.018) 

.055*** 

(.018) 

Individual Income .176*** 

(.026) 

.176*** 

(.026) 

.185*** 

(.023) 

.185*** 

(.023) 

.176*** 

(.027) 

.176*** 

(.027) 

 
31 For the specification for public education, the democratization variable is intentionally omitted because it was found to be highly influential in 

inflating the coefficient values of other country-level variables but did not have many variations among advanced economies (all highly democratic 

countries).  In fact, neither inclusion nor exclusion of the democratization variable in the empirical model changes the significance and direction of the 

estimated coefficient of each of the government compositions.  
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Age -.021*** 

(.004) 

-.021*** 

(.004) 

-.016*** 

(.003) 

-.016*** 

(.003) 

-.022*** 

(.005) 

-.021*** 

(.005) 

Education .008 

(.014) 

.009 

(.014) 

.008 

(.013) 

.008 

(.012) 

.009 

(.014) 

.009 

(.014) 

Freedom of Choice .472*** 

(.023) 

.473*** 

(.023) 

.413*** 

(.078) 

.413*** 

(.078) 

.473*** 

(.024) 

.472*** 

(.024) 

Autonomy .096*** 

(.027) 

.096*** 

(.027) 

.145*** 

(.018) 

.145*** 

(.018) 

.096*** 

(.024) 

.096*** 

(.027) 

Individual 

Employment  

.767*** 

(.088) 

.767*** 

(.088) 

.614*** 

(.065) 

.615*** 

(.064) 

.767*** 

(.088) 

.767*** 

(.088) 

Religious .318*** 

(.059) 

.318*** 

(.059) 

.402*** 

(.060) 

.401*** 

(.059) 

.317*** 

(.059) 

.318*** 

(.059) 

Married .911*** 

(.083) 

.912*** 

(.084) 

.795*** 

(.069) 

.794*** 

(.069) 

.912*** 

(.084) 

.912*** 

(.084) 

General Trust  .495*** 

(.061) 

.496*** 

(.061) 

.473*** 

(.087) 

.474*** 

(.087) 

.496*** 

(.061) 

.495*** 

(.061) 

Constant 6.71 

(7.622) 

22.433*** 

(3.922) 

-12.357 

(8.873) 

-9.496 

(8.686) 

81.309*** 

(3.772) 

75.538*** 

(1.683) 

Country Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 16862 16862 35237 35237 16862 16862 

R-squared .344 .342 .302 .302 .342 .342 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the result tables to avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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Table 3.7: OLS Regression Estimation with Clustered Standard Error  

(Public Welfare, Health, and Education Expenditures – Developing Countries) 
 Developing Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) 

 Social Welfare Public Health  Public Education 

Independent 

Variables 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Country Level       

General National 

Expenditure 

-.192*** 

(.001) 

-.357*** 

(.002) 

-.006 

(.009) 

.012 

(.018) 

-.017*** 

(.001) 

-.132*** 

(.001) 

Public Social Welfare -.810*** 

(.004) 

5.472*** 

(.036) 

    

Public Social 

Welfare^2 

 -.212*** 

(.001) 

    

Public Health   -.531*** 

(.145) 

-2.033** 

(.944) 

  

Public Health^2    .161 

(.104) 

  

Public Education     .359*** 

(.011) 

-5.084*** 

(.033) 

Public Education^2      .654*** 

(.003) 

Log GDP Per Capita -.104*** 

(.013) 

-3.863*** 

(.031) 

-.814 

(.672) 

-.570 

(.790) 

1.374*** 

(.047) 

4.642*** 

(.052) 

National 

Unemployment Rate 

1.906 

(.012) 

1.202*** 

(.009) 

-.049 

(.104) 

-.019 

(.101) 

.169*** 

(.008) 

-.106*** 

(.006) 

Democratization .488*** 

(.007) 

.125*** 

(.009) 

-.008 

(.031) 

.010 

(.029) 

-.219*** 

(.004) 

.012*** 

(.002) 

Individual Level       

Political Value .027*** 

(.015) 

.026* 

(.014) 

.079*** 

(.017) 

.079*** 

(.017) 

.027 

(.014) 

.026 

(.015) 

Individual Income .522*** 

(.037) 

.522*** 

(.036) 

.336*** 

(.029) 

.336*** 

(.029) 

.521*** 

(.036) 

.521*** 

(.037) 

Age -.031*** 

(.006) 

-.031*** 

(.005) 

-.022*** 

(.002) 

-.022*** 

(.002) 

-.031*** 

(.005) 

-.030*** 

(.005) 

Education .002 

(.021) 

.002 

(.021) 

.032*** 

(.012) 

.032** 

(.013) 

.002 

(.021) 

.002 

(.021) 

Freedom of Choice .423*** 

(.055) 

.423*** 

(.055) 

.377*** 

(.019) 

.376*** 

(.019) 

.423*** 

(.055) 

.423*** 

(.055) 

Autonomy .055 

(.054) 

.055 

(.054) 

.096*** 

(.024) 

.096*** 

(.024) 

.055 

(.054) 

.055 

(.054) 
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Individual 

Employment  

.333*** 

(.048) 

.333*** 

(.048) 

.266*** 

(.082) 

.265*** 

(.082) 

.333 

(.048) 

.332*** 

(.048) 

Religious .296 

(.169) 

.296 

(.169) 

.370*** 

(.080) 

.365*** 

(.080) 

.296 

(.169) 

.296 

(.168) 

Married .775*** 

(.112) 

.774*** 

(.112) 

.599*** 

(.064) 

.602*** 

(.063) 

.774*** 

(.112) 

.774*** 

(.112) 

General Trust  .549*** 

(.145) 

.549*** 

(.145) 

.406*** 

(.059) 

.405*** 

(.059) 

.549*** 

(.145) 

.549*** 

(.145) 

Constant -21.932*** 

(.429) 

26.540*** 

(.416) 

7.949 

(5.938) 

5.543 

(6.961) 

-14.463*** 

(.464) 

-23.007*** 

(.456) 

Country Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 9187 9187 44797 44797 9187 9187 

R-squared .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the result tables to avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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 First, with respect to public welfare expenditure, the analysis found slightly 

different statistical results between developed and developing economies, partially 

confirming the proposed hypothesis.  For developed countries, Column 1 of Table 3.6 

shows that the effect of welfare expenditure on SWB is positive and is significant at the 

one percent level, so this finding is consistent with the general proposition.  A one 

percent increase in welfare spending (% to GDP) is expected to increase the level of 

SWB by .1 points, while holding other variables constant at their means.  As compared to 

the estimation with the all-country sample, the magnitude of the effect is slightly lower.  

Nevertheless, its effect is still substantially important, as a one percentage point increase 

in either public welfare spending or the national unemployment rate would have similar 

effects on SWB in terms of magnitude.  Moreover, in Column 2 of Table 3.6, the 

estimation of the quadratic term has a negative sign and is significant at the one percent 

level.  This suggests that across developed countries, the association between public 

welfare spending and SWB is inverse U-shaped (Hessami, 2010).  In other words, once 

the level of welfare expenditure goes beyond a certain point, it affects the level of SWB 

rather negatively across developed countries.  The estimated coefficients of welfare 

expenditure indicate that a diminishing return would start at approximately 19-20 

percentage point of national GDP.  Indeed, the estimated saturation point for public 

welfare spending is fairly high.  Therefore, this finding suggests that the effect of welfare 

expenditure on SWB across developed countries is strong  (Hessami, 2010; Pacek & 

Radcliff, 1995; Radcliff, 2001).  With regard to developing countries, the effect of 

welfare expenditure on SWB is negative and is highly significant at the one percent level.  
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Column 1 of Table 3.7 indicates that a unit increase of public welfare expenditure (% of 

GDP) would decrease the level of SWB by .81 points, while holding other variables 

constant at their means.  There are some possible explanations for this finding.  There is a 

contention that the typical welfare policy structure across developing economies often 

narrowly targets certain segments of the population and makes the social benefits only 

available to the neediest people. As a result, the overall welfare policy is often 

ungenerous and creates the feeling of social stigmatization among general citizens 

(Esping-Andersen, 2013; Ferragina, 2017; van Oorschot & Arts, 2005).  Under such 

circumstance, an increase in public welfare expenditure only negatively affects individual 

SWB as it continues to generate more social isolation and less general trust among 

people.  In addition, according to public-choice theory, an increase of welfare 

expenditure generally reflects personal rent seeking by public officials and politicians, 

which can eventually result in a suboptimal level of government provision of public 

goods (Bjørnskov et al., 2006).  In fact, the level of government corruption and unethical 

behaviors by public servants are more prevalent across developing countries.  Because of 

this, the level of public welfare expenditure may negatively affect individual SWB in 

developing countries.32  However, just like in developed countries, the statistical result in 

Column 2 of Table 7 shows that the curve of public welfare expenditure would be inverse 

U-shaped in developing countries.  The break-event point for welfare spending to GDP 

ratio is approximately 13 percentage points of GDP.  Thus, given that the average level of 

 
32 However, it is also possible that the small sample size for the developing countries led to an imprecise 

estimation of the coefficient for public welfare expenditure. 
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public welfare expenditure is low across developing countries, it is suspected that the 

effect of public welfare expenditure on SWB would be consistently positive.  However, 

the unusually large coefficient estimation of welfare spending suggests that this finding 

should be interpreted with caution.  In general, the findings here are in line with most of 

the studies that empirically demonstrate a positive influence of public welfare policy on 

SWB (Esping-Andersen, 2013; Radcliff, 2001; Ruut Veenhoven & Ouweneel, 1995).        

 Tables 3.6 and 3.7 also present the estimated effects of public health expenditure 

on SWB across both developed and developing countries.  Just like the results based on 

the all-country sample, the estimated coefficients for public health spending consistently 

have negative signs throughout several specifications. Therefore, these findings reinforce 

the same set of possible explanations discussed earlier.  First, while there is an increasing 

demand to push the upward movement of public health expenditure, the overall increase 

of public health expenditure is unlikely to keep up with such pressure.  Second, the 

omission of objective health status information from the specification may lead to 

imprecise estimations of the coefficient for public health expenditure.  Another 

alternative interpretation may be that, based on the previous empirical result, the aged 

population actually has more specific preferences for public spending composition, such 

as social insurance and pension rather than public health expenditure (Pampel & 

Williamson, 1988, p. 1447). 

 Unlike the results from the all-country sample, the analysis found that an increase 

in public education expenditure positively affects individual SWB for both developed and 

developing countries.  Thus, these results confirm the proposed hypothesis.  As Column 5 
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in Table 3.6 shows, the estimated coefficient value of public education spending is .35 

and is statistically significant at the one percent level.  This suggests that a one 

percentage point increase in public education expenditure (% to GDP) would increase the 

level of SWB by .35.  Similarly, as shown in Column 5 of Table 3.7, public education 

expenditure plays a significant role in increasing the level of SWB in developing 

countries.  Just like developed countries, the estimation indicates that a one percentage 

point increase in public education expenditure (% to GDP) would increase the level of 

SWB by .35.  The results for the models in Column 6 of Tables 3.6 and 3.7 reveal the 

continuously increasing benefit of public education expenditure on individual SWB.  In 

particular, the estimated quadratic function of public expenditure for developing 

countries, as shown in Column 6 of Table 3.7, indicates that an increase in public 

education spending would bring increasing returns to individual SWB.          

   In sum, the results generally suggest that each composition of government 

spending affects individual SWB differently.  The most consistent results are found in 

public welfare expenditure, as several specifications provide the significant positive 

effects of public welfare spending on individual SWB.  However, the findings on public 

health expenditure do not completely resolve the conflicting results presented by previous 

studies.  Whereas existing knowledge commonly predicts the positive effect of public 

health expenditure on SWB, the statistical results in this chapter constantly show the 

significant and negative effect of public health expenditure on individual SWB.  Some of 

the findings also suggest that public health expenditure has a positive effect on a 

particular social groups in society, supporting previous findings (Kiya, 2012).  Moreover, 
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the results suggest that the supposedly positive effect of public education spending on 

SWB is pronounced when the empirical analyses take account of a particular social 

group, subcategory of public education spending, and country’s level of socioeconomic 

development.  The results from this chapter could augment future research investigating 

the complex dynamics between various compositions of government expenditure and 

individual SWB. 

 

3.3.2 Effects of Public Taxes and Debts on Subjective Well-Being  

 This chapter also examines the effects of government financing instruments on 

individual SWB.  Many previous studies present the close association between 

government’s fiscal performance and citizen satisfaction across different geographic 

contexts (Brender, n.d.; Brender & Drazen, 2008; Kim & Kwon, 2015).  Some studies 

demonstrate how current government pursues deficit-driven expansionary policy in order 

to gain more support from constituents over electoral cycles (Alt & Lassen, 2006a; 

Nordhaus, 1975).  Moreover, some other studies argue that people negatively react to the 

raising of taxes by government.  Within this regard, taxes with high visibility draws 

voters’ reactions even more negatively, and the dissatisfied citizens usually punish 

government leaders in their next elections (Niemi et al., 1995).  Indeed, the government’s 

issuing of large budget deficits (expansionary) or taxes (contractionary) have profound 

macroeconomic effects on society.  Therefore, as people care about such financial 

instruments and their potential effect on economic, political, and social life in general, 

this dissertation research also reasonably assumes that government’s use of these 
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revenue-making instruments will also influence an individual’s subjective evaluation of 

life.  Within this regard, the earlier chapter constructs testable hypotheses that often 

conflict with each other when it comes to the direction of the financing instruments’ 

effects.   

 Tables 3.8 through 3.10 report statistical findings regarding the effects of 

government tax, debt, and budget deficits on individual SWB.  The findings indicate that 

these financing instruments have varying effects across developed and developing 

countries.      
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Table 3.8: OLS Regression Estimation with Clustered Standard Error 

 (Public Financing Instruments – All Countries) 

 All Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) 

 Public Tax Debt Current Balance 

Independent Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Country Level     

General National 

Expenditure 

-.038* 

(.023) 

.018 

(.012) 

.038** 

(.019) 

-.012 

(.035) 

Individual Income Tax 

(IMF) 

-.101*** 

(.027) 

   

General Tax Revenue 

(WDI) 

 -.023 

(.056) 

  

Gross Debt (IMF)   .007 

(.005) 

 

Current Budget 

Balance (IMF) 

   -.017 

(.041) 

Log GDP Per Capita 2.537*** 

(.594) 

1.426 

(..878) 

-1.046* 

(.615) 

-.040 

(.711) 

National 

Unemployment Rate 

-.046** 

(.021) 

-.019 

(..041) 

-.028 

(.026) 

-.051 

(.036) 

Democratization .033*** 

(.022) 

.072 

(.058) 

.493*** 

(.117) 

.034 

(.035) 

Individual Level     

Political Value .054*** 

(.013) 

.070*** 

(.014) 

.076*** 

(.014) 

.091*** 

(.014) 

Individual Income .259*** 

(.037) 

.292*** 

(.026) 

.264*** 

(.025) 

.264*** 

(.022) 

Age -.019*** 

(.003) 

-.018*** 

(.002) 

-.019*** 

(.002) 

-.019*** 

(.002) 

Education .017*** 

(.012) 

.021 

(.013) 

.019 

(.013) 

.025*** 

(.009) 

Freedom of Choice .464*** 

(.026) 

.415*** 

(.018) 

.401*** 

(.027) 

.391*** 

(.029) 

Autonomy .104*** 

(.023) 

.141*** 

(.024) 

.125*** 

(.019) 

.127*** 

(.016) 

Individual 

Employment  

.531*** 

(.055) 

.327*** 

(.073) 

.382*** 

(.072) 

.373*** 

(.063) 

Religious .353*** 

(.054) 

.396*** 

(.069) 

.408*** 

(.061) 

.411*** 

(.051) 

Married .766*** 

(.054) 

.640*** 

(.053) 

.653*** 

(.053) 

.644*** 

(.045) 

General Trust  .459*** 

(.045) 

.431*** 

(.059) 

.434*** 

(.053) 

.412*** 

(.051) 

Constant -18.140*** 

(6.658) 

-17.508** 

(8.921) 

-1.648 

(4.803) 

-.897 

(7.196) 

Country Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 38540 55196 65582 81615 

R-squared .332 .305 .301 .309 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted 

from the result tables to avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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Table 3.9: OLS Regression Estimation with Clustered Standard Error 

 (Public Financing Instruments – Developed Countries) 

 Developed Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) 

 Public Tax Debt Current Balance 

Independent Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Country Level     

General National 

Expenditure 

-.058*** 

(.014) 

-.032*** 

(.007) 

.076*** 

(.025) 

.044** 

(.022) 

Individual Income Tax 

(IMF) 

-.150*** 

(.029) 

   

General Tax Revenue 

(WDI) 

 .047*** 

(.016) 

  

Gross Debt (IMF)   .007 

(.005) 

 

Current Budget 

Balance (IMF) 

   -.003 

(.030) 

Log GDP Per Capita 2.164*** 

(.783) 

.546 

(.328) 

2.792*** 

(.992) 

1.553*** 

(.562) 

National 

Unemployment Rate 

-.061*** 

(.017) 

-.057*** 

(.021) 

.067** 

(.032) 

.041 

(.024) 

Democratization .014 

(.132) 

.537*** 

(.013) 

.382*** 

(.075) 

.519*** 

(.053) 

Individual Level     

Political Value .067*** 

(.015) 

.057*** 

(.014) 

.079*** 

(.019) 

.093*** 

(.023) 

Individual Income .165*** 

(.021) 

.193*** 

(.025) 

.183*** 

(.026) 

.185*** 

(.023) 

Age -.017*** 

(.004) 

-.017*** 

(.003) 

-.016*** 

(.003) 

-.016*** 

(.003) 

Education .002 

(.017) 

-.001 

(.017) 

-.004 

(.014) 

.009 

(.013) 

Freedom of Choice .507*** 

(.029) 

.491*** 

(.026) 

.430*** 

(.065) 

.413*** 

(.078) 

Autonomy .122*** 

(.022) 

.148*** 

(.024) 

.142*** 

(.018) 

.146*** 

(.018) 

Individual 

Employment  

.667*** 

(.081) 

.628*** 

(.073) 

.663*** 

(.069) 

.619*** 

(.063) 

Religious .299*** 

(.043) 

.370*** 

(056) 

.380*** 

(.049) 

.404*** 

(.059) 

Married .868*** 

(.065) 

.829*** 

(.078) 

.808*** 

(.078) 

.791*** 

(.069) 

General Trust  .504*** 

(.041) 

.437*** 

(.087) 

.489*** 

(.082) 

.476*** 

(.086) 

Constant -12.819 

(7.825) 

-8.432* 

(4.428) 

-39.812*** 

(12.045) 

-24.851*** 

(7.067) 

Country Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 24327 24636 30735 35237 

R-squared .335 .323 .279 .301 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted 

from the result tables to avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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Table 3.10: OLS Regression Estimation with Clustered Standard Error 

 (Public Financing Instruments – Developing Countries) 

 Developing Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) 

 Public Tax Debt Current 

Balance 

Independent 

Variables 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Country Level      

General National 

Expenditure 

-.067*** 

(.002) 

-.029*** 

(.002) 

.049*** 

(.016) 

-.197*** 

(.007) 

-.004 

(.029) 

Individual Income 

Tax (IMF) 

2.135*** 

(.027) 

-.295*** 

(.006) 

   

General Tax 

Revenue (WDI) 

  -.095** 

(.041) 

  

Income Inequality 

(SWIID)
33

 

 .008** 

(.003) 

   

Gross Debt (IMF)    .398*** 

(.010) 

 

Current Budget 

Balance (IMF) 

    .004 

(.043) 

Log GDP Per 

Capita 

1.302*** 

(.143) 

1.896*** 

(.140) 

1.706*** 

(.346) 

5.411*** 

(.236) 

-.843 

(.980) 

National 

Unemployment 

Rate 

-.812*** 

(.010) 

.106*** 

(.003) 

-.155** 

(.074) 

-.866*** 

(.014) 

-.084 

(.111) 

Democratization -.316*** 

(.004) 

.089*** 

(.002) 

-.048 

(.037) 

9.138*** 

(.247) 

-.038 

(.045) 

Individual Level      

Political Value .039*** 

(.013) 

.034** 

(.013) 

.072*** 

(.019) 

.071*** 

(.019) 

.085*** 

(.017) 

Individual Income .457*** 

(.046) 

.469*** 

(.050) 

.379*** 

(.037) 

.344*** 

(.037) 

.327*** 

(.030) 

Age -.027*** 

(.004) 

-021*** 

(.004) 

-.019*** 

(.003) 

-.022*** 

(.002) 

-.021*** 

(.002) 

Education .016 

(.015) 

.008 

(.015) 

.031* 

(.017) 

.032*** 

(.017) 

.031*** 

(.013) 

Freedom of Choice .398*** 

(.042) 

.401*** 

(.005) 

.373*** 

(.022) 

.380*** 

(.018) 

.378*** 

(.019) 

Autonomy .084* 

(.046) 

.109** 

(.046) 

.124*** 

(.037) 

.109*** 

(.029) 

.107*** 

(.024) 

Individual 

Employment  

.337*** 

(.065) 

.366*** 

(.061) 

.215** 

(.096) 

.269*** 

(.088) 

.279*** 

(.079) 

Religious .364*** 

(.117) 

.448*** 

(.104) 

.407*** 

(.125) 

.398*** 

(.113) 

.372*** 

(.079) 

Married .731*** 

(.075) 

.661*** 

(.067) 

.563*** 

(.073) 

.571*** 

(.075) 

.592*** 

(.063) 

General Trust  .455*** 

(.119) 

.456*** 

(.134) 

.443*** 

(.080) 

.387*** 

(.064) 

.419*** 

(.057) 

Constant -12.724*** -13.314*** -19.909*** -76.491*** 6.887 

 
33 The income inequality measure is obtained from the Standardized World Income Inequality Database 

(SWIID). 
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(1.237) (1.355) (2.737) (2.547) (7.707) 

Country Fixed 

Effect 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 14213 12225 30560 34847 46378 

R-squared .289 .287 .273 .299 .299 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the 

result tables to avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 

  

  

 

Table 3.8 presents the results based on the all-country sample.  As shown in 

Column 1, income tax has a direct negative effect on individual SWB.  A one percentage 

point increase of income tax (% of GDP) would reduce the level of SWB by .1 points, 

while holding other variables constant at their means.  This finding is in agreement with 

previous studies that found that a higher imposition of tax has a negative effect on the 

next election (Niemi et al., 1995).  Furthermore, this finding also reflects Wagner 

(1963)’s theory of fiscal illusion, as income tax is more likely to bring a direct 

psychological effect to an individual.  According to the theory, a direct form of revenue 

making, such as income tax, draws significant reactions from people because it has close 

proximity with an individual’s perception (taking money directly from his or her pocket).  

On the other hand, as Columns 2 through 4 show, other financing indicators, such as total 

tax, government debt, and budget deficit (current account balance), do not have any 

significant effect on individual SWB.  In fact, according to the theory of fiscal illusion, a 

person’s perception of the government’s fiscal operations is very limited.  Because of 

this, government often relies on complex financing methods when increasing government 
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size.  Correspondingly, an individual fails to recognize future tax liability if the current 

government expansionary fiscal policy is primarily driven by debt financing. 

 Next, Table 3.9 presents the results for developed countries, based on the same 

baseline model.  Just like the finding based on the all-country sample, Column 1 reveals 

that an increase of income tax negatively affects individual SWB. The unit increase of 

income tax (% of GDP) would lead to the decrease of individual SWB by about .15 

points.  Again, as discussed earlier, this significant result suggests that if a large portion 

of government’s financing reflects a visible tax instrument, it will easily capture the 

public’s attention and result in more dissatisfaction (Niemi et al., 1995; Wagner, 1976).  

Interestingly, the effect of general total tax revenue on individual SWB is found to be 

positive.  A one percentage point increase of general tax revenue would contribute to the 

increase of individual SWB by .05 points.  Again, based on the theory of fiscal illusion, 

because an individual’s understanding of a complex public tax-revenue system is limited, 

it is expected that a person may feel good about government’s fiscal process, which may 

positively affect the level of individual SWB (Wagner, 1976; Whiteley et al., 2010).  

Another possible explanation for this is that even without a complete understanding of 

government financing systems, people tend to think that paying taxes is an important 

civic duty (Lubian & Zarri, 2011).  Thus, an increase in public taxes would generally 

have a positive effect on individual SWB, as it will affect an intrinsic motivation to pay 

taxes.  Furthermore, similar to the results for the all-country sample, the coefficient 

estimations of gross debt and budget balance variables are found to be not significant. 

This implies that for developed countries, increasing budget deficit or public debt would 
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not significantly affect individual SWB.  While some studies focusing on a particular 

geographical context found negative effects of public debt/deficit on electoral outcomes 

(Brender & Drazen, 2008; Kim & Kwon, 2015), this particular finding reflects the fact 

that those financing instruments have a different effect on individual’s subjective 

evaluation of life.34  

 Table 3.10 also presents the statistical results for developing countries.  Contrary 

to the general expectation, Column 1 shows that public income tax has a positive effect 

on individual SWB.  The coefficient estimation is large and is significant at the one 

percent level.  It suggests that a one percentage point increase of income tax (% of GDP) 

is likely to increase the level of SWB by 2.135 points.  Such a counterintuitive finding 

may be partially driven by a typical economic situation across developing countries, 

where income inequality is relatively more severe.  Because of this, median income 

voter’s preferences may be for the imposition of more income tax for redistribution 

(Meltzer & Richard, 1981). Accordingly, Column 2 of Table 3.10 adds the measure of 

income inequality into the analytical framework.  After the model controls for income 

inequality, the coefficient estimation of income tax turns negative and is statistically 

significant at the one percent level.  This finding, after the update of the specification, 

suggests that the effect of income tax negatively affects individual SWB across 

developing countries.35  Another significant finding is shown in Column 3, where the 

 
34 As the findings for developed countries are very similar to those of the all-country analysis, it can be 

assumed that the results based on the all-country sample are largely driven by the group of developed 

countries. 
35 It is somewhat puzzling to find that the sign of the coefficient estimation for income inequality is actually 

positive, and some studies suggest that income inequality negatively affects SWB in a similar context 

(Graham & Felton, 2006). This interesting finding may suggest that the prospect of upward mobility also 
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general tax revenue also negatively affects the level of SWB.  In fact, as compared to 

developed countries, most developing countries do not have transparent tax collecting 

systems, and corruption among public officials is widespread.  Because of this, people 

negatively react to increases in general tax revenue by predicting the suboptimal 

allocation of government resources (Bjørnskov et al., 2006).  In addition, the results for 

developing countries reveal that government debt actually has a positive effect on 

individual SWB.  This positive effect of government debt on individual SWB is in line 

with the traditional economic voting model of budget deficit.  The model explains that 

because the current generation’s preferences on social goods usually diverge from those 

of future generations, the demand for deficit-driven financing of government actually 

increases for the current term (Alesina & Tabellini, 1988).  Moreover, such a positive 

relationship would be more prevalent across the countries where people generally have 

short-sighted perceptions about public budget deficits and government’s fiscal operations 

are not transparent.  Thus, this implies that an increase of fiscal deficit usually satisfies 

the budgeting preference of an individual and positively affects individual SWB.   

   

3.3.3 Fiscal Variables on Subjective Well-Being: Role of Government Transparency 

 While earlier specifications report several significant effects of government’s 

financial variables on individual SWB, these findings involve one strong assumption: An 

individual has relatively easy access to information about government policy.   The 

 
strongly prevails across developing countries, so existing income inequality positively affects one’s 

subjective evaluation of life (Reyes-García et al., 2019). 
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existing literature suggests various contributions that transparency can make to the area 

of government policy. For instance, it can promote more accountable government, as 

people clearly recognize and trace the responsible actions of government and their 

outcomes (Alt & Lowry, 2010).  Accordingly, there is empirical evidence that the 

presence of transparency deters politicians’ financial manipulation to attract more 

electoral support for ensuing elections (Alt & Lassen, 2006a). 

 Therefore, this dissertation research also examines the direct and indirect effects 

of government transparency in the association between government functions and 

individual SWB.  As the data of government transparency is mostly available across 

developed economies, it is important to note that the analyses are conducted only for the 

group of developed countries.  Nevertheless, the findings still provide important 

information about the role of transparency in the relationship between public financial 

variables and individual SWB. 
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Table 3.11 : OLS Regression Estimation with Clustered Standard Error 

 (Government Transparency with Financial Variables – Developed Countries) 

 Developed Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) 

 Social Welfare*Transparency Public Health*Transparency 

Independent Variables (1) (2)
36

 (3)
37

 (4)
38

 (5) (6) 

Country Level       

General National 

Expenditures 

-.052* 

(.030) 

 -.052 

(.031) 

 .082*** 

(.011) 

 

Public Social Welfare 

(OECD)  

-.175 

(.124) 

.079*** 

(.025) 

.411*** 

(.023) 

.137*** 

(.024) 

  

Public Social Welfare 

*Government 

Transparency 

.006 

(.010) 

-.010*** 

(.004) 

    

Government 

Transparency 

.386** 

(.183) 

.543*** 

(.083) 

  .144 

(.164) 

 

Public Social Welfare 

*OBI 

  -.005*** 

(.001) 

-.002*** 

(.0003) 

  

Open Budget Index 

(OBI)  

  .091*** 

(.021) 

.041*** 

(.007) 

 .385*** 

(.024) 

Public Health 

Expenditure (WDI) 

    -1.489*** 

(.353) 

4.454*** 

(.024) 

Public 

Health*Government 

Transparency 

    .052 

(.038) 

 

Public Health *OBI      -.099*** 

(.006) 

Log GDP Per Capita -1.845 

(1.429) 

 .153 

(.262) 

 -4.141*** 

(1.591) 

 

National 

Unemployment Rate 

.018 

(.047) 

 -.128*** 

(.031) 

 .009 

(.012) 

 

Democratization .541*** 

(.116) 

 -1.026*** 

(.331) 

 .460*** 

(.064) 

 

 
36 Robust standard error with country and year fixed effects are incorporated in this model. 
37 For OBI, a more parsimonious model is used because OBI has a limited number of observations.  
38 Including individual-level employment and marital status variables do not change the overall coefficient estimations for OBI, public welfare spending, 

and the interaction term. 
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Individual Level       

Political Value .067*** 

(.017) 

.068*** 

(.010) 

.073*** 

(.026) 

.049*** 

(.016) 

.085*** 

(.026) 

.059*** 

(.017) 

Individual Income .144*** 

(.021) 

.144*** 

(.009) 

.208*** 

(.041) 

.192*** 

(.043) 

.171*** 

(.024) 

.212*** 

(.043) 

Age -.012*** 

(.003) 

-.012*** 

(.002) 

-.003 

(.004) 

-.014*** 

(.004) 

-.015*** 

(.003) 

-016*** 

(.005) 

Education .005 

(.015) 

-.004 

(.010) 

-.014 

(.023) 

-.006 

(.026) 

.003 

(.011) 

-.018 

(.023) 

Freedom of Choice .433*** 

(.053) 

.433*** 

(.012) 

.484*** 

(.055) 

.454*** 

(.044) 

.376*** 

(.087) 

.458*** 

(.043) 

Autonomy .167*** 

(.024) 

.170*** 

(.018) 

.159*** 

(.025) 

.121*** 

(.033) 

.155*** 

(.023) 

.126*** 

(.031) 

Individual 

Employment  

.507*** 

(.095) 

.535*** 

(.077) 

  .558*** 

(.081) 

.734*** 

(.119) 

Religious .439*** 

(.064) 

.443*** 

(..041) 

.436*** 

(.093) 

.491*** 

(.079) 

.431*** 

(.058) 

.411*** 

(.071) 

Married .869*** 

(.095) 

.873*** 

(.043) 

  .798*** 

(.091) 

.652*** 

(.055) 

General Trust  .371*** 

(.096) 

.357*** 

(.039) 

.614*** 

(.085) 

.622*** 

(.081) 

.441*** 

(.099) 

.552*** 

(.067) 

       

Constant 10.407 

(14.586) 

-1.516*** 

(.399) 

10.001*** 

(2.672) 

-.073*** 

(.182) 

36;409** 

(18.120) 

-19.406*** 

(1.204) 

Country Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 23771 23771 16259 22017 27487 14286 

R-squared .237 .231 .253 .256 .272 .293 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the result tables to avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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Table 3.12: OLS Regression Estimation with Clustered Standard Error 

 (Government Transparency with Financial Variables – Developed Countries) 

 Developed Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) 

 Public Education
39

 * Transparency Income Tax * Transparency Gov. Debt*Transparency 

Independent 

Variables 
(1)

40
 (2) (3) (4)

41
 (5) (6) 

Country Level       

General National 

Expenditure 

.001 

(.002) 

-.056*** 

(.001) 

-.016*** 

(.002) 

 .077*** 

(.024) 

 

Public Education 

(IMF)  

1.509*** 

(.025) 

     

Public Education 

(IMF) *Government 

Transparency 

-.067*** 

(.003) 

     

Public Education 

(UNESCO)
42

 

 .884*** 

(.021) 

    

Public Education 

(UNESCO) 

*Government 

Transparency 

 -.108*** 

(.003) 

    

Government 

Transparency 

.203*** 

(.014) 

1.720*** 

(.057) 

.124*** 

(.038) 

 .401*** 

(.119) 

 

Open Budget Index 

(OBI)  

   -.177*** 

(.011) 

 .466*** 

(.004) 

Income Tax (IMF)   -.099*** 

(.014) 

-.378*** 

(.041) 

  

Income 

Tax*Government 

Transparency 

  .013*** 

(.003) 

   

 
39 When OBI and public education composition variables are incorporated into the model, the size of the sample is significantly reduced (even when 

using the full sample).  As a result, the general coefficient estimations for the country-level variables are very susceptible to the omission and addition of 

other explanatory variables.  Therefore, the results for the interaction between public education spending and OBI are not reported. 
40 The democratization variable is intentionally omitted because it inflates the coefficients of other country-level variables.  The inclusion or exclusion 

of this variable does not change the significance and direction of the fiscal variables of interest. 
41 Just like this parsimonious model, other specifications, including all necessary control variables, do not change the direction and significance of the 

explanatory variables. 
42 Proportion (%) of education spending to total government expenditure.  
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Income Tax*OBI    .015*** 

(.001) 

  

Gross Debt (IMF)     .004 

(.004) 

.882*** 

(.006) 

Gross Debt * 

Government 

Transparency 

    .001 

(.0007) 

 

Gross Debt *OBI      -.011*** 

(.0001) 

Log GDP Per Capita .396*** 

(.065) 

-4.111*** 

(.091) 

-2.812*** 

(.092) 

 1.369 

(1.25) 

 

National 

Unemployment Rate 

-.044*** 

(.004) 

-.265*** 

(.003) 

-.141*** 

(.002) 

 .028 

(.037) 

 

Democratization   .862*** 

(.111) 

 .259*** 

(.067) 

 

Individual Level       

Political Value .040* 

(.020) 

.052*** 

(.019) 

.051*** 

(.016) 

.079*** 

(.021) 

.072*** 

(.009) 

.058*** 

(.016) 

Individual Income .149*** 

(.029) 

.127*** 

(.017) 

.144*** 

(.023) 

.289*** 

(.041) 

.163*** 

(.009) 

.210*** 

(.043) 

Age -.021*** 

(.004) 

-.013*** 

(.004) 

-.016*** 

(.004) 

-.009*** 

(.004) 

-.016*** 

(.001) 

-.018*** 

(.004) 

Education -.001 

(.016) 

.012 

(.016) 

.004 

(.016) 

.021 

(.019) 

-.001 

(.011) 

-.008 

(.021) 

Freedom of Choice .469*** 

(.029) 

.489*** 

(.027) 

.486*** 

(.022) 

.489*** 

(.045) 

.395*** 

(.012) 

.457*** 

(.039) 

Autonomy .101*** 

(.034) 

.114*** 

(.016) 

.113*** 

(.025) 

.061** 

(.031) 

.145*** 

(.018) 

.109*** 

(.024) 

Individual 

Employment  

.728*** 

(.118) 

.650*** 

(.146) 

.645*** 

(.115) 

 .667*** 

(.075) 

.797*** 

(.128) 

Religious .341*** 

(.053) 

.362*** 

(.045) 

.338*** 

(.047) 

.471*** 

(.066) 

.441*** 

(.039) 

.435*** 

(.078) 

Married .992*** 

(.102) 

.887*** 

(.096) 

.935*** 

(.080) 

 .841*** 

(.042) 

.685*** 

(.069) 

General Trust  .419*** 

(.062) 

.435*** 

(.042) 

.451*** 

(.050) 

.614*** 

(.088) 

.448*** 

(.038) 

.576*** 

(.075) 

       

Constant -9.230** 

(.838) 

38.382*** 

(1.382) 

24.727*** 

(.549) 

5.579*** 

(.509) 

-25.221* 

(13.998) 

-39.568*** 

(2.043) 

Country Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 12538 14154 17934 19247 23926 14286 

R-squared .311 .260 .314 .271 .261 .298 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the result tables to avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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 Tables 3.11 and 3.12 present statistical results across several specifications.  First 

of all, it is important to note that the coefficient estimations of government transparency 

consistently have a positive sign are are significant at the one percent level.  Thus, the 

proposed hypothesis regarding government transparency receives empirical support.  

Two indicators of transparency (government transparency (HRV_Index) and Open 

Budget Index (OBI)) are both significant and do not pose any discrepancy in terms of the 

direction of the effect.  That is, transparency itself has a significant and positive effect on 

individual SWB.  This confirms the proposed hypothesis and is also in line with results 

from previous studies that examined other similar aspects of government institutions 

(Helliwell, 2003; Primo et al., 2007; Whiteley et al., 2010).       

 In addition, as many relevant studies suggest that transparency plays an important 

conditional role in facilitating the effective policy delivery of government (Alt & Lowry, 

2010),  several specifications with the interaction term between transparency and 

financial variables are tested.  

 Columns 1 through 4 show the coefficient estimates of the interaction terms 

between transparency and public welfare expenditure under different specifications.  

Most of the coefficients for the interaction terms have negative signs and are statistically 

significant.  The estimated effect of welfare expenditure alone consistently has a positive 

sign.  Therefore, these findings generally suggest that government transparency 

neutralizes the potentially positive effect of public welfare expenditure on individual 

SWB.  
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 Indeed, such findings reflect the existing model of transparency based on the 

theory of taboo tradeoffs.  According to this model, if there is more transparency on a 

particular policy area that primarily concerns well-being, it would rather negatively 

influence an individual’s perception of government.  This is because such a policy area 

(i.e., welfare, health, or education) is considered as sacred and humane, while the 

composition of government spending generally involves monetary considerations (de 

Fine Licht, 2014; Licht, 2011).  Thus, if a government’s fiscal decision in such an area 

becomes more salient to the public, it is expected that the supposedly positive effect of 

government intervention would be neutralized.     

 Accordingly, the coefficient estimations of the interaction terms between other 

major public expenditures and transparency consistently have negative signs.  For 

instance, as shown in Column 6 of Table 11, the estimated coefficient for the interaction 

term between OBI and public health expenditure has a negative sign and is significant at 

the one percent level.  Thus, this finding predicts that a very high level of budget 

transparency usually offsets the supposedly positive effect of health spending on SWB.  

Likewise, Columns 1 and 2 of Table 3.12 show that the positive effect of public 

education on individual SWB would be largely neutralized by the saliency of public 

financial information.  The interactions between different measures of public education 

and government transparency (HRV_Index) consistently show the negative direction of 

their effects and are significant at the one percent level.  Therefore, these analyses 

commonly suggest that it is not desirable to increase transparency in particular areas of 

public spending that primarily concern human well-being.  
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 By contrast, as the results from Columns 3 and 4 of Table 3.12 show, government 

transparency actually plays a positive role by reducing negative perceptions toward 

increases in income tax.  This result confirms the proposed hypothesis in that 

transparency actually offsets the negative effect of an individual tax on SWB.  As earlier 

findings of this chapter suggest, the coefficient estimation of income tax alone has a 

negative sign and is significant at the one percent level.  However, the results from those 

columns report that the interaction between income tax and the transparency measure has 

a positive direction and is significant at the one percent level.  Therefore, this result is 

congruent with existing theoretical expectations on the positive effect of government 

transparency on publicly unpopular tax growth (Alt & Lowry, 2010).  That is, the salient 

information about income tax actually gives clear reasons and justification for 

government utilization of such an instrument (Grimmelikhuijsen & Meijer, 2014).  As a 

result, an individual has more trust in current government, and this eventually has a 

positive effect on one’s subjective evaluation of life.   

 However, as shown in Columns 5 and 6 of Table 3.12, there are mixed results 

with regard to the role of transparency in the association between government debt and 

SWB.  The earlier result shows that there is no significant effect of government debt on 

individual SWB, especially when developed countries are taken into account.  Likewise, 

the coefficient estimations of government debt and the interaction term between 

transparency and debt in Column 5 are not statistically significant.  That is, the result 

reveals that the inclusion of government transparency does not give any new insight into 

the association between government debt and SWB.  However, as the measure of budget 
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transparency is added into the empirical framework in Column 6, the interaction term is 

found to be negative and is significant at the one percent level.  Moreover, the coefficient 

estimation of government debt has a positive sign and is also significant at the one 

percent level.  Therefore, it is expected that while there is a larger psychological distance 

between government debt and individual perception, increased transparency allows an 

individual to gain more relevant information about government debt.  As a result, even if 

an individual still feels good about debt-driven government policy, increased 

transparency actually offsets this positive effect on SWB.43   

 Finally, in addition to the main findings of this chapter, it is also important to 

mention that all other control variables generally show the expected signs, with statistical 

significance across different specifications.   

 At the country level, per capita GDP generally shows a positive sign with a high 

statistical significance throughout the models.  This finding confirms the existing theory 

that economic growth induces a higher SWB.  The democratization index is positively 

associated with SWB.  This finding is consistent with previous studies, which commonly 

show a positive association between the level of democratization and SWB (Inglehart et 

al., 2008). In general, the coefficient estimation of national unemployment also has an 

expected negative sign and is significant.  Dependent on the specific empirical model, 

 
43 Such mixed results may be due to the fact that the two measures of transparency are conceptually 

different.  OBI closely deals with transparency in fiscal aspects of government, while the other 

measurement generally reflects the overall policy activities of government that weigh more on national 

economy.  Such difference may sometimes cause different emotional reactions when particular policy areas 

are considered. 
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national unemployment is sometimes estimated to have a positive sign.  However, such a 

finding is aberrant rather than common; it is specific to the particular model.     

 In addition, statistical findings of individual-level control variables are nearly all 

consistent with previous findings.  For example, individual income level is positively 

associated with SWB  (Blanchflower & Oswald, 2004; Frijters et al., 2004; Ram, 2010).  

Age is consistently estimated to have a negative relationship with SWB.  In fact, this 

partially supports the findings of previous studies that commonly suggest a nonlinear U-

shape relationship between age and SWB (Blanchflower & Oswald, 2004; Helliwell, 

2003).44  Since the major interest of this dissertation study is the effects of government 

fiscal variables on SWB, it is not necessary to investigate further the complex 

relationship between age and SWB.  The coefficient estimation for marital status is also 

consistently positive and is statistically significant at the one percent level.  This finding 

confirms the existing knowledge that a married person has relatively more enduring 

social relationships with his or her family members, which positively affects the level of 

SWB (Diener et al., 1997, p. 10).  This chapter found that freedom of choice and 

individual autonomy have positive associations with the level of SWB  (Inglehart et al., 

2008).  Just like other individual-level control variables, general social trust, one of the 

important concepts of social capital, is estimated to be statistically significant across 

several specifications (Bjørnskov, 2008; Rodríguez-Pose & von Berlepsch, 2014).  While 

some other studies indicate that social capital has a significant effect on such objective 

 
44 While not presented in this study, I also employed alternative specifications by including the quadratic 

term of age.  However, the main effects of financial variables were not changed.  
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life conditions as economic well-being (Doh & McNeely, 2012), the finding from this 

chapter also suggests that social capital is equally important for subjectively appreciated 

quality of life.  Throughout several specifications, education level mostly shows a weak 

association with the level of SWB.  There is one possible reason for this.  Education is 

commonly known to have a strong correlation with other control variables, such as level 

of income, autonomy, and freedom of choice.  Therefore, the potential effect of education 

on SWB may have been captured by other control variables. As a result, the estimated 

coefficient value of it becomes imprecise and statistically not significant.     

 

3.3.4 Robustness Checks and Potential Endogeneity Issues 

 The statistical analyses with several different specifications in this chapter 

demonstrate the significant effects of government’s financial variables on individual 

SWB.  In order to gain more confidence in the findings, this chapter also tested several 

alternative specifications by adding or removing several repressors. 

 For example, some scholars contend that yearly movements or changes in fiscal 

instruments give meaningful results for analyzing the dynamics of SWB.  In light of this, 

the analysis in this chapter also replicates the empirical models by incorporating the 

growth rate of fiscal variables (the rate of the change (%) based on one year). While 

detailed statistical results are not reported here, the statistical findings are almost the 

same, and they do not find any large discrepancies in terms of the direction of the effect. 

  Moreover, it is possible that the overall findings are susceptible to the particular 

operationalization of finance variables.  Indeed, as shown in several result tables, this 
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chapter utilizes several specifications with alternative financial variables, conditional on 

the availability of alternative data sources with sufficient observations. For instance, with 

regard to social welfare spending, the OECD social expenditure database also provides 

information about the public social expenditure.45  In fact, incorporating OECD’s public 

social expenditure into the model does not change the direction and statistical 

significance of the welfare effect on SWB for developed countries.   

 In addition, it may be necessary to include a tax revenue variable in the model 

because the previous research suggests that public spending on essential government 

sectors (e.g., social welfare) cannot not be exogenous to tax (Alt & Lowry, 2010).  

However, the inclusion of tax revenue in the model leads to the overfitting.  Because of 

this, the coefficient estimations and p-values are sometimes misleading.  Nevertheless, 

the inclusion of a tax revenue variable in the empirical model does not change the overall 

effects of welfare, health, or education spending on SWB.  While the values of the 

estimated coefficients are slightly increased for both the health and education spending 

variables, the direction of the effects are all unchanged.  That is, the inclusion of a tax 

revenue variable does not substantially change the independent effects of policy spending 

variables on SWB that were originally found using the baseline framework.   

 It is also important to note that the financial indicator of government intervention 

used in this dissertation research represents both the process and output.  Even if such an 

 
45 Similar to IMF’s social protection expenditure, OECD’s public social expenditure encompasses most 

critical welfare policy areas (by cash or in-kind), such as old age, survivors, incapacity-related benefits, 

family, unemployment, and housing.  However, OECD social expenditure also incorporates public health 

(spending on in-and outpatient care, medical goods, and prevention) and active labor market programs 

(employment services, training youth, subsidized employment). Therefore, understandably, the scope of 

OECD’s public social expenditure is relatively broader than its counterpart from IMF.   
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indicator indirectly denotes the quality of public service delivery, the actual policy 

outcome would be different from the output.  Such a difference may be noticeable if the 

allocated resources in a particular policy area are ineffectively utilized (Ott, 2010).   

Therefore, this chapter also tests the alternative specification by controlling for the 

quality of government across countries by incorporating the government effectiveness 

index developed by the World Bank.  While not reported in the result tables, the overall 

association between government composition and SWB are consistent with the findings 

presented in this chapter.  Therefore, it is plausible to assume that an increasing 

government investment in a particular policy area is well transformed into quality policy 

delivery. 

 Several other variables were also added into the general empirical models to test 

whether the inclusion of these variables significantly affected the general findings of the 

financial variables.  The presence of children (the number of children), household size, 

age-dependency ratio, and an individual’s subjective health46 are also included in the 

different specifications. The inclusion of these control variables does not change the 

direction and statistical significance of each financial variable.  While these control 

variables are important, the general specifications in this dissertation already incorporate 

an adequate number of control variables.  Therefore, these alternative specifications are 

not presented.47        

 
46 An individual’s objective health status is not available in WVS.  Therefore, individual’s subjective 

evaluation of health status is used as a proxy for one’s health status.  However, it is important to point out 

that an individual’s subjective evaluation of health still does not reflect one’s overall health. 
47 Moreover, the inclusion of too many independent variables in the model gradually diminishes the 

generalizability of the findings from the model (overfitting). 
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 The most serious issue that may complicate confidence in the findings of this 

dissertation research may be that particular financial variables are endogenous in the 

proposed analytical framework.  For instance, unobservable cyclical national economic 

conditions and unforeseen shocks could contribute to temporal fluctuations in levels of 

SWB as well as particular fiscal policy variables, such as public welfare expenditure and 

individual tax.  Moreover, an increase in public expenditure could involve an unobserved 

quality of the incumbent that simultaneously influences the positive assessment of 

government performance and subjective evaluation of life (Whitely et al. 2010).  

Moreover, many unhappy people could exert pressure on government to increase welfare 

expenditure or decrease income tax.  It is technically difficult to capture such 

unobservable or unquantifiable confounders.  

 Similarly, the estimated effect of government transparency on SWB is not 

completely free from the issue of endogeneity.  For example, the existing literature points 

out that each person’s motivation, cognitive capacity, and inherent traits will be widely 

different when assimilating the information about government performance via 

government transparency.  In fact, such unobservable factors also simultaneously affect 

the level of SWB, and the estimated effect of government transparency and its indirect 

role through other financial variables can be biased (Grimmelikhuijsen et al., 2013).  

Moreover, while it is undoubtedly true that institutional change in government is 

typically slow and continuous, the choice of more transparency and its potential 

interactions with a financing instrument highly depend on several unobservable 

parameters, such as market discount rates, relative cost of the public sector, and the 
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amount of unethical politicians in government (Alt & Lowry, 2010).  Such unobservable 

confounders could interfere with the estimation of government transparency. 

 Therefore, in order to address possible endogeneity issues surrounding 

government financial variables and government transparency, the analysis also employs 

instrumental variable regression techniques. 

 In fact, the selection process of the instrumental variables is based on existing 

studies that theoretically predict their strong associations with government financial 

variables and transparency.  Because a large body of knowledge primarily concerns 

public welfare, tax, debt, and transparency, this chapter focuses on these variables when 

conducting instrumental variable regressions. 

 First, a number of studies delve into several political factors that determine the 

level of public welfare expenditure by government.  For example, the level of political 

partisan competition in government can induce more public welfare expenditure.  As 

many parties with different interests compete with each other in a political arena, there is 

a tendency towards higher levels of public social spending (Pampel & Williamson, 1988).  

Thus, as the level of competiveness in the party system increases, the parties try to attract 

more voters at the bottom of socioeconomic ladders by expanding public welfare 

policies.  Existing studies also empirically confirm this theoretical expectation (Dawson 

& Robinson, 1963; Hicks & Swank, 1992) (Hicks and Swank 1992).  Moreover, there is 

an extensive discussion of how the institutionalized political system can facilitate or 

constrain the decision making power of the executive body of government (Hicks & 

Swank, 1992).  The general expectation is that if there are more accountability groups in 
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a political system, the implementation of important public policy decisions are often 

defeated and interrupted by other bodies of government.  Accordingly, an increased 

constraint on the decision making power of the executive body would negatively affect 

the expansion of the welfare sector.    

 Indeed, the determinants of public tax share many commonalities with the factors 

that influence public welfare spending.  For instance, previous studies demonstrate that a 

powerful legislature with a small amount of political opposition tends to successfully 

increase public taxes (Merrifield, 2000).48  Correspondingly, when a ruling government 

maintains a longer term of office, it has an opportunity to make the linkages between tax 

increases and the perceived cost of taxation very obscure so that the current incumbent is 

able to avoid direct public punishment for increasing taxes (Merrifield, 2000, p. 31).  

Moreover, in addition to political factors, aging society or higher dependency ratios tend 

to result in less tax and ungenerous welfare expenditure due to the unsuccessful political 

pressure/clout from the aging population (Razin et al., 2002; Simonovits, 2007).      

 A large body of research also frequently studies the possible determinants of 

government debt.  For instance, a voting model of budget deficit implicitly predicts that 

an increased voting turnout exerts pressure on the higher level of government deficit for 

the current incumbent (Alesina & Tabellini, 1988).  The existing literature also shows a 

significant effect of electoral competition on the level of debt across countries (Alt & 

Lassen, 2006b).  In addition, a model of the political business cycle predicts that a 

 
48 Similarly, a frequent party alternation in the executive branch is empirically found to induce more 

government deficit and debt at the expanse of tax (Calcagno & Escaleras, 2006). 
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reelection-driven motivation tends to increase the level of government size and budget 

deficit when an election draws near.  Such a short-term fiscal disturbance, according to 

the model, is expected to be reversed by contractionary fiscal policy after an election 

(Nordhaus, 1975).       

 In addition to these financial variables, previous studies also examine the 

determinants of government transparency. For example, an intensified partisan 

competition in legislature tends to increase the likelihood of increased transparency in 

government because increasing government transparency would reduce the discretionary 

powers of opposing parties (Khagram et al., 2013; Wehner & de Renzio, 2013).  

Moreover, government highly dependent on natural resources for revenues tends to have 

a low level of government transparency since it does not need to utilize transparency as a 

strategic choice to gain more public support for an increase in tax (Khagram et al., 2013).   

 Utilizing these factors as instrumental variables, this chapter employs Two-Staged 

Least Squares (2SLS) regression techniques.  In fact, there are two important 

requirements to determine whether the instrumental variable regression is a viable option 

for the unbiased estimation of the coefficient.  First, it is necessary to find a good 

instrumental variable that is highly correlated with the endogenous variable.  Second, 

such an instrumental variable needs to be weakly correlated with the random error terms 

of the dependent variable (SWB).  As these strong instrumental variables are also 

available mostly for developed economies, the analyses are limited to the sample of 

developed countries.  Nevertheless, significant findings will help to make an inference of 

the population in other similar contexts.   
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 As there are several explanatory variables suggested to be endogenous, each 

variable requires a separate first-stage equation.  After that, the predicted estimation of an 

endogenous explanatory variable is incorporated into the second-stage regression along 

with other exogenous variables. The first and second stage equations are presented 

below:49  

 

 

First-stage (Reduced) Equations: 

Equation 3.2 

 Government Transparency: 

 GovernmentTransparency =  𝛾0 + 𝛾1 ∗ NaturalResourceDep +  𝛾2 ∗

𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 +  ∑ 𝑊𝑚
1 + 𝑣     

Equation 3.3 

 Public Welfare Expenditure: 

 Public Social Welfare Expenditure =  𝛾0 + 𝛾1 ∗ Executive Constraints + 𝛾2 ∗

𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 +  ∑ 𝑊𝑚
1 + 𝑣    

Equation 3.4 

 Public Income Tax: 

   Income Tax =  𝛾0 + 𝛾1 ∗ GovernmentFractionalization + 𝛾2 ∗ 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 +

 𝛾3 ∗ 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 +  ∑ 𝑊𝑚
1 + 𝑣   

 

 
49 Public Income tax is used for the 2SLS regression analysis because income tax has a direct effect on 

individual SWB. 
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Equation 3.5 

 Public Debt: 

  𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡 =  𝛾0 + 𝛾1 ∗ 𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝛾2 ∗ 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 +

𝛾3𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 + ∑ 𝑊𝑚
1 + 𝑣   

 

Second-stage Equation: 

Equation 3.6 

 SWB =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗

Predicted Explanatory Endogenous Variable (Transparency, Welfare, IncomeTax, Debt) + ∑ 𝑊𝑚
1 + 휀 
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Table 3.13: Two-Stage Least Squares Estimation – Transparency, Welfare, 

Income Tax, and Debt  
 Developed Countries (Dependent Variable: SWB Index) 

 Social Welfare Income Tax Gov. Debt  Government Transparency 

Independent Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 
(5)

50
 

Country Level      

General National Expenditure -.039 

(.027) 

-.106*** 

(.037) 

,172*** 

(.030) 

.041*** 

(.012) 

-.097*** 

(.010) 

Public Social Welfare (OECD) .332*** 

(.122) 

    

Income Tax (IMF)  -.271*** 

(.078) 

   

Gross Debt (IMF)  . 

 

.033*** 

(.008) 

  

Government Transparency    .185* 

(.106) 

 

Open Budget Index (OBI)     .052*** 

(.011) 

Log GDP Per Capita 1.655*** 

(.661) 

2.907*** 

(.1.179) 

7.610*** 

(1.854) 

-1.101 

(.808) 

1.236*** 

(.069) 

National Unemployment Rate -.175** 

(.076) 

-.088*** 

(.029) 

.206*** 

(.052) 

-.0001*** 

(.022) 

.020 

(.016) 

Democratization .243*** 

(.091) 

-.303 

(.252) 

.249*** 

(.058) 

.482*** 

(.045) 

-.012 

(.043) 

Individual Level      

Political Value .075*** 
(.008) 

.067*** 
(.009) 

.076*** 
(.011) 

.085*** 
(.010) 

.039*** 
(.011) 

Individual Income .156*** 

(.008) 

.165*** 

(.009) 

.173*** 

(.009) 

.171*** 

(.009) 

.265*** 

(.012) 

Age -.012*** 
(.001) 

-.017*** 
(.002) 

-.016*** 
(.002) 

-.015*** 
(.002) 

-.016*** 
(.002) 

Education .007 

(.009) 

.003 

(.011) 

-.001 

(011) 

.005 

(.011) 

.019 

(.012) 

Freedom of Choice .462*** 
(.011) 

.506*** 
(.011) 

.404*** 
(.013) 

.376*** 
(.013) 

.353*** 
(.013) 

Autonomy .163*** 

(.016) 

.122*** 

(.018) 

.137*** 

(.019) 

.151*** 

(.019) 

.165*** 

(.022) 

Individual Employment  .574*** 
(.067) 

.669*** 
(.067) 

.630*** 
(.081) 

.570*** 
(.079) 

.385*** 
(.077) 

Religious .382*** 

(.036) 

.297*** 

(.039) 

.408*** 

(.041) 

.439*** 

(.041) 

.509*** 

(.056) 

Married .848*** 
(.038) 

.869*** 
(.040) 

.827*** 
(.044) 

.794*** 
(.044) 

.523*** 
(.053) 

General Trust  .417*** 

(.035) 

.502*** 

(.038) 

.456*** 

(.041) 

.438*** 

(.040) 

.421*** 

(.052) 

Constant -20.782*** 
(7.243) 

-12.105 
(12.284) 

-106.596*** 
(.23.574) 

-7.080 
(9.249) 

-7.318*** 
(1.629) 

Observations 29428 24327 25738 27487 17806 

R-squared (centered) .253 .335 .279 .271 .277 

J-statistics 
(P-value) 

0.018 
(.892) 

2.170 
(.338) 

.971 
(.615) 

1.988 
(.159) 

3.705 
(.054) 

Hansen (endogeneity test) 

Statistics  

6.470 

(.011) 

3.725 

(.050) 

8.725 

(.003) 

4.674 

(.031) 

 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the result tables to 
avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 

 
50 Due to the sample size, all countries are incorporated into the model.  The endogeneity test reveals that 

OBI is considered as exogeneous.  However, as existing literature strongly suggests that it would be an 

endogenous variable, the coefficient estimates of the model are reported. 
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 Table 3.13 presents the statistical results based on 2SLS regression analyses. In 

general, the estimated coefficients for all explanatory variables present the expected signs 

and are statistically significant.  Interestingly, the estimation of public debt in Column 3 

is statistically significant, with a positive direction of its effect.  This finding is again 

consistent with the theoretical expectation formulated by Alesina and Tabellini (1988).  

The table also presents the endogeneity test statistics.  The test statistics for all of the 

explanatory variables have low p-values, confirming that all of them are likely to be 

endogenous, as they reject the null hypothesis that the predictor is exogenous.  Moreover, 

J-statistics are also performed to test whether the instrumental variables are exogenous to 

the error terms of the dependent variable.  As J-statistics for all variables (except Column 

5) fail to reject the null hypothesis that the instruments are valid and uncorrelated with 

the error terms, the findings from this analysis confidently confirm the predicted effects 

of the selected financial variables and transparency on individual SWB.  

 It is also necessary to examine whether potentially endogenous government 

transparency still has a significant moderating role in the association between public 

financial variables and SWB.  In order to test such a complex interrelationship among 

government transparency, financial variables, and SWB, this chapter also employs the 

structural equation modelling based on Three-Stage Least Squares (3SLS) techniques. 
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This empirical strategy is most appropriate when several endogenous variables involve 

simultaneous causations between themselves.51 

 Based on existing studies that examine the complex dynamics among 

transparency, financial variables, and SWB, the following specifications are developed 

for public welfare expenditure and income tax. 

 

 

Structural Equations: Transparency*Welfare 

Equation 3.7 

 𝑆𝑊𝐵 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 + 𝛽2 ∗  𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑊𝑒𝑙𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑒 +  𝛽3 ∗  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗

𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑊𝑒𝑙𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑒 +  ∑ 𝑊𝑚
1 + 휀 

 

Equation 3.8 

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗  PublicWelfare + 𝛽2 ∗  Log per Capita GDP + 𝛽3 ∗  Democratization + 𝛽4 

∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 + 𝛽5 ∗ 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 휀 

Equation 3.9 

         Public Welfare Spending  

=  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗  GovGeneralConsumption + 𝛽2 ∗  Transparency + 𝛽3

∗  Log per capita GDP + 𝛽4 ∗ 𝑈𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝛽5

∗ 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 𝛽6 ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 휀 

 

 
51 There is also an extensive discussion of Three-Staged Least Squares (3SLS) estimation in place of 2SLS.   

In general, the choice between 2SLS and 3SLS is highly dependent on whether there are severe 

interrelations among the error terms (Belsley 1988).  Facing high interrelations among the error terms, 

3SLS is considered to be more efficient because it will reduce the inflated standard error terms. 
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Equation 3.10 

Transparency ∗ Public Welfare =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗  Transparency + 𝛽2 ∗  PublicWelfare + 휀 

 

 

Structural Equations: Transparency*Income Tax 

Equation 3.11 

 𝑆𝑊𝐵 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑇𝑎𝑥 + 𝛽3 ∗  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗

𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑇𝑎𝑥 + ∑ 𝑊𝑚
1 + 휀 

 

Equation 3.12 

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗  Income Tax + 𝛽2 ∗  Log per Capita GDP + 𝛽3 ∗  Democratization + 𝛽4 

∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 + 𝛽5 ∗ 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 휀 

 

 

Equation 3.13 

         Income Tax =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗  GovGeneralConsumption + 𝛽2 ∗  Transparency +  𝛽3

∗  Log per capita GDP + 𝛽4 ∗ 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝛽5

∗ 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 + 𝛽6 ∗ 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 + 𝛽7

∗ 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑈𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 휀 

Equation 3.14 

Transparency ∗ Income Tax =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗  Transparency + 𝛽2 ∗  Income Tax + 휀 
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Table 3.14: 3SLS Structural Model of SWB, Transparency, and Public Welfare Spending   
 Developed Countries 

Subjective Well-being  Government 

Transparency 

 Gov. 

Transparency*Social 

Welfare Exp. 

 

Ind. Variables Coefficient 

Estimates 

Ind. Variables Coefficient 

Estimates 

Ind. Variables Coefficient 

Estimates 

General National Expenditure .031 

(.044) 

Public Social 

Welfare 

1.346*** 

(.011) 

Public Social Exp. 1.073*** 

(.045) 

Public Social Welfare .159 

(.204) 

Democratization -1.235*** 

(.014) 

Gov. Transparency 14.909*** 

(.121) 

Government Transparency .925*** 

(.281) 

.Log GDP per 

capita 

19.407*** 

(.014) 

Year Fixed Effect  Yes 

Gov. Transparency*Social Welfare -.051*** 

(.007) 

Gov. Competition .130*** 

(.002) 

Country Fixed 

Effect  

Yes 

Log GDP Per Capita 2.679* 

(1.892) 

Natural Resource 

Rent (%) 

.245*** 

(.003) 

Observations 23771 

National Unemployment Rate .010 

(.056) 

Year Fixed Effect  Yes R-squared .888 

Democratization .304*** 

(.109) 

Country Fixed 

Effect  

Yes   

Political Value .066*** 

(.008) 

Public Social 

Welfare Exp. 

   

Individual Income .141*** 

(.008) 

Ind. Variables Coefficient 

Estimates 

  

Age -.012*** 

(.001) 

Gov. 

Transparency  

1.288*** 

(.007) 

  

Education .008 

(.009) 

General Nat. 

Consumption 

.130*** 

(.002) 

  

Freedom of Choice .436*** 

(.009) 

.Log GDP per 

capita 

-11.293*** 

(.088) 

  

Autonomy .159*** 

(.017) 

National 

Unemployment 

Rate 

.135*** 

(.002) 

  

Individual Employment  .583*** 

(.062) 

Executive 

Constraints 

1.104*** 

(.009) 

  

Religious .451*** 

(.038) 

Electoral 

Competition 

-.058*** 

(.010) 
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Married .876*** 

(.039) 

Year Fixed Effect  Yes   

General Trust  .375*** 

(.038) 

Country Fixed 

Effect  

Yes   

Year Fixed Effect  Yes     

Country Fixed Effect Yes     

Observations 23771     

R-squared .236     

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the result tables to avoid 

complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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Table 3.15: 3SLS Structural Model of SWB, Transparency, and Public Income Tax   
 Developed Countries (+Selected Countries

52
) 

Subjective Well-being  Government 

Transparency 

 Gov 

Transparency*Income 

Tax  

 

Ind. Variables Coefficient 

Estimates 

Ind. Variables Coefficient 

Estimates 

Ind. Variables Coefficient 

Estimates 

General National Expenditure .009 

(.026) 

Income Tax -.195*** 

(.0001) 

Income Tax 1.894*** 

(.012) 

Income Tax -.261*** 

(.105) 

Democratization -.129*** 

(.0001) 

Gov. Transparency 12.798*** 

(.036) 

Government Transparency .060 

(.120) 

Log GDP per 

capita 

.627*** 

(.0003) 

Year Fixed Effect  Yes 

Gov. Transparency*Income Tax  .057*** 

(.019) 

Gov. Competition -.006*** 

(.0001) 

Country Fixed Effect  Yes 

Log GDP Per Capita .189 

(.368) 

Natural Resource 

Rent (%) 

.221*** 

(.0001) 

  

National Unemployment Rate -.086*** 

(.021) 

Year Fixed Effect  Yes   

Democratization .083** 

(.041) 

Country Fixed 

Effect  

Yes   

Political Value .033*** 

(.008) 

Income Tax    

Individual Income .208*** 

(.009) 

Ind. Variables Coefficient 

Estimates 

  

Age -.016*** 

(.002) 

Gov. 

Transparency  

.849*** 

(9.69e-09) 

  

Education .032*** 

(.009) 

General Nat. 

Consumption 

-1.916*** 

(4.75e-09) 

  

Freedom of Choice .475*** 

(.009) 

Log GDP per 

capita 

27.519*** 

(5.72e-08) 

  

Autonomy .150*** 

(.017) 

National 

Unemployment 

Rate 

.665*** 

(1.86e-09) 

  

 
52 Brazil, Peru, Egypt, and South Africa are added to the sample because transparency indices and instruments are available for these countries.  The 

three-stage Lease-Squared regression with the system of equations cannot be executed because of the limited sample size. 
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Individual Employment  .666*** 

(.055) 

Gov. 

Fractionalization 

49.298*** 

(.1.37e-07) 

  

Religious .381*** 

(.041) 

Executive years 

left current term 

2.979*** 

(1.04e-08) 

  

Married .799*** 

(.040) 

Age Dependency 

Ratio 

-2.685*** 

(5.87e-09) 

  

General Trust  .387*** 

(.041) 

Year Fixed Effect  Yes   

Year Fixed Effect  Yes Country Fixed 

Effect  

Yes   

Country Fixed Effect Yes     

Observations 24723     

R-squared .299     

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the result tables to avoid 

complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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 Tables 3.14 and 3.15 present statistical results based on the structural modelling 

with 3SLS.  As the estimated equation of SWB shows in Table 3.14, government 

transparency again has a significant moderating effect in the association between public 

welfare spending and SWB.  The coefficient estimation of welfare spending alone is not 

significant and has a positive sign.  Conversely, the estimated coefficient for the 

interaction term is significant at the one percent level. As expected, it has a negative sign.  

This finding indicates that the supposedly positive effect of public welfare spending 

would be reduced by .05 points, conditional on the unit increase of government 

transparency.  Moreover, the estimated model equation of SWB in Table 3.15 shows that 

transparency has a positive moderating effect on the relationship between public income 

tax and SWB.  As predicted, the coefficient estimation of income tax alone has a negative 

sign and is significant at the one percent level.  It is expected that a one percent increase 

of income tax (% of GDP) would decrease the level of SWB by .26 points, but such a 

negative effect is estimated to be reduced by .06 points with a simultaneous unit increase 

of government transparency. Thus, at the higher level of government transparency, the 

negative effect of income tax on SWB is expected to be greatly reduced. 

 In sum, additional statistical tests consistently found the predicted conditional 

effects of government transparency in the associations between selected financial 

variables and SWB.  With regard to the effect of public welfare expenditure on SWB, 

transparency plays a negative moderating role.  However, government transparency 

partially neutralizes the negative effect of public income tax on SWB.          
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3.4 Conclusion 

 The analyses in this chapter investigate several financial areas in government and 

their effects on individual SWB.  First, this chapter examines the effects of government 

interventions on individual SWB by utilizing public expenditure in several critical policy 

areas.  Next, the analysis looks at public taxes and debts and their potential effects on 

SWB.  Finally, the analysis delves into the direct and indirect effects of government 

transparency in the associations between the aforementioned variables and SWB. 

 The analyses reveal that certain public spending variables have consistently 

significant effects on individual SWB.  For instance, public welfare spending shows a 

strong positive effect on SWB when groups of all countries and developed countries are 

taken in account.  However, the effect of public welfare spending on SWB becomes 

negative when only developing countries are considered in the analysis.  The results from 

several specifications also show that individual income tax generally has a negative 

association with individual SWB across all country groups. The effect of public debt on 

SWB is either positive or insignificant across several analyses.  The findings also show 

that government transparency plays an important role in the association between some of 

the financial variables and the level of individual SWB, but the direction of its 

moderating effect changes depending on the type of financial variable. In fact, the result 

shows that transparency reduces the potentially positive effect of welfare spending on 

SWB, while it neutralizes the negative effect of income tax on SWB.        

 The main findings from this chapter have several significant implications.  First, 

the particular type of public spending or revenue-making instrument (e.g., tax, debt) has 
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differing effects on individual SWB because each type of financial variable (public 

spending) will benefit certain segments of population in society. Another reason is that 

the significance of its effects are also dependent on the level of socioeconomic 

development, as an individual’s evaluative criteria for SWB also varies.  Therefore, based 

on the findings, it is imperative to suggest that the public actually has a specific hedonic 

preference for each of the financial variables. Next, the findings from this chapter reveal 

that there are complex interrelations between transparency, financial variables, and SWB.  

Dependent on a particular policy sector, the moderating effect of transparency on SWB 

varies. 

 While this dissertation research sheds light on the complex dynamics of mental 

accounts of well-being by investigating several government-related factors, there are still 

important areas that warrant future research.  For example, there is still a need to examine 

the role of government transparency across developing countries.  Due to the availability 

of the data, this chapter primarily examines the effects of government transparency on 

SWB across developed countries. However, an individual reacts differently to 

government transparency depending on his or her underlying social and democratic 

environment, which also significantly affects predisposed values and ideas about 

government (Grimmelikhuijsen & Meijer, 2014; Grimmelikhuijsen Stephan et al., 2013).  

Therefore, it is necessary to expand this analysis into the group of developing countries in 

order to obtain clearer ideas about government transparency within the complex 

dynamics of SWB. 
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Moreover, while this dissertation study utilizes a quantitative measure as a proxy 

for a particular government policy, future research should conduct similar research by 

using refined indicators of government policies (e.g., an updated decommodification 

index).  For example, with regard to public welfare policy, there is a wide qualitative 

difference across countries.  Welfare policy with more inclusive and universal 

characteristics is more prevalent across Scandinavian countries (Esping-Andersen, 2013).  

Thus, various types of welfare regimes may affect individual SWB differently.  Such 

effects cannot be easily captured by such quantitative measures as public welfare 

expenditure.  

Lastly, while this chapter examines the effects of various categories of 

government expenditure on individual SWB, due to the limited availability of financial 

data, several elements of government spending still need more empirical research.  For 

instance, the existing theory strongly expects that transportation positively affects the 

level of SWB among elders.  However it is unknown whether such a causal relationship 

would be consistently found across different levels of socioeconomic developments. It is 

also important to partition out specific subcategories of public expenditure that primarily 

contribute to the significance of the findings.  For instance, if social welfare expenditure 

positively affects SWB of low-income groups, it is crucial to find out what specific 

welfare programs primarily contribute to such a positive effect. 

The basic purpose of this chapter is to examine the effects of the most common 

government financial instruments on individual SWB.  Because of this, detailed empirical 

investigations of each of the specific categories of government finance are beyond the 
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scope of this dissertation research.  Moreover, due to the currently insufficient 

information about certain financial sectors of governments across countries, 

comprehensive analyses were not possible.  Therefore, it is my expectation that future 

research will complement the findings of this dissertation research by addressing the 

possible shortcomings of the analyses in this chapter with more comprehensive financial 

data from governments across countries. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE EFFECT OF DEFENSE SPENDING ON SUBJECTIVE 

WELL-BEING  

 

 

 
4.1 Introduction 

 Subjective Well-Being (SWB) is an increasingly popular topic in public policy 

discussions and academic fields, as it represents a dimension of the quality of life that 

other common economic indicators cannot fully explain.  Various studies have 

investigated the determinants of SWB, and in light of their empirical results, researchers 

state that various social, economic, and psychological factors, such as an individual’s 

sense of autonomy, freedom of choice, feelings of independence, marital status, religion, 

interpersonal trust, age, education, unemployment, income, and subjective health all have 

significant effects on SWB (Chen, 2012; Diener, 2000; Frey, 2008; Inglehart et al., 2008; 

Lelkes, 2006; Zimmermann & Easterlin, 2006).   

While previous studies have expanded our knowledge of SWB by identifying 

various determinants of it, relatively fewer studies have examined the direct association 

between government intervention in a particular policy area and SWB.  It is widely 

accepted that the fundamental role of a democratic state is to foster a society in which 

people live a better quality of life (Whiteley et al., 2010).  Because of this, there is a 

strong presumption that government activities can and do affect individual SWB in 

various ways.  

Accordingly, based on cross-country data, some studies have examined how the 

overall size of the government affects the general life satisfaction of citizens.  These 
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studies have generated mixed results (Bjørnskov et al., 2006; Kacapyr, 2008; Perovic & 

Golem, 2010; Ram, 2009).  Moreover, other studies have investigated the association 

between government spending and SWB.  Hessami (2010), for example, investigated the 

association between SWB and various compositions of spending and found that more 

spending on the welfare sector has the largest positive impact on well-being of low-

income earners and left-wing voters across European countries.  He also concludes that 

more investment in the education sector could have had larger positive impacts on the 

overall SWB across EU countries in the period from 1990 to 2000 (Hessami, 2010).  

Veenhoven (2000) also investigated whether an increase of welfare expenditure could 

enhance an overall appreciation of life in society.  He found that an increase in welfare 

spending neither decreases nor increases the overall well-being of society (Veenhoven, 

2000).  On the other hand, based on international data, Radcliff (2001) found that a left-

oriented government is able to raise the overall level of SWB in society by increasing 

welfare benefits to citizens (Radcliff, 2001).  Likewise, O’Connor (2017) has found that 

more generous welfare state policy positively affect life satisfaction around the world 

(O’Connor, 2017).  These findings intensify the scholastic debate about small and big 

government.  Thus, it is expected that there will be more investigations with a broader 

international sample that consolidate the findings in this particular area of study. 

While previous studies help to explain how government activities can influence 

quality of life at either individual or societal level, we do not fully understand how 

government’s intervention in national defense influences the level of individual SWB.  In 

fact, one of the most fundamental roles of government is to promote well-being by 
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protecting citizens from security threats.  The existing literature points out that violent 

conflicts have substantial economic consequences as well as direct psychological effects 

on individual well-being (Welsch, 2008).  In addition to its direct effect on SWB, the 

violent conflicts also indirectly affect SWB by disrupting income streams, cutting the 

supply of natural resources, and interrupting other social and economic activities, such as 

foreign direct investment, savings, consumption, trading in stock markets, and 

urbanization (Frey et al., 2007; Welsch, 2008). 

Correspondingly, because of devastating outcomes that the various forms of 

violent conflicts can cause, the previous studies reveal that the public preference for 

defense expenditure is usually positive in the United States (Wlezien, 1995).  However, 

while the studies indicating the positive public preference for defense spending is based 

on the data ranging from early 1980s to late 1990s, the recent works on the same topic 

imply that the public preference for defense expenditure may have been changed over 

time especially when the developed democratic countries are considered.  For example, it 

is found that the U.S. citizens across all income groups commonly express the discontent 

with an increase in government defense expenditure.  There is a substantial and 

representative public opinion that “government is spending too much on defense sector.” 

(Wlezien, 2017). 

Nevertheless, the potential danger of the violent conflicts have never receded in a 

modern world.  Around the world, various levels of armed conflicts have been persistent.  

The authoritarian regimes (e.g., North Korea) never gave up on developing the weapons 

of mass destruction.  Moreover, new types of security threats, such as cyber-attack have 
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recently emerged.  Therefore, as described earlier, while it is expected that the public 

preference for defense expenditure varies over time dependent on the salience of the 

external and internal security risk, it is interesting to examine how government’s 

intervention in defense sector affects the individual level of SWB.  In particular, by using 

the cross-country data ranges from 1995 to 2014, this research aims to add timely 

findings to existing knowledge about government’s role in enhancing individual SWB. 

With this in mind, this chapter asks important research questions in the area of 

public spending and SWB: How does government defense spending affect individual 

SWB?  Does the effect of defense expenditure on SWB vary across different 

socioeconomic development stages?    

There is a basic presumption that government defense spending will have a 

positive effect on  individual SWB because feeling safe from the existing security threat 

is one of the fundamental human needs in life (Clarke, 2005; Veenhoven, 1991).  

Nevertheless, across all levels of socioeconomic development, a person tends to demand 

certain public service deliveries more than defense expenditure.  Indeed, in addition to 

the defense sector, there may exist other important socioeconomic factors that can 

effectively deter the occurrence of violent conflicts.  The findings and conclusions drawn 

from this chapter may help to expand our knowledge about how different compositions of 

public spending affect individual’s subjective appreciation of life. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows.  The next section attempts to define 

what SWB by utilizing existing literature.  Despite the various conceptualizations of 

SWB in the current literature, this dissertation research generally reflects SWB based on 
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two distinct components: happiness and life satisfaction.  The third section builds a 

theoretical map to explain how government defense spending affects individual SWB in 

developed and developing economies.  The fourth section specifies the analytical method 

of the research and describes each of the variables in the data set.  The fifth and sixth 

sections show the empirical results based on different methodological approaches and 

discusses the significance of the findings.  The final section summarizes the findings and 

addresses their policy implications.  Moreover, some shortcomings in this chapter and 

suggestions for future studies will be discussed at the end of the chapter.  

 

 

4.2 Conceptualization on Subjective Well-Being 

The study of SWB involves interdisciplinary perspectives as many scholarly 

discussions on SWB are based on various fields of knowledge, including economics, 

positive psychology, sociology, and political science.  Accordingly, different studies 

identify SWB with various terms , such as happiness, life satisfaction, positive and 

negative affects, and other positive psychological functioning (Angner, 2010; Bjørnskov 

et al., 2006; Diener et al., 2009; Pacek & Radcliff, 2008; Pavot & Diener, 2008; Ryan & 

Deci, 2001).  In order to have this research conducted and presented in a clear and 

consistent manner, it is necessary to define SWB that this chapter will consistently 

follows.  Indeed, such process is critically important since it can also help to identify the 

useable SWB measures in the representative survey (Angner, 2010).  Moreover, as SWB 

is a generally multidimensional concept, the clear identification of each dimension helps 
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to operationalize each component of SWB and construct the composite index of SWB in 

the later analytical stage. 

In the simplest explanation, SWB generally refers to an individual’s mental 

accounts of one’s life experience53.  Indeed, according to the literature, there are two 

main ways to evaluate one’s subjective life experience.  First, a person may assess his or 

her SWB based on a global judgment of life, involving the information about specific 

achievements and attainment of goals in life.  It is also possible that the evaluation of 

individual well-being is largely based on current as well as past positive or negative 

emotional experiences (Diener, 2000; Diener et al., 1997; Pavot & Diener, 2008).  While 

there are other possible ways to redefine or reclassify the various dimensions of it, these 

two approaches usually represent two distinct components of SWB. Existing studies 

represent them as cognition and affection.  Cognition usually represents the judgment 

based on available and accessible information, and affection associates with emotion and 

mood54.  Indeed, several studies point out that these two different components mainly 

reflect the subjective evaluation of well-being (Kim-Prieto et al., 2005; Pavot & Diener, 

2008).  In general, this section will define SWB by distinguishing these two main 

components: happiness as generally representing an affective component and life 

satisfaction or a global judgment of life representing a cognitive component.   

 
53 This also implicitly reflects that a person’s conscious experience in life primarily influences the quality 

of life (Angner, 2010) 
54 In fact, affection is more than the simple hedonistic experience, such as absence or presence of pleasure 

and pain (Angner, 2010; Diener et al., 1997) 
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Moreover, previous studies suggest that these two components are systematically 

interrelated within sequential temporal stages.  According to this approach, at the initial 

temporal sequence, a person faces a particular objective life event or circumstance.  Then, 

at the next stage, a person experiences an affective reaction to these objective conditions. 

The next sequence is recalling these emotional experiences, and at the last sequence, a 

person makes a global by reevaluating these collected affective experiences based on the 

entire cycle of temporal stages (Diener et al., 2009; Kim-Prieto et al., 2005).  In fact, 

throughout these sequential stages, an individual often comes to an overall evaluation of 

life by comparing the current situation with the previous life circumstances.  In this 

process, an individual also relies on both momentary emotional mood and a retrospective 

reconstruction of past affective experience (Kim-Prieto et al., 2005).  This implies that 

dependent on the current mood and contextual situation, a person can recall different past 

experiences.  For this reason, it may be questionable whether a person’s SWB could be 

consistent over time because the different ways to recollect the past emotional 

experiences would lead to the various levels of global judgment of life.  However, 

previous studies found that while significant life events (e.g., death of spouse) may 

substantially affect the life evaluations, a person’s cognitive assessment of life (or life 

satisfaction) is generally reported to be fairly stable over time (Pavot & Diener, 2008).  

This indicates that a person consistently goes back to the same set of one’s affective 

reactions to the life circumstances based on which the stable global judgment of life is 

made (Kim-Prieto et al., 2005). 
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In sum, based on the existing literature, this dissertation primarily treats SWB as a 

broad level of mental accounts of well-being, encompassing both life satisfaction and 

happiness as its constituents.  Happiness usually reflects the affective domains of SWB, 

such as emotional, joyful feelings and positive affection that can be also retrieved, and it 

is often largely based on short-term or instant experience (Diener, 2000; Inglehart et al., 

2008).  On the other hand, life satisfaction mainly indicates the cognitive judgment of 

one’s life.  Regarding this, as explained earlier, an individual collects the similar set of 

information (e.g., emotional experiences in particular life circumstances) over his or her 

entire life span and makes a global judgment of his or her life that is fairly stable over 

time (Diener, 2000; Inglehart et al., 2008; Pavot & Diener, 2008). In fact, existing studies 

actually confirm the distinctive characteristics of happiness and life satisfaction.  Martin 

et al. (2010), for instance, conducted empirical analyses to find the primary orientations 

that predict both happiness and life satisfaction.  According to their results, the affective 

domain, mainly represented as pleasure and emotional mood, is a primary orientation to 

determine the concept of happiness.  On the other hand, the authors found that the 

cognitive features, such as a meaningful engagement, are primary predictors of life 

satisfaction (Martín et al., 2010, p. 623). 

As mentioned earlier, as there are various ways to measure SWB, clarifying the 

dimensions and nature of SWB would be very different across different types of studies.  

To address such issue, this section elaborates two important components of SWB and 

clarifies the steps to form SWB based on the sequential-stage framework (Kim-Prieto et 

al., 2005).  Based on these, this section defines SWB as follows:  SWB is the unitary 
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concept in which happiness and life satisfaction generally represent the two main 

components of SWB, and they are interrelated with each other in a systematic way based 

on the sequential stages of forming and recollecting emotional reactions to life 

events/circumstances.   
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4.3 Theoretical Mapping: Defense Spending and Subjective Well-Being 

As suggested earlier, despite rich investigations into the dynamics of SWB, the 

theoretical grounds to describe the effect of defense spending on SWB have not been 

fully established.  Because of this, the main object of this chapter is to answer the 

aforementioned research questions by taking an empirically based approach the 

association between defense expenditure and SWB (Veenhoven & Ouweneel, 1995).  

Nevertheless, this section builds hypotheses based on previous studies that broadly 

examine war, defense spending, and well-being in general.  Drawn from those relevant 

studies, this chapter develops two contrasting views on the influence of defense policy on 

the level of SWB: positive or negative association between defense spending and SWB.  

Moreover, this section also builds the possible theoretical explanations about whether any 

of these contrasting relationships become consistently dominant across all levels of 

socioeconomic development or are only applicable to a particular development stage. 

   First of all, based on the perspective of fundamental human needs, defense 

expenditure can positively affect the level of individual SWB.  According to Maslow’s 

hierarchy of needs (1970), human needs are arranged in a hierarchy, and individuals seek 

to satisfy five different levels of needs sequentially, starting with basic needs that are 

necessary for survival.  If and these are satisfied, other needs become important – 

individuals move to a different level of need satisfaction.  In general, each level of needs 

corresponds to another level of human development.   It is important to note that security 

is one of the essential needs that have to be fulfilled before moving into the higher needs 

(Clarke, 2005; Costanza et al., 2007).  Indeed, people need to secure a safe environment 
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in order to protect themselves from existing threats.  Graduating from this stage, a human 

starts to conceptualize his or her needs at a higher level, seeking self-development and 

actualization.  Thus, with respect to defense expenditure, the fairly strong argument for 

its positive effect on SWB can be made.  Among many essential human needs, having a 

peaceful environment in the absence of external and internal threats is profoundly 

important for an individual to pursue a good life.  Because of this, it is important that a 

state effectively use the legitimate force to contain any potential external and/or internal 

violent conflict (Barnett & Adger, 2007).  By this logic, it is expected that an increase of 

government expenditure would positively affect the level of individual SWB. 

Indeed, the positive association between defense spending and SWB can be 

equally applicable for both developed and developing economies.  In the countries with a 

high level of socioeconomic growth, upon the fulfillment of lower levels of basic needs, 

an individual can seek a higher level of non-material needs, such as individual freedom 

and autonomy.  An attainment of such a higher level of need has a significant positive 

association with SWB (Frey, 2008; Inglehart et al., 2008; Inglehart & Welzel, 2005; 

Veenhoven & Ouweneel, 1995). Within this regard, it can be assumed that people pursue 

higher levels of needs based upon the advancement of economic, social, and political 

institutions.  The disruption of society due to major violent conflicts may endanger 

existing values, liberty, and institutions (Ullman 1983).55  If violent conflicts prolong, 

even individuals in developed economies face the insufficient provisions of the basic 

 
55 In addition, it is also posited that an individual’s enjoyment of traveling is negatively affected 

by an increase of terrorist attacks (Frey et al. 2007).  Pleasant experiences from traveling is a 

relatively more important nonmaterial factor for well-being among developed countries. 
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needs of life.  Because of this, an individual’s desire for security may be quite strong at 

the advanced economic stage.  Indeed, enhancing national security is usually one of the 

policy objectives on which the publics commonly agree.  Because people highly value 

such policy objectives that draw wide public-consensus and demand government to do 

well on those, it is expected that government’s intervention on defense sector would 

positively affect SWB (Whitely et al, 2010, pp.735).  In fact, previous research findings 

indirectly support this prediction.  For instance, Frey et al. (2009) show that individuals 

willing to pay out of one’s pocket for a reduction of the threat of terrorism.  According to 

this study, a resident in Northern Ireland is willing to pay between 26 and 37 percent of 

his or her income for a more peaceful state (Frey et al., 2007).  Therefore, based upon the 

reasoning presented above, this dissertation can make a following testable hypothesis.  

 

Hypothesis 1.A: An increase in government defense spending is positively related 

to the level of individual Subjective Well-Being across developed countries. 

 

With respect to developing countries, as basic objective life conditions still 

largely affect the level of SWB, the desire to secure oneself in safe environment is one of 

the important conditions to enhance the subjective appreciation of life (Inglehart et al., 

2008).  Similarly, based on the theory of value-environment fit, Sortheix and Lonnqvist 

(2014) found that an emphasis on security value is evident across developing countries.  

According to the authors, “heightened adherence to security values may be a reaction to a 

perceived lack of security.”(Sortheix & Lönnqvist, 2014, p. 294)  That is, individuals in 
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developing countries are relatively more exposed to external/internal conflicts in society.  

Because of this, there is a growing importance of security values among people in 

developing countries.  This explains that there is a strong negative association between 

security values and life satisfaction.  Therefore, the logical implication drawn from such 

finding is that if government provides an assurance of protection against external threats, 

individual SWB may increase.  Correspondingly, more refined economic framework 

based on the classical growth economic model, explains that defense expenditure induces 

more economic outputs by achieving more secure environment only in the presence of 

external threats; this relationship is also confirmed in their empirical analysis (Aizenman 

& Glick, 2003).  That is, the effect of defense expenditure on economic outputs is 

conditional on the level of external threats.  Furthermore, while there are mixed results, 

some studies have found that an increase in defense expenditure facilitates economic 

growth primarily through technical progress and the generation of quality human capitals 

(Frederiksen & Looney, 1983; Pradhan, 2010).  Therefore, at the lower development 

stage, objective life conditions significantly affect the level of SWB, so an increase of 

defense expenditure would positively affect individual SWB.  

 

Hypothesis 1.B: An increase in government defense spending is positively related 

to the level of individual Subjective Well-Being across developing countries. 

 

In contrast to the positive expectation toward defense expenditure, it is also 

possible to predict the negative association between defense expenditure and SWB.  In 
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fact, security actually has many ramifications in the current world, making it more 

difficult for states to make clear and decisive solutions to contain violent conflicts.  For 

instance, Ullman (1983) contends that considering national security only in military 

measures is quite misleading since other nonmilitary issues, such as the availability of 

natural resources, growing poverty in third-world countries, and environmental 

degradation, are closely interwoven into the issue of security.  These issues first appear to 

be nonmilitary threats, but they are likely to transform into violent confrontations 

(Ullman, 1983).  Therefore, states should be capable of handling not only purely military 

tasks but also other nonmilitary security threats that may grow into violent conflicts.  The 

expansive capacity of the state is essential to reduce potentially magnified security threats 

originating from various channels.   

Indeed, it is also expected that an increase in defense expenditure will result in a 

decreased level of SWB.  Based on the crowding-out theory, a government’s defense 

expenditure often involves corruption and rent seeking at the expanse of productive 

policy delivery in other policy sectors, which often leads to a decrease in a national 

economic output (Deger, 1986; P. Dunne & Perlo-Freeman, 2003).  While objective life 

conditions still strongly influence individual SWB across developing countries, when an 

individual lives in an environment where essential human needs are not adequately 

provided, it is questionable whether defense sector interventions positively affect 

subjective evaluation of a good life.  In fact, a large number of the studies has found that 

an increase of government defense expenditure does not contribute to economic growth 

(Biswas & Ram, 1986; Dakurah et al., 2001).  Again, the strong theoretical rationale for 
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these findings is that growth of the defense sector usually takes away the scarce resources 

that would have been used for other productive civilian investments.  An increase of 

defense spending also can hinder individual savings, as it may be largely financed by 

taxes rather than by issuing debts (Deger, 1986).  Correspondingly, studies have found 

that violent conflict commonly stems from human insecurity.  There are several 

important factors that are closely associated with increasing human insecurity, especially 

when developing countries are concerned.  For instance, people in some developing 

countries are highly dependent on natural resources to generate income and maintain 

subsistence.  When natural disaster or abrupt social/economic upheaval deteriorates the 

productivity of natural resources, the livelihood would be significantly at risk (Barnett & 

Adger, 2007, p. 643).  Similarly, poverty also leads to aggravating human insecurity as 

there is a constant deprivation of food, clothing, and shelter.  If poverty becomes 

widespread, many marginalized people lose the proper access to necessary resources.  

Given these conditions, it is explained that more powerful source of violent conflict 

would be an expectation of the incessant future human insecurity.  If the disruption of 

current livelihood is transient because government is able to provide the adequate 

services and opportunities to the affected people to recover from the loss, the chance of 

violent conflicts would be greatly reduced (Barnett & Adger, 2007).  Actually, an 

increasing rate of violent conflict in developing countries is primarily going along with 

people’s desire to secure the innate needs.  For instance, it is posited that joining the 

armed military group in developing countries is a rational decision since it can give more 

secure social and economic opportunities.  In other words, it gives a sense of economic 
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empowerment, social belonging, and social mobility (Stewart & Fitzgerald, 2000).  After 

all, the provision of national defense becomes legitimate only after government 

adequately provides other essential human conditions.  However, given available 

resource constraints, interventions in the defense sector will only negatively affect 

individual SWB in developing countries if other essential human needs are not 

adequately addressed by government. 

 

Hypothesis 2.A: An increase in government defense spending is negatively related 

to the level of individual Subjective Well-Being across developing countries. 

 

Along the lines of the preceding arguments, a possibly negative effect of defense 

expenditure on individual SWB in developed countries is dependent on how people feel 

about the state’s provision of essential human needs.  That is, developed countries also 

face the question of whether more government investment in the defense sector is likely 

to be perceived as crowding out other essential public service deliveries closely related to 

social entitlements (Pacek & Radcliff, 2008).  Indeed, it is important to note that 

preserving peaceful society across developed economies has also been achieved by 

increasing the overall wealth of the state, building democratic institutions, and providing 

essential social services in welfare, education, and health.  In other words, government’s 

intervention on other fundamental objective conditions of life is just as important as 

reinforcing defense capability of the state when it comes to maintaining peace.  

Therefore, similar to the reasoning applied to developing countries, as government is 
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capable of maintaining credible institutional structure (e.g., market process, the 

democratic system, or governance) and providing essential human needs to the public, an 

individual might recognize government as a legitimate entity and no anxiety about the 

future (Barnett & Adger, 2007).  In a modern industrial society, certain entitlements in 

developed countries (e.g., public education or general welfare service) become 

increasingly important for people in developed countries as an individual is often 

dependent on the sale of their own labor to make a living in an integrated global market 

system (Esping-Andersen, 2013; Radcliff, 2001).  Therefore, it is plausible to predict that 

the potential crowding out effect of defense expenditure on spending on other important 

policy areas will be considerable.  Furthermore, there would be several exacerbating 

consequences if the level of defense expenditure is considered excessive or is already a 

very high percentage of total government spending.  For example, it could lead to the 

iterative process of neighboring states increasing their military capabilities as their 

perceptions of external threat and danger keeps growing.  Thus, given that the baseline 

level of defense expenditure is already adequate, an increase would only disrupt currently 

existing peaceful environment and consequently increases the risk of violent conflicts, 

which also negatively affects individual SWB (Albalate et al., 2012). 

 

Hypothesis 2.B: An increase in government defense spending is negatively related 

to the level of individual Subjective Well-Being across developed countries. 
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It is also important to examine which component of SWB is largely affected by an 

increase of defense expenditure.  There are two conflicting expectations. First, it is 

expected that the association between defense expenditure and SWB will be more 

pronounced through life satisfaction because defense spending is likely to have many 

implications of objective living conditions, such as maintaining secure national 

environment, facilitating/decelerating economic outputs, influencing the investment in 

other essential policy areas, signaling the external/internal threats.  Individuals may 

collect such various information and assess such information to make a global judgement 

of life.  Therefore, cognitive appraisals on the effect of defense expenditure may be more 

dominant than an immediate emotional reaction to it.  Thus, the effect of defense 

expenditure on SWB would be more recognizable as it triggers a cognitive evaluations of 

well-being or life satisfaction (Sortheix & Lönnqvist, 2014).  

  

Hypothesis 3.A: An increase in government defense spending will have relatively 

larger effect on Life satisfaction. 

 

Second, as humans have limited capacity to consider all necessary information 

about the objective conditions to which government contributes, the affective part of 

SWB might be more likely to be responsive to government intervention (Whiteley et al., 

2010).  That is, an individual generally evaluates government performance based on the 

particular information set, easily available to the public, about which he or she is feeling 

good or bad.  This evidence is also consistent with the previous finding that any 
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deprivation of innate human needs (e.g., food, clothing, health) that is closely associated 

with an individual’s daily life tends to significantly affect the affective component of 

SWB (Veenhoven, 1991; Veenhoven & Ouweneel, 1995).  In fact, it is highly likely that 

a person has an immediate emotional reaction to a movement of defense spending before 

evaluating its potential effect on objective life conditions, such as secure national 

environment (Kim-Prieto et al., 2005). Hence, an increase of defense spending also 

indicates the potential trade-off with other policy sectors that directly concern innate 

human needs drawing immediate emotional reactions by people.  Therefore, based on this 

reasoning, it may be that defense expenditure will primarily influence the affective 

component of SWB. 

Hypothesis 3.B: An increase in government defense spending will have relatively 

larger effect on Happiness. 
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4.4 Data & Methods 

This research incorporates variables from three data sources.  First, the main 

explanatory variable reflecting national defense spending is obtained from the Stockholm 

International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI)’s military expenditure database.  Defense 

spending of SIPRI reflects current and capital expenditure on all defense forces, agencies 

involved in defense projects, and other paramilitary forces.  SWB and other independent 

variables are taken from the six-wave aggregated database from the World Values Survey 

(WVS) and Quality of Government (QoG) of University of Gothenburg.  QoG compiles 

all secondary sources from the major institutions, such as World Bank’s World 

Development Indicators, International Monetary Fund (IMF)’s economic database.  The 

combined data set represents 91 countries, 26 of which belong to the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).   The study period is from 1995 

through 2014. 

Table 4.1 provides summary statistics for the variables across all countries.  
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Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics 

 Note Mean  SD Min Max N 
Dependent Variables       

Life Satisfaction (1-10: 10, Very 

Satisfied) 

6.574 2.427 1 10 192156 

Happiness (1-4: 4, Not at all 

Happy) 

3.063 .745 1 4 190864 

Composite SWB Index Life satisfaction -

2.5*Happiness 

1.736 3.671 -9 7.5 188190 

Independent Variables       

Defense_GDP Ratio(%) of 

Defense to National 

GDP 

2.372 1.690 .4 12.3 195034 

GeneralNationalConsumption Ratio(%) of gross 

national spending 

to GDP 

100.801 11.591 64.386 146.641 173761 

Per capita GDP Log (per capita 

GDP) 

8.921 1.088 5.800 11.491 159040 

National Unemployment Country 

Unemployment 

Rate (%) 

8.914 5.819 .4 34.5 164817 

Democratization Polity Index (-10 to 

10, 10 –most 

democratic) 

5.006 5.861 -10 10 176290 

GenTrust Most people can be 

trusted (1=Yes) 

.265 .442 0 1 188187 

Political Value 1=left, 10=right 5.647 2.352 1 10 141754 

Individual Income Based on 10 

income bins 

.177 2.161 -5.622 8.222 178987 

Age Respondents’ ages 

range from 14 to 99 

-2.435 12.506 -

35.862 

61.086 194714 

Edu Based on the scale 

(1-8, 8 highest 

degree) 

.259 2.121 -6.769 6.332 185655 

Freedom 1 – 10 (10, a great 

deal of freedom) 

.081 2.248 -7.441 5.323 185529 

Employed 1=– employed 

0=No 

.848 .358 0 1 195034 

Married  Married (1 = yes, 0 

= no) 

.655 .475 0 1 192717 

Religious Values a religious 

life (1=Yes) 

.685 .464 0 1 178185 

Source: National defense spending data is provided by SIPRI. Happiness and other explanatory variables 

are provided by WVS, QoG, WDI, and IMF.  

*individual level independent variables with cardinal scales are all centered based on mean.  
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To test the previously defined hypotheses, the full sample data set is then divided 

into two groups representing developed and developing countries.  The division enables 

this dissertation study to examine whether the effect of defense expenditure on SWB 

varies according to the level of socioeconomic development.  It is expected that the 

economic advancement is highly associated with the change in evaluative criteria of 

SWB as people in developed countries become relatively more interested in pursuing 

non-material standards of living (Inglehart et al., 2008; Inglehart & Welzel, 2005).  

Moreover, by dividing the full sample into developed and developing countries, this 

chapter is also interested in investigating how the components of SWB are differently 

affected by defense expenditure based on the level of economic development.  Indeed, it 

is expected that a government’s defense sector investment will affect SWB through two 

different channels.  First, the effect would be observed through actual outputs, such as 

enhanced military operations and new technology via Research and Development (R&D).  

This primarily affects the cognitive evaluation of life or life satisfaction (Diener et al., 

1997; Inglehart et al., 2008; Whiteley et al., 2010).  On the other hand, an increased in 

defense expenditure would also have symbolic effects, such as feelings of assurance prior 

to the actual output/outcome being realized.  This kind of effect would primarily 

influence the affective component of SWB, or happiness (Whiteley et al., 2010).   
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Table 4.2: Country Division into Developed and Developing groups 

Developed 

Countries 

Australia, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Taiwan, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Rep. , Estonia, 

Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Lativa, 

Lithuania, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Romania, Singapore, 

Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Great Britain, United States 

Developing 

Countries 

 

Albania, Algeria, Azerbaijan, Argentina, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Armenia, Brazil, 

Belarus, China, Colombia, Dominican Rep., Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Georgia, 

Ghana, Guatemala, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kazakhstan, Jordan, Kuwait, 

Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia, Mali, Moldova, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, 

Peru, Philippines, Qatar, Russia, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Viet Nam, South Africa, 

Zimbabwe, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Uganda, Ukraine, Macedonia, 

Egypt, Tanzania, Burkina Faso, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Venezuela, Yemen, Serbia and 

Montenegro, Zambia  

Sources UN World Economic Situation and Prospects 2014, Human Development Report, 

IMF World Economic Outlook Database. 

 

 

While there exist some different standards to distinguish developing and 

developed economies, the division of the two groups (i.e., developed and developing 

countries) is based on three distinct criteria: OECD (also EU) membership, human 

development, and democratic economic development.  First, OECD member countries 

generally account for more than half of the world’s aggregate outputs, so they are 

classified as developed countries.  Indeed, OECD countries also have high scores on the 

United Nation’s Human Development Index (HDI), which concurrently measures several 

aspects of objective life conditions.  Moreover, the democracy index of the Economic 
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Intelligence Unit (EIU) also indicates that all OECD countries have mature democratic 

institutions.  In addition, based on the classification by IMF, UN, and European Union 

(EU) membership status, several other countries are classified into the developed country 

group.  In fact, these international organizations establish generally accepted criteria for 

measuring the level of development56.     

In the final division, the data of developed countries consists of 34 countries and 

the developing countries represent the remaining 57 countries.  The developing countries 

generally have lower levels of income and are ranked lower on the HDI index, and most 

of them do not have mature democratic institutions, according to the level of 

democratization index developed by the Polity IV project.  Table 4.2 presents the list of 

the developed and developing countries.  

Regarding the measurement of SWB, this study constructs the composite index by 

incorporating two survey-based measures.  First, Life satisfaction is measured by asking, 

“All things considered, how satisfied are you with your life as a whole these days?” (1-

10: 10 indicates very satisfied).  Second, Happiness is measured based on the question 

“Taking all things together, how happy are you with your life now?” (1-4: 4 indicates 

“Not at all happy”).57  Finally, the composite SWB index, Composite, is developed in 

reference to Inglehart et al. (2008)’s formula.58  The general expectation is that such an 

 
56 The classification schemes to group the developed countries generally are: top quartile of Human 

Development Index (HDI); Gross National Income (GNI) per capita with $12,615 or more (based on 2014); 

export diversification; and the degree of integration into the global financial system.  More detailed 

information can be found in the official IMF working paper archive (Nielsen, 2011). 
57 In later analyses, I recoded Happiness to indicate 4 as “very happy.”  However, the original variable is 

used in the calculation of the composite index. 
58 The formula for composite SWB is (Life satisfaction -2.5*Happiness). 
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index captures conceptually different aspects of SWB.59  Moreover, as indicated earlier in 

this chapter, since it is apparent that life satisfaction and happiness are equally weighted 

within the composite index, this chapter also conducts the analysis by treating these two 

indicators as separate dependent variables.  By doing so, the analyses will reveal more 

about how defense policy affects each of the SWB components differently (Kim-Prieto et 

al., 2005).   

In addition to the SWB index, government defense spending is used as the main 

explanatory variable. This variable is operationalized to represent the level of 

government’s overall intervention in the defense sector.  Indeed, while there are many 

different measures to reflect the level of defense policy, this variable is the quantitative 

representation of government defense efforts (Kim & Kim, 2011).  An increase in 

defense spending in relation to the level of national economic output generally indicates 

the intensity of a state’s defense efforts, just as other studies often make use of the 

increase of the war victims to indicate the severity of conflicts (Welch 2008).  

Accordingly, Defense_GDP is the ratio (%) of government defense spending to national 

GDP.  The primary reason for using government spending as a share of GDP is because it 

is often the most widely used quantitative measure to represent government policy 

intervention.  Indeed, many existing studies dealing with government size on SWB utilize 

the ratio of spending to GDP (Bjørnskov et al., 2006; Kacapyr, 2008; Ott, 2010; Ram, 

2009).  However, this measure is not able to represent all government activities because 

 
59 The Pearson correlation coefficient for these two variables is .46.  As expected, life satisfaction and 

happiness have some moderate relations. 
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there are many qualitative differences in the mode of policy delivery across the countries 

(Kim & Kim, 2011).  Nevertheless, this indicator facilitates the comparative analysis 

using a large size of data.  Therefore, the findings based on the quantitative analyses with 

this financial variable will deliver important insights into the government intervention in 

defense sector and its effect on SWB60.  

Some other control variables were selected after a careful literature review.  Many 

researchers suggest that at the individual level, several demographic, social and economic 

factors, such as individual sense of freedom of choice, employment status, individual 

income, married life, having religion, interpersonal trust, age, and education have 

significant impacts on individual SWB  (Chen, 2012; Diener et al., 1997; Frey, 2008; 

Helliwell, 2003; Inglehart et al., 2008; Lelkes, 2006).   

The variable Freedom reflects how much freedom of choice and control an 

individual feels that he or she has. Its scale ranges from 1 to 10, and 10 means a great 

deal of freedom.  PoliticalValue reflects the self-positioning ideological scale. The value 

of the variables ranges from 1 to 10 (1=left, 10=right).  Employed61  is a binary variable 

representing the employment status of an individual; 1 indicates “employed.”  GenTrust62 

measures the aspect of social capital, asking each respondent if he or she can trust most 

 
60 .  In fact, spending increase in relation to aggregate outputs reflects valuable information that other 

comparable measures do not have.  It captures a spending increase that is disproportionately larger than the 

overall economy, so the true independent impact of defense spending can be identified. 
61 This variable only accounts for the survey respondents who are actively seeking an employment at the 

time of the survey year.  Any respondent who is a student or retired is excluded from the calculation. 
62 The inclusion of this variable is particularly important for analyzing the effect of defense spending since 

it is also often expected that increasing intervention in defense sector by government may raise fear and 

agitation among social groups. This may lead to higher level of social distrust.  In order to control such 

effect, this variable is enclosed in an empirical framework. 
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people in society.  This is also a binary variable, and 1 indicates “yes.”  Individual 

Income is an index to represent the different income levels of the respondents. It is in an 

increasing order (1-10), and 10 indicates the highest step.  Age generally means the age of 

the respondent at the time of the survey.  Table 4.1 shows that the respondents’ ages 

range from 14 to 99.  Married is a binary variable that asks if a respondent is married (1 = 

yes, 0 = no).  Religious indicates whether a respondent values a religious life.  It takes the 

value of one if a respondent considers himself or herself as religious.   Lastly, Education 

Level represents the different levels of education attained by respondents.  Its scale ranges 

from 1 to 8, and 8 indicates a degree at the university level.  

In addition, this research also incorporates some country level variables that 

commonly represent the contextual effects of society on individual SWB.  The variables 

included are GeneralNationalConsumption63 (ratio of gross national spending to GDP), 

Per Capita GDP (log), National Unemployment Rate, and Democratization Index.  The 

previous studies indicate that these macro level factors have a significant influence on the 

level of individual SWB  (Bjørnskov et al., 2006; Frey, 2008; Hessami, 2010; Inglehart & 

Welzel, 2005). 

When it comes to conducting empirical analyses, it is important to use an 

appropriate regression technique to obtain unbiased and reliable estimates.  In fact, the 

research mainly involves two different levels of units, defense spending at the 

government level and individual SWB.  As individual-level observations are nested 

 
63 Gross national expenditure includes three components of general national accounts, such as private 

consumption, general government consumption, and gross domestic investment). 
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within each country, the basic assumption of the independence of each individual 

observation of the traditional regression technique is likely to be violated, leading to 

biased estimates and underestimated standard errors.     

In order to address this issue, this research employs regression with clustered 

standard errors.  By adjusting the covariance structure of the error terms, this approach 

corrects the potential correlations between the nested observations and unobservable error 

terms. While other alternative regression techniques also address the issue of nested 

observations in the large clusters (e.g., Hierarchical Linear Modelling (HLM)), regression 

with clustered standard errors only requires minimal assumptions of the covariance 

structure and does not require relatively more complex statistical computations.  

Moreover, it is demonstrated that the general statistical findings across different multi-

level statistical models are consistent with each other (Primo et al., 2007).  Because of 

these reasons, this dissertation research utilizes the regression with the standard errors as 

the main statistical method.   

The general regression equation of SWB with clustered standard errors is shown 

below. 

 

 

 Equation 4.1 

𝑆𝑊𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑐 = f(B ∗ 𝐸𝑡𝑐 + 𝛾 ∗ 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑐 + 𝛿 ∗ 𝐶𝑡𝑐 +  𝜃𝑡 + 𝜇𝑐 + 휀𝑖𝑡𝑐) 

  

 

In this equation, Etc represents the vector of explanatory variables (e.g., Defense 

Expenditure). Citc and Ctc indicate the vectors of individual and country level control 
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variables.  Moreover, for clearer understanding of the dynamics between SWB and 

defense spending, country and year dummies (represented as μc and θt respectively) are 

included in the specification.  These variables control time-invariant country specific 

characteristics and aggregate level time trends that are expected to confound the 

estimated effect of defense expenditure on individual SWB.  It is also worth mentioning 

that all independent variables at the individual level, except binary variables, are 

centered.  The interpretation of parameter estimates becomes relatively easier with 

centering based on means, and the estimated impact becomes more meaningful.  For 

example, as exiting knowledge predicts that the magnitude of the income effect on SWB 

slowly dissipates along with socioeconomic development, centering would make it 

possible to directly compare the magnitude of the income effect on SWB between the 

developed and developing countries.  Moreover, the centered variable is known to control 

for the individuals’ differences in perceiving the ranked scale of the survey questions 

(Sortheix and Lonnqvist 2014)64. 

In addition to the general regression analysis on SWB, this research also employs 

the ordered probit model to decompose the separate effects of defense expenditure on life 

satisfaction and happiness.  The adoption of this model is desirable because these two 

components of SWB have the ordered response categories (life satisfaction: 1-10, 

happiness: 1-4).   Accordingly, following two separate equations are constructed for the 

analyses.   

 

 
64 Another advantage of centering is to reduce the chance of multicollinearity between interacted 

variables. 
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Equation 4.2 

 Life Satisfaction𝑖𝑡𝑐
∗ = f(B ∗ 𝐸𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾 ∗ 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑐 + 𝛿 ∗ 𝐶𝑡𝑐 + 𝜃𝑡 + 𝜇𝑐 + 휀𝑖𝑡𝑐) 

 

 

Equation 4.3 

Happiness𝑖𝑡𝑐
∗ = f(B ∗ 𝐸𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾 ∗ 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑐 + 𝛿 ∗ 𝐶𝑡𝑐 + 𝜃𝑡 + 𝜇𝑐 + 휀𝑖𝑡𝑐) 

  

 

The formations of two equations are seemingly the same as the earlier one.  

Moreover, clustered standard error is also used in the coefficient estimation of the 

independent variables.  However, based on the ordered probit model, these equations are 

the structural equations, and both life satisfaction and happiness are considered latent 

variables that are assumed to be continuous and normally distributed.  That is, the latent 

dependent variables are only realized through observed ordinal categories where several 

unknown cut-points (or thresholds) are estimated (Hessami, 2010; Stevenson & Wolfers, 

2008). The typical scheme to partition the unknown thresholds or cut-points are: 

 

 

𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒 𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑐 = 𝑗 ↔  𝜇𝑗−1 <  𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑐
∗ < 𝜇𝑗 

 

𝐻𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑐 = 𝑗 ↔  𝜇𝑗−1 <  𝐻𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑐
∗ < 𝜇𝑗 

 

 

Bearing in mind these several adjustments to the model’s specifications, the next 

section provides empirical results and discussion of the significant findings 
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4.5 Results & Discussion 
 

In general, the coefficient estimations of government defense expenditure across 

several specifications show that the direction of the effect is consistently negative in both 

developed and developing economies.  However, the significance of the effect varies 

when the measure of overall SWB are decomposed into two different components, just as 

objective social and individual level conditions differently affect individual’s cognitive 

and affective components of SWB.  

The regression is first run with the full sample (all countries), as shown in Table 

4.3.  The coefficient estimation of defense expenditure (Defense_GDP) in Column (1) is 

negative but found to be not significant.  As this chapter also considers the possible non-

linear relationship between defense expenditure and SWB, the squared term of defense 

expenditure is also included for the model in Column (2).  Again, the coefficient 

estimations of defense expenditure variables in this Column all turned out to be 

insignificant.  However, as shown in Column (3), the effect of Defense_GDP on life 

satisfaction is found to be negative and significant at the ten percent level.  Because the 

coefficient estimation based on the ordered probit model only provides the intuitive 

interpretation, merely suggesting the expected sign of the coefficient, the marginal effect 

is calculated for each ordered response category of life satisfaction.  Table 4.6 presents 

the marginal effect of Defense_GDP on life satisfaction and happiness variables while 

holding all other variables at their means.  With regard to the full sample, it is noticeable 

that a unit increase of Defense_GDP would reduce the chance of having higher points in 

life satisfaction.  This means that one percent increase of Defense_GDP would lower the 
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likelihood of having nine point of life satisfaction by approximately .6 percent point.  

Another intuitive finding drawn from the regression results in Table 4.3 is that the effect 

of Defense_GDP would be primarily through the cognitive component of SWB because 

the coefficient estimation of happiness is found to be not significant.  However, as 

discussed earlier, because of the heterogeneity among the countries in terms of economic 

development, the findings presented in Table 4.3 are not conclusive.  The subsequent 

analyses focusing on groups of developed and developing countries separately are 

expected to provide more insightful findings on the complex dynamics of defense 

expenditure and SWB.       
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Table 4.3: Parameter Estimates for the Full Sample  

(OLS & Ordered Probit Model with clustered standard error) 

 All Sample 

Ind. Variables SWB (Composite) Life 

Satisfaction 

Happiness 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Defense_GDP -.172 

(.143) 

-.059 

(.604) 

-.074* 

(.044) 

-.006 

(.049) 

Defense_GDP^2  -.016 

(.093) 

  

General National 

Consumption 

-.012 

(.014) 

-.012 

(.014) 

-.002 

(.005) 

-.005 

(.004) 

per capita GDP .099 

(.588) 

.099 

(.589) 

.118 

(.189) 

-.105 

(.141) 

National 

Unemployment Rate 

-.044 

(.035) 

-.045 

(.034) 

-.005 

(.014) 

-.024*** 

(.009) 

Democratization .030 

(.031) 

.029 

(.032) 

-.015* 

(.009) 

.045*** 

(.015) 

Political Value .089*** 

(.015) 

.089*** 

(.015) 

.034*** 

(.005) 

.019*** 

(.004) 

Individual Income .251*** 

(.022) 

.252*** 

(.022) 

.079*** 

(.007) 

.061*** 

(.005) 

Age -.019*** 

(.002) 

-.019*** 

(.002) 

-.004*** 

(.0001) 

-.008*** 

(.001) 

Education Level .021* 

(.011) 

.021* 

(.011) 

-.001 

(.004) 

.009*** 

(.003) 

Freedom of Choice .393*** 

(.029) 

.393*** 

(.029) 

.144*** 

(.012) 

.079*** 

(.008) 

Employed .486*** 

(.079) 

.486*** 

(.080) 

.135*** 

(.024) 

.112*** 

(.023) 

Religious .457*** 

(048) 

.458*** 

(.047) 

.118*** 

(.016) 

.162*** 

(.013) 

Married .662*** 

(.045) 

.661*** 

(.045) 

.148*** 

(.015) 

.255*** 

(.021) 

General trust .386*** 

(.052) 

.386*** 

(.052) 

.097*** 

(.018) 

.127*** 

(.017) 

Constant -1.775 

(.356) 

-1.986 

(6.633) 

  

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Country Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

R-squared .305 .305   

Pseudo R-Squared     .081 .089 

Observations 82926 82926 83478 83166 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted 

from the result tables to avoid complexity.  For the models for Life Satisfaction and Happiness, Probit 

regression is used for parameter estimations. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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 Accordingly, Table 4.4 represents the coefficient estimates of the independent 

variables for the developed countries.  In general, the findings confirm the hypothesis 

(2.B) in this chapter that an increase in defense spending would negatively affect the 

level of individual SWB in developed countries.  The coefficient estimation of 

Defense_GDP in Column (1) has a negative direction that is significant at the five percent 

level.  This estimation indicates that one percentage point increase of Defense_GDP is 

expected to decrease individual SWB by .24 points while holding other control variables 

constant at their means.  Moreover, the coefficient estimations from Column (2) indicate 

that the association between defense expenditure and SWB is an inverted U-shape.  That 

is, once the level of defense expenditure goes beyond the inflection point, a further 

increase of defense spending will reduce the level of individual SWB.  Based on the 

coefficient estimation, it is calculated that the inflection point would be 2.4 percentage 

points for the developed countries.  In fact, the mean level of defense to GDP ratio is 

approximately 2.22 percentage point for the group of developed countries.  Therefore, the 

overall level of defense expenditure across the developed economies are very close to the 

optimal level. Thus, it is intuitively expected that an increase in defense expenditure 

further would negatively affect SWB in the developed countries65.  Moreover, Columns 

(3) and (4) utilize the ordered probit model to estimate the effects of Defense_GDP on 

Life Satisfaction and Happiness.  The findings suggest that the negative effect of defense 

 
65 However, it is more likely that one dominantly large expenditure by one country (e.g., The United 

States) affects the overall inflection point.  Moreover, the estimated threshold may be quite sensitive to the 

inclusion and exclusion of the observations.  Therefore, the stated relationship should be interpreted with 

caution 
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expenditure primarily works through the cognitive component of SWB (hypothesis 3.A).  

The marginal effect of Defense_GDP on life satisfaction, which is later presented in 

Table 4.6, indicates that one percentage point increase of Defense_GDP would decrease 

of likelihood of having a ninth scale of life satisfaction by .8 percent.  On the other hand, 

the effect of Defense_GDP on happiness is found to be not significant. 

  

 

Table 4.4: Parameter Estimates for the Developed Countries   

(OLS & Ordered Probit Model with clustered standard error) 

 Developed Country 

Ind. Variables SWB (Composite) Life 

Satisfaction 

Happiness 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Defense_GDP -.241** 

(.121) 

.939* 

(.478) 

-.117*** 

(.049) 

-.028 

(.056) 

Defense_GDP^2   -.196*** 

(.066) 

  

General National 

Consumption 

.029* 

(.017) 

.047*** 

(.019) 

.016* 

(.008) 

.004 

(.008) 

per capita GDP 1.130* 

(.604) 

.578 

(.506) 

.717*** 

(.298) 

-.441 

(.228) 

National 

Unemployment Rate 

.041* 

(.022) 

.032* 

(.015) 

.025* 

(.015) 

-.008 

(.008) 

Democratization .505*** 

(.063) 

.461*** 

(.051) 

.111*** 

(.037) 

.269*** 

(.032) 

Political Value .098*** 

(.023) 

.098*** 

(.023) 

.038*** 

(.006) 

.027*** 

(.006) 

Individual Income .177*** 

(.021) 

.176*** 

(.021) 

.066*** 

(.006) 

.045*** 

(.006) 

Age -.017*** 

(.003) 

.016*** 

(.003) 

-.003*** 

(.002) 

-.008*** 

(.001) 

Education Level .002 

(.013) 

.002* 

(.013) 

-.004 

(.006) 

-.002 

(.005) 

Freedom of Choice .411*** 

(.076) 

.411*** 

(.076) 

.164*** 

(.035) 

.096*** 

(.025) 

Employed .777*** 

(.089) 

.778*** 

(.089) 

.220 

(.031) 

.214*** 

(.024) 

Religious .467*** 

(.065) 

.468*** 

(.064) 

.148*** 

(.019) 

.172*** 

(.017) 

Married .812*** 

(.067) 

.811*** 

(.066) 

.215*** 

(.030) 

.339*** 

(.042) 

General trust .447*** 

(.085) 

.445*** 

(.084) 

.137*** 

(.031) 

.153*** 

(.029) 

Constant -18.736*** -15.929***   
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(6.701) (5.781) 

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Country Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

R-squared .301 .305   

Pseudo R-squared   .081 .101 

Observations 35113 35113 35301 35218 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted 

from the result tables to avoid complexity.  For the models for Life Satisfaction and Happiness, Probit 

regression is used for parameter estimations. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 

 

 

 The statistical evidence presented above allows an important inference about the 

effect of government intervention on defense across developed countries.  It is plausible 

to expect the political system and institutions to be well developed in developed 

economies.  In such societies, violent conflicts are less prone to happen, as disagreements 

or disputes among the different political, social, and ethnic groups are typically resolved 

through democratic or legal channels (Albalate et al., 2012).  People generally do not 

have the motivation to act violently in such societies.  This does not mean that they do 

not need government protection from either internal or external threats.  It is evident that 

domestic terrorism continues to pose a major national security threat to democratic 

societies (Frey et al., 2007).  Because of this, people still demand government 

intervention from the defense.  Nevertheless, an increase in defense spending is more 

likely to signal the growing tension and risk of a threat, given that the current level of 

defense spending is already adequate (Albalate et al., 2012; Frey & Luechinger, 2003).  

Moreover, as democratic states are more economically integrated with each other, 

essential policy sectors, such as welfare, education, or health, are prioritized by 

individuals because they have relatively more pronounced effects on basic life conditions.  
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Such policy priority demanded by individuals cannot be ignored (e.g., potential gun and 

butter trade off) (Palmer, 1990).  Because of this, any increase of defense expenditure 

would negatively affect individual’s subjective appreciation of life across developed 

countries.  

 Another aim of this research is to investigate whether the effect of government 

defense spending on individual SWB is different at lower levels of economic 

development.  As discussed earlier, the general expectation regarding the effect of 

defense expenditure on SWB is ambiguous in developing countries.  According to the 

theory of value-environment fit, people in developing countries are expected to have high 

security values as they are surrounded by harsh threating environment (Sortheix & 

Lönnqvist, 2014).  Thus, it is generally expected that an increase in government 

expenditure would positively affect individual SWB as it will contain potential conflicts.  

However, as Table 4.5 presents, the findings for developing countries are very similar to 

those of the developed countries.  The coefficient estimation of Defense_GDP in Column 

(1) shows that an increase of Defense_GDP by one percentage point would decrease the 

level of SWB by .459 points (Hypothesis 2.A).  As coefficient estimations of quadratic 

terms of defense expenditure in Column (2) are not significant, defense expenditure is 

linearly related to SWB across developing countries.  Moreover, just like the findings for 

the developed countries, defense expenditure negatively affects life satisfaction; the 

marginal effect estimation is almost the same as it is for developed countries.  It is 

important to note that defense expenditure also negatively affects happiness as well.  

Table 4.6 shows that one percentage point increase of Defense_GDP will lower the 
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likelihood of having the highest scale in happiness by 3.7 percent.   This generally 

implies that the affective component of SWB is relatively more influenced by an increase 

of defense expenditure in a developing country (Hypothesis 3.B).  In fact, information 

about government’s financial operations and policy deliveries are rarely widely available 

to the public in developing countries. Thus, an individual may be more prone to relying 

on affect heuristics that help him or her approximate how a government is doing 

(Whiteley et al., 2010).  While such affective reactions to government intervention also 

influence one’s cognitive evaluation of life, the affective component of SWB (happiness) 

would be largely affected by defense expenditure as there is more limited set of 

information.  After all, the general perception about these findings is somewhat similar to 

that of the developed countries.  While government is not fully capable of providing all 

the basic needs of life to all people, an individual demands various tangible social 

benefits from government that will enhance his or her livelihood (Barnett & Adger, 

2007).  However, while the political-economic regimes of developing countries are often 

corrupt, developing countries experience vicious circle of violent conflicts while 

investing more in defense sector and failing to achieve socioeconomic development 

(Albalate et al., 2012).  After all, people in developing countries often perceive that the 

basic life conditions do not improve as government intervention in the defense sector 

increases (Deger, 1986). 
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Table 4.5: Parameter Estimates for the Developing Countries   

(OLS & Ordered Probit Model with clustered standard error) 

 Developing Country 

Ind. Variables SWB (Composite) Life 

Satisfaction 

Happiness 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Defense Expenditure -.459*** 

(.156) 

-.619 

(1.251) 

-.120*** 

(.042) 

-.013*** 

(.004) 

Defense 

Expenditure^2 

 .019 

(.150) 

  

General National 

Consumption 

-.034** 

(.017) 

-.033** 

(.016) 

-.006 

(.005) 

-.013*** 

(.004) 

per capita GDP -.267 

(.706) 

-.228 

(.852) 

.097 

(.226) 

-.307** 

(.140) 

National 

Unemployment Rate 

-.063 

(.101) 

-.067 

(.115) 

-.029 

(.032) 

.002 

(.018) 

Democratization -.046 

(.033) 

-.048 

(.035) 

-.035*** 

(.009) 

.019** 

(.011) 

Political Value .083*** 

(.017) 

.083*** 

(.017) 

.031*** 

(.006) 

.014*** 

(.004) 

Individual Income .306*** 

(.032) 

.306*** 

(.032) 

.090*** 

(.009) 

.071*** 

(.007) 

Age -.021*** 

(.002) 

-.021*** 

(.002) 

-.004*** 

(.0001) 

-.008*** 

(.001) 

Education Level  .029* 

(.015) 

.029* 

(.015) 

-.001 

(.006) 

.015*** 

(.004) 

Freedom of Choice .383 

(.020) 

.384*** 

(.021) 

.133*** 

(.007) 

.071*** 

(.005) 

Employed .374*** 

(.105) 

.374*** 

(.105) 

.107*** 

(.030) 

.076*** 

(.030) 

Religious .398*** 

(.068) 

.398*** 

(.068) 

.088*** 

(.022) 

.137*** 

(.019) 

Married .602*** 

(.063) 

.602*** 

(.062) 

.124*** 

(.018) 

.216*** 

(.025) 

General trust .394*** 

(.054) 

.394*** 

(.054) 

.088*** 

(.019) 

.132*** 

(.017) 

Constant 7.019 

(7.846) 

6.982 

(7.927) 

  

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Country Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

R-squared .305 .301   

Pseudo R-Squared   .077 .086 

Observations 47813 47813 48177 47948 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted 

from the result tables to avoid complexity.  For the models for Life Satisfaction and Happiness, Probit 

regression is used for parameter estimations. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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Table 4.6: Average Marginal Effects of Defense Expenditure on Life Sat & 

Happiness (based on the Ordered Probit Regression) 

 Life Sat (1-9) Happiness (1-4) 

 Low-Life 

Sat(2) 

Mid-Life Sat 

(5) 

High Life 

Sat(9) 

Low-Happy 

(1) 

Mid-Happy(2) High 

Happy(4) 

All Sample       

Defense 

Expenditure 

.002* 

(.001) 

.006* 

(.003) 

-.006* 

(.003) 

.0002 

(.002) 

.001 

(.008) 

-.002 

(,015) 

Developed 

Countries 

      

Defense 

Expenditure 

.003** 

(.001) 

.010** 

(.004) 

-.008*** 

(.003) 

.001 

(.002) 

.004 

(.008) 

-.009 

(.018) 

Developing 

Countries 

      

Defense 

Expenditure 

.004*** 

(.001) 

.009*** 

(.003) 

-.008*** 

(.003) 

.006*** 

(.003) 

.024*** 

(.009) 

-.037*** 

(.014) 
***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 

 

  

This finding also suggests that general attitudes toward government’s defense 

sector intervention has gradually changed.  For instance, while there was a contention 

that U.S. citizens’ preferred level of defense expenditure increased over time during the 

1990s, more recent studies report that the public consider government’s defense 

expenditure somewhat excessive (Wlezien, 2017).  While individual’s subjective 

preference for government spending may be not perfectly equivalent to one’s hedonic or 

experiential account of well-being (SWB), this evidence is consistent with the statistical 

findings of this chapter. 

     In addition to the findings related to defense expenditure on SWB, several 

regression results also show that most of the control variables have expected signs and 

significances except in a few specifications.  First, at the individual level,  age, individual 

income, political value, individual education, individual freedom, employment status, 
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religious, married, and general trust are generally found to be significant with the 

expected signs (Bjørnskov, 2008; Chen, 2012; Frey, 2008; Helliwell, 2003; Lelkes, 

2006).  Moreover, at the country level, general national consumption is found to be 

positively associated with SWB in the group of the developed countries while having a 

negative relationship across developing countries.  It is expected that the perception of 

corrupt government in developing countries would be more prevalent while overall 

government consumption makes up a large portion of the national account; this might 

lead to a negative association between general national consumption and SWB 

(Bjørnskov et al., 2006).  As expected, for developed countries, the measure of national 

per capita GDP is found to be positive.  However, with respect to developing countries, 

the direction of its estimated coefficient, while mostly not significant, often turned 

negative.  Likewise, while the coefficient estimation of it is consistently positive and 

strongly significant for the developed countries, the measure of state democratization is 

often found to be negatively associated with SWB, though mostly not significant.   Such 

unusual estimations for per capita GDP and democratization index in developing 

countries may be due to the closely interrelated association between democratization and 

national GDP.  If a democratic institution advances while the level of economic well-

being lag-behinds, the conflicts among different groups in society intensify (Albalate et 

al., 2012).  This would lead to less productive economic transactions of the countries, and 

the level of SWB will be also decreased.   

 Next, while not significant, it is interesting to note that the national 

unemployment rate has a positive effect on individual SWB in developed countries.  The 
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coefficient estimate is small and only significant at the ten percent level.  Nevertheless, 

this finding is not consistent with the previous findings about the negative association 

between the national unemployment and individual SWB.  While examining the 

supposedly positive effect of national unemployment rate on SWB is beyond the scope of 

this dissertation research, there are some possible reasons for this.  First, again the 

national unemployment rate is possibly closely correlated with other country level 

variables in the empirical model.  Indeed, better national economic condition, usually 

represented by the national level GDP, would reduce the national unemployment level.  

Moreover, it would also affect the overall level of individual income that also positively 

affects the government financing for the public service delivery.  Because of such close 

correlations or transmitted effects among these variables, the coefficient for national 

unemployment may be not precisely estimated, not to mention that its p-values are very 

close to being over 0.1.  The effect of the national unemployment rate on individual SWB 

may also be delayed, meaning that the negative effect would be only realized after a 

certain period.  In fact, while not presented in this paper, if the one-year lag 

unemployment rate is added into the model, the direction of the coefficient becomes 

negative and significant at the five percent level for the developed countries. 

 

4.5.1 Additional Findings: Robustness Checks and Instrumental Variable 

Regression 

 It is also important to test whether any inclusion of the variables in the 

specification drastically changes the overall result.  
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 First, this research also controls the potentially influential effect of existing 

security threats on defense expenditure.  In fact, many of studies on defense spending 

commonly point out that the existence of a threat consistently determines the level of 

defense expenditure (J. P. Dunne et al., 2008; P. Dunne & Perlo-Freeman, 2003).  These 

studies developed several different types of threat indicator and report the significant 

effects of threats on the level of defense expenditure.  Furthermore, those studies indicate 

that such a relationship is more pronounced across developing countries because these 

countries still does not have adequate level of democratic institutions and functional 

economic system to preserve the human security in society (Collier & Rohner, 2008).  

Therefore, this chapter also replicates the earlier empirical model of SWB by adding the 

composite threat indicator, which is derived from the Armed Conflict Date Set 

maintained by Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) and Peace Research Institute 

Oslo (PRIO).  The threat indicator is coded as one if the country is involved in any kind 

of interstate, internal, or internationalized armed conflict in the specific survey year.  

Appendix A presents the regression results of the analyses.  It reports that the inclusion of 

the threat indicator does not change the overall effect of defense expenditure on SWB for 

both developing and developed countries.  Moreover, the interaction term between 

defense expenditure and threat indicator is included in the specification (in Column 2, 4, 

and 6) in order to examine the effect of defense expenditure given the presence of a 

security threat66. There is no statistically significant coefficient estimation for the 

 
66 Previous studies suggest that defense expenditure induced by security threat would increase the national 

output (Aizenman & Glick, 2003). 
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interaction between threat and defense expenditure.  Therefore, this statistical result 

suggests that an effect of defense expenditure on SWB exits independently; its effect 

does not depend on the presence of an existing security threat.  

 In addition, several other specifications check whether the statistically significant 

effect of defense expenditure on SWB still holds true.  For example, there may be a 

question about the delayed effect of the government intervention in the defense sector.  In 

this regard, an one-year lag defense expenditure variable is incorporated in the empirical 

framework.  While the statistical result is not reported here, the overall findings stay the 

same.  That is, the timing of its effect on SWB is found to be irrelevant.  It is also 

important to note that government’s intervention in a particular policy area also hinges on 

the level of government efficacy; a country with less corruption, more efficiency in 

policy delivery, and a high level of democratic process system would effectively use the 

allocated resources for the intended policy outputs.  Therefore, in order to control the 

varying levels of government efficacy across the countries, this chapter employs another 

specification that incorporates the composite indicator of government efficacy into the 

model.  Quality of Government index based on International Country Risk Guide (ICRG) 

is used to represent government efficacy.   Similarly, level of government transparency 

also reflects the important condition for both efficient delivery of public goods and 

resource allocation and procedural/democratic process of government (Khagram et al., 

2013).  In order to check the effect of a government’s defense expenditure conditioned on 

the level of government transparency, the transparency index developed by Hollyer et al. 

(2014) is utilized in the model (Hollyer et al., 2014).  While the results are not presented 
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in this chapter, the overall findings suggest that government efficacy and transparency do 

not have a substantially significant moderating role in the association between defense 

expenditure and SWB.  For developed countries, the negative effect of defense 

expenditure is still consistently found when either government efficacy or transparency is 

controlled and interacted with it.  The coefficients for the interaction terms with 

transparency and efficacy are all insignificant.  With respect to developing countries, the 

efficacy indicator does not add any meaningful information to the model as all country 

level explanatory variables become insignificant.  However, transparency would relieve 

the negative effect of defense spending on SWB across developing countries.  The 

coefficient estimate of defense expenditure is still negative while significant, but the 

estimation for the interaction term between defense spending and transparency is 

significant with a positive direction.      

  While the aforementioned empirical specifications control several additional 

observable factors that may confound the estimated effect of government defense 

spending on SWB, there is a presumption that defense spending is still potentially 

endogenous.  For instance, it is also suggested that the bargaining process among the 

small group of national leaders, interest groups, and other stake holders who are usually 

hidden from the public’s eyes usually determines the level of defense spending (Palmer, 

1990).  Such a hidden power structure may have negative psychological effects on the 

public, resulting in the diminished level of life satisfaction among people.  Moreover, 

while a realized security threat or ongoing violent conflict can be operationalized and 

controlled in the analysis, it is difficult to determine and control for the prospect of 
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threat/conflict (ex-ante).  Even if some of the previous studies attempt to measure such 

threat based on the likelihood estimation, it is seemingly difficult to accurately capture 

such unobservable factors and incorporate them in the specification  (Nordhaus et al., 

2009).  Moreover, there is also an issue of reverse causality. Unhappy citizens may 

demand that government enhance its security measures, resulting in government 

increasing it spending on defense sector67. 

 Therefore, in order to address a potential endogeneity issue regarding the 

independent effect of defense expenditure on SWB, the analysis also employs a Two-

Stage Least Squares (2SLS) approach by utilizing instrumental variables. In general, in 

the first stage, this regression technique obtains a predicted value of defense expenditure 

by regressing supposedly endogenous defense spending on all instruments and other 

exogenous variables.  In the second stage, instead of the endogenous defense expenditure 

variable, the predicted estimate of defense spending as well as all other exogenous 

variables are incorporated into the equation of SWB.    

 For this analytical approach to be a viable option to address the potential 

endogeneity issue of defense expenditure, it is imperative to have strong instruments.  

However, it is a seemingly difficult task to find good instruments for defense 

expenditure.  The two important conditions for the good instruments are: 1) instrumental 

variables should be uncorrelated with the error term of the dependent variable (SWB) in 

the original equation. 2) The instruments should be highly relevant to explain the 

 
67 Regarding this issue, the Granger causality test was previously conducted to check whether there is the 

existing endogenous association between these two variables of interest, and it was found that defense 

spending significantly influences the level of SWB while the effect of SWB on it is insignificant. 
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variance of the endogenous variable (defense expenditure).  While there have been 

several studies to examine the determinants of defense expenditure, most studies 

commonly suggest income, population growth, and ex post and ex ante internal and 

external threats as important factors of defense expenditure growth (Albalate et al., 2012; 

J. P. Dunne et al., 2008; P. Dunne & Perlo-Freeman, 2003; Nordhaus et al., 2009).  

However, such variables often fail to pass either first (endogeneity relevance) or second 

(instrument exogeneity) conditions.  After careful reviews and additional statistical 

validations, the following instruments were selected68.  Polarization measure is a numeric 

index that reflects the maximum polarization between the executive party and the four 

principle parties of the legislature.   The electoral competition index is a numeric measure 

that represents the composition of seats of the multiple parties in the legislature.  Both 

variables were collected from the World Bank’s Database of Political Institutions.  The 

aid variable indicates the sum of commitment by international donors (excluding 

international organizations) in current US dollars.  It is obtained from Quality of 

Government (QoG) institute’s database. By using these instruments, the following 

empirical strategies are established. 

 

 

 

 
68 Moreover, the public opinion, the current level of national economy, and the change in the political 

complexion of government all maters for the level of defense spending (Palmer, 1990, pp.197).  Within this 

regard, this studies test many political variables that are expected to be closely associated with the budget 

decision making on defense sectors. 
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Equation 4.4 (First-Stage Equation)69: 

Developed Countries (1) 

GovDefenceExp. =  𝛾0 + 𝛾1 ∗ GovPolarization +  𝛾2 ∗ 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 + ∑ 𝑊𝑚
1 + 𝑣     

 

Developing Countries (2) 

GovDefenceExp. =  𝛾0 + 𝛾1 ∗ GovPolarization +  𝛾2 ∗ 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛𝐴𝑖𝑑 +  ∑ 𝑊𝑚
1 + 𝑣     

 

Equation 4.5 (Second-Stage Equation): 

SWB =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗ Predicted Explanatory Endogenous Variable (Defense Expenditure) + ∑ 𝑊

𝑚

1

+ 휀 

  

 First, the degree of legislative electoral competition reflects the extent to which 

legislators from the multiple parties compete with each other in the process of deciding 

the level of budget on various policy areas (Comiskey, 1993).  The direction of its effect 

is rather ambiguous.  The existing political model indicates that as the electoral 

competition in legislature increases, the size of government also increases since 

competing parties pursue various policy interests that are primarily governed by electoral 

motivation (Persson & Tabellini, 1999).  However, while existing studies suggest that 

there is a strong association between the degree of electoral competition and the size of 

government, it is still unclear that an increase in government size uniformly increases 

every policy area including the national security/defense.  Indeed, those studies 

 
69 These are the typical reduced from equations.  However, I utilized other similar instruments for 

statistically stronger results.  The detailed information can be found in Table 4.7  
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investigating the effect of electoral competition on government size implicitly assume 

that the large part of expenditure denotes the social spending (Barrilleaux et al., 2002; 

Chhibber, 1995; Comiskey, 1993).  Nevertheless, as there is a strong theoretical argument 

for the association between the government expenditure and suggested political variables, 

these instruments are utilized for the 2SLS regression.  Indeed, it is reported that in the 

first stage, these suggested instruments are significantly associated with the defense 

expenditure with the expected signs.   Moreover, it is suggested that increasing 

ideological polarization in government often fails to make important spending decisions 

because of the dispersion of ideological preferences for important policy agendas 

(Lindqvist & Östling, 2010).  Therefore, it is presumed that more political polarization 

would lead to a decrease in defense expenditure.   

 Table 4.7 presents the statistical results based on the 2SLS regression. While 

different specifications are tested based on the inclusion of control variables, the general 

inference drawn from the statistical results stays the same.  That is, defense expenditure 

negatively affects the level of individual SWB.  For example, Column (1) shows that the 

unit increase of defense expenditure would decrease the level of SWB by .76 points in the 

developed country while holding other variables constant. With regard to developing 

countries, the magnitude of the impact of defense expenditure is very similar.  According 

to the result presented in Column (3), the unit increase of defense expenditure (one 

percentage point) would reduce the level of SWB by .77 points.    
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Table 4.7: Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS) Regression 

 Developed Country Developing Country 

Ind. Variables SWB (Composite) SWB(Composite) 
 (1) (2)

70
 (3) (4) 

Defense 

Expenditure 

-.765*** 

(.167) 

-.826*** 

(.109) 

-.771*** 

(.162) 

-.561*** 

(.032) 

Threat  -1.355*** 

(.199) 

 -1.264*** 

(.121) 

General National 

Consumption 

.056*** 

(.013) 

 -.039*** 

(.005) 

-.026*** 

(.004) 

per capita GDP -.001*** 

(.0001) 

.049 

(.125) 

.066 

(.229) 

.001*** 

(.0001) 

National 

Unemployment 

Rate 

.023 

(.017) 

-.082*** 

(..011) 

-.072*** 

(.026) 

.054*** 

(.016) 

Democratization .402*** 

(.045) 

.214*** 

(.046) 

-.064*** 

(.016) 

.028*** 

(.010) 

Political Value .096*** 

(.008) 

.129*** 

(.012) 

.084*** 

(.007) 

 

Individual Income .172*** 

(.007) 

.179*** 

(.012) 

.306*** 

(.007) 

.343*** 

(.014) 

Age -.015*** 

(.001) 

-.014*** 

(.002) 

-.021*** 

(.001) 

-.020*** 

(.002) 

Education Level  .004 

(.009) 

.008* 

(.013) 

.029*** 

(.007) 

.023** 

(012) 

Freedom of Choice .405*** 

(.009) 

.321*** 

(.014) 

.384*** 

(.007) 

.383*** 

(.012) 

Employed .722*** 

(.063) 

.674*** 

(.091) 

.374*** 

(.043) 

.219*** 

(.067) 

Religious .472*** 

(.033) 

.558*** 

(.048) 

.394*** 

(.037) 

.301*** 

(.064) 

Married .816*** 

(.036) 

..686*** 

(.052) 

.602*** 

(.033) 

.757*** 

(.057) 

General trust .434*** 

(.033) 

.392*** 

(.055) 

.395*** 

(.036) 

.609*** 

(.061) 

Constant -4.257*** 

(1.560) 

-1.814 

(1.268) 

7.132*** 

(1.716) 

4.406*** 

(.438) 

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Country Fixed 

Effect 

Yes No Yes No 

R-squared 

(Centered) 

.293 .196 .301 .248 

J-Statistics 

(Exogeneity Test) 

1.108 

(p-value:.292) 

1.238 

(p-value:266) 

4.674 

(p-value:.031) 

.783 

(p-value: .376) 

 
70 For this model, the largest government party orientation is used together with polarization (instruments) 

for over-identification and endogeneity tests.  General National Consumption variable is intentionally 

omitted because it inflating the estimations of other explanatory variables.  
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Endogeneity Test 

Statistics 

6.413 

(p-value:.011) 

31.832 

(p-value:.000) 

4.601 

(p-value:.032) 

127.054 

(P value:.000) 

Observations 32644 16291 47813 18077 
The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables for the models in Column 1 and 3, but they are 
omitted from the result tables to avoid complexity.  Only year dummy variables are incorporated for the models in Column 2 and 4 

as country dummies pose high correlations with the threat indicator.  

For the model in Column 2, the largest government party orientation is used together with polarization as instruments for over-
identification and endogeneity tests.  General National Consumption variable is intentionally omitted because it inflating the 

estimations of other explanatory variables.  The model in Column3 utilizes two different types of electoral competitiveness as 

instruments as they satisfy the instrumental relevance and exogeneity conditions.  For the model in Column 4, political value is 
omitted to suppress J-statistics.   
***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 

  

  

As the magnitude of the coefficient estimate for defense expenditure is somewhat 

large, additional explanations are necessary.  First, there would be a technical issue 

inherent in this particular regression technique.  If the selected instrumental variables are 

all strongly correlated with each other, they do not represent a sufficient information to 

explain the exogenous movement of the potentially endogenous variable.  

Correspondingly, the selected instruments commonly represent the characteristics of the 

political system and process, so each of those may not have a strong independent effect to 

separate itself from other instruments.  As these instruments are closely correlated while 

they are strong predictors of defense expenditure, the estimated coefficient may have 

been inflated.  Second, these selected instruments may reflect the level of democracy of 

the state.  As the advancement of democracy positively affects the level of SWB, there is 

a suspicion that these instruments may be correlated with the disturbance term of the 

empirical equation.  However, there are wider variations in electoral competition, 

polarization, and political participation across years and geographies.  This fact also holds 

true even when only democratic countries are considered because the composition of the 

legislative seats and ideological divergence vary across different electoral periods.  
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Moreover, the relevant statistical test for instrument exogeneity confirms that these 

instruments are not likely to be correlated with the disturbance terms of the structural 

regression equation.  Therefore, for the aforementioned reasons, it can be safely assumed 

that the partial effects of the instruments would not be significant on SWB after 

controlling defense expenditure and disturbance terms.  

 

4.6 Conclusion  

 This chapter examines a relatively unknown area of government defense 

spending’s effect on individual SWB.  The results across several specifications show that 

government defense spending generally has a negative effect on individual SWB in both 

developed and developing countries.  These findings are built on the theoretical 

assumption that while an individual prioritizes different sets of criteria in his or her 

subjective evaluation of quality of life with the different levels of socioeconomic 

development, the defense policy sector is expected to tamper with other essential social 

policy sectors, negatively influencing SWB across all development stages.    .   

As far as their policy implications are concerned, the statistical findings generally 

suggest that reinforcing national security may not be an appropriate priority for the well-

being of individuals in both developed and developing countries.  Especially in 

developing countries when available resources are scarce, an increasing intervention in 

the defense sector inevitably reduces government investment in other critical sectors, 

such as social welfare and infrastructure development, which are expected to positively 

affect SWB at this stage of development.  The same is true in developed countries, as 
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people react negatively to increases in defense expenditure that may be considered 

excessive while they implicitly signal impending violent conflicts.  

 Although the findings in this chapter contribute to new insight into the existing 

literature, there are some shortcomings that can be addressed by the future research. 

 First, there may be the third factor that transmits the positive effect on SWB 

through an increase in defense expenditure.  For instance, peace treaties and defense 

pacts are closely interrelated with the association between defense expenditure and SWB.  

In fact, the countries belonging to the defense pact (e.g. NATO or the Warsaw Pact) form 

the collective defense system, which will relieve the tension and reduce the risk of violent 

conflicts (Albalate et al., 2012).  Thus, the overall effect of defense pact positively affects 

the level of SWB.  On the other hand, it is not clear how a state’s defense budget changes 

with the complex interactions among the actors within the defense coalition.  That is, 

while the defense pact would positively affect the level of SWB, the strategic interactions 

among the members of the defense pact would either increase or decrease the overall 

level of defense expenditure (Palmer, 1990).  Therefore, the overall findings in this 

specific chapter should be interpreted with caution because there would be other potential 

contextual factors that are closely interrelated with the dynamics of defense expenditure 

with SWB.      

Next, this chapter does not fully examine the possible roles of other intermediate 

factors that would facilitate or neutralize positive or negative policy outcomes.  Public 

spending variables are inputs for desired outcomes, but the effectiveness of spending may 

be contingent on other institutional factors.  As discussed earlier, existing studies indicate 
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that the countries with better governance systems can achieve higher efficacy of spending 

(Rajkumar & Swaroop, 2008).  Similarly, transparency of the fiscal process is considered 

important for better fiscal performance (Alt & Lassen, 2006). However, it is not known 

whether various institutional factors actually guide the government intervention into the 

desired outcome.   Thus, future studies should look into the complex dynamics of SWB 

by examining conditional effects of other institutional factors on the association between 

government spending and SWB.    

 Lastly, the possible crowding out effect of defense expenditure is not fully 

explored in this chapter.  Indeed, it would be beneficial to examine the tradeoff between 

defense expenditure and other social spending that primarily deals with the essential 

human needs (e.g., health, education, or other economic sectors).  While some of the 

other studies discuss the potentially positive effects of social policy spending on SWB, it 

would be interesting to find out if there are any inverse relationships between social and 

defense spending in government budgeting decision.   

 While they are beyond the scope of this dissertation research, future studies can 

directly look into these limitations.  New findings on these issues will enhance our 

knowledge about the dynamics between government fiscal policy and SWB. 
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Appendix A.: Parameter Estimates with Threat (OLS with clustered standard 

error) 
 Full Sample Developed Country Developing Country 

Ind. Variables SWB (Composite) SWB (Composite) SWB(Composite) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Defense 
Expenditure 

-.131 
(.123) 

.087 
(.229) 

-.153*** 
(.032) 

-.219 
(.210) 

-.327*** 
(.087) 

-.369*** 
(.105) 

Defense*Threat  -.315 

(.242) 

 .109 

(.341) 

 .064 

(.231) 

Threat -.318 
(.536) 

.603 
(.881) 

.055 
(.082) 

-.241 
(.839) 

-1.172*** 
(.290) 

-1.366* 
(.691) 

General National 

Consumption 

-.068*** 

(.014) 

-.072*** 

(.015) 

-.012* 

(.006) 

-.012 

(.044) 

-.064*** 

(.015) 

-.062*** 

(.017) 

per capita GDP -.043 

(.228) 

-.044 

(.219) 

1.461*** 

(.101) 

1.538*** 

(.605) 

-.328*** 

(.087) 

-.230 

(.335) 

National 

Unemployment 

Rate 

.038 

(.028) 

.043 

(.027) 

-.007 

(.008) 

-.007 

(.037) 

.063** 

(.028) 

.061* 

(.030) 

Democratization .085* 

(.046) 

.087* 

(.045) 

-.077** 

(.034) 

-.104 

(.182) 

.027 

(.048) 

.024 

(.047) 

Political Value .147*** 

(.021) 

.146*** 

(.021) 

.117*** 

(.011) 

.118*** 

(.029) 

.141*** 

(.029) 

.141*** 

(.029) 

Individual Income .249*** 

(.031) 

.252*** 

(.030) 

.205*** 

(.011) 

.205*** 

(.029) 

.310*** 

(.059) 

.310*** 

(.059) 

Age -.016*** 
(.003) 

-.017*** 
(.003) 

-.018*** 
(.002) 

-.017*** 
(.004) 

-.023*** 
(.003) 

-.023*** 
(.004) 

Education Level  .004 

(.019) 

.006 

(.019) 

.006 

(.013) 

.006 

(.021) 

.019 

(.027) 

.018 

(.026) 

Freedom of Choice .346*** 
(.049) 

.346*** 
(.050) 

.332*** 
(.013) 

.332*** 
(.109) 

.371*** 
(.020) 

.371*** 
(.020) 

Employed .398*** 

(.116) 

.400*** 

(.117) 

.724*** 

(.013) 

.723*** 

(.140) 

.168 

(.129) 

.167 

(.127) 

Religious .457*** 
(.113) 

.446*** 
(.118) 

.613*** 
(.044) 

.619*** 
(.122) 

.177 
(.153) 

.182*** 
(.144) 

Married .591*** 

(.076) 

.602*** 

(.074) 

.705*** 

(.048) 

.705*** 

(.073) 

.719*** 

(.107) 

.723*** 

(.103) 

General trust .524*** 
(.091) 

.498*** 
(.092) 

.465*** 
(.045) 

.468*** 
(.132) 

.475*** 
(.111) 

.483*** 
(.111) 

Constant 5.854*** 

(2.275) 

5.521** 

(2.187) 

-11.780*** 

(1.389) 

-12.071 

(8.621) 

7.985*** 

(2.065) 

8.142*** 

(2.368) 

Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Country Fixed 
Effect 

No No No No No No 

R-squared .224 .288 .224 .225 .274 .274 

Observations 37573 37573 18307 18307 19266 19266 

The fixed effects are estimated for each of the year and country dummy variables, but they are omitted from the result tables to 
avoid complexity. 

***Significant at the 1% level, **Significant at the 5% level, * Significant at the 10% level 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 

 This dissertation research examines the effects of various fiscal aspects of 

government on individual Subjective Well-Being (SWB).  While many studies 

investigate the influence of government on human well-being by looking at various types 

of objective indicators, such as income, life expectancy, unemployment rate, health 

status, or education level, the analyses presented in this dissertation use the survey-based 

indicators of SWB to represent another important dimension of human well-being (Sachs 

et al., 2018; Veenhoven, 2002).  Indeed, SWB often reflects a person’s own subjectively 

experienced appreciation of life, which is not easily captured by other objective 

indicators of well-being.  Because of this, the findings from this dissertation research 

provide insights into the complex dynamics between different government financial 

activities and various dimensions of well-being.   

This dissertation conducts research in three main areas.  First, it examines the 

effect of public expenditure on SWB by looking at public spending in some of important 

policy areas, such as public welfare, health, education, and defense.  Next, it investigates 

the effects of government debt/deficit and taxation on SWB.  Lastly, it examines the 

conditional role of government transparency in the association between selected financial 

variables and SWB, based on the assumption that the effect of government fiscal 

activities on SWB hinges on the condition that information about related financial 

activities and outputs is publicly accessible to all people. 

 The aforementioned analyses provide several significant and interesting findings.  

First, some government financial variables have consistently significant effects on SWB 
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across different country groups based on the level of economic development.  For 

instance, public income tax generally has a negative association with individual SWB.  

Likewise, both public defense and health expenditures show significant negative effects 

on SWB in both developed and developing countries.  Public welfare and education 

expenditures generally have positive effects on individual SWB across different model 

specifications (Hessami, 2010).  Second, the findings from this dissertation research 

reveal that some financial variables have varying effects on some specific demographic 

groups.  For example, while public health expenditure is found to have a 

counterintuitively negative effect on SWB, this negative effect is much neutralized for 

the elderly group, which benefits from the public health system.  Moreover, primary 

education spending is found to have slightly stronger positive effects on older populations 

(older than 25 years) because public primary education brings direct benefits to people 

who are old enough to have families with children.  Lastly, government transparency is 

found to play an important moderating role in the association between some public 

financial variables and SWB.  Interestingly, government transparency is more likely to 

reduce the potentially positive effect of public welfare spending on individual SWB, 

while it neutralizes the negative effect of public income tax on SWB. 

The empirical findings from this dissertation research provide valuable and useful 

information to government in the policy decision making process.  First, as the findings 

in this dissertation research show, government needs to be aware that each financial 

factor has a different effect on individual SWB.  In particular, because of the consistently 

negative effects of public defense and health spending on SWB, government should 
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carefully review the feasibility of increasing spending in these sectors.  Moreover, it is 

important to notice that an increase in a particular public expenditure is likely to have 

different effects on various demographic groups within a population (Kiya, 2012).  This 

suggests that certain groups have different preferences for particular forms of public 

spending.  Accordingly, policy makers should be aware that the priority of public 

spending will differ across different demographic groups, and the satisfaction of certain 

human needs will vary across different demographic, societal, and cultural contexts 

(McGregor et al., 2009).  Second, increasing transparency in a certain policy area does 

not always increase the well-being of people, and government needs to be cognizant of 

the optimal level of transparency in a particular policy area.  Indeed, existing studies 

point out that increasing transparency does not automatically result in a positive reaction 

from people, especially when setting policy priorities in areas of essential human needs 

(de Fine Licht, 2014; Licht, 2011).  Lastly, while conventional wisdom suggests that 

individual-level factors primarily determine subjective appreciation of life, the findings 

from this dissertation show that certain financial activities of government can influence 

the level of individual SWB.  In general, as far as the dynamics of SWB are concerned, 

this dissertation helps explain some of the important conditions that are to some extent 

controllable from the policy point of view. 

 While this dissertation research provides new and interesting findings about the 

complex relationships between government’s financial activities and SWB, because of 

the limited availability of data, there are still unexplored areas in which future research is 

needed.  First of all, while the analyses in this dissertation primarily use a quantitative 
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financial variable as a proxy for the government intervention in a particular policy area, it 

is difficult to differentiate the quality of policy outputs beyond corresponding policy 

inputs across countries.  Because of this, it will be necessary to utilize several alternative 

measures (e.g., a decommodification index for different welfare regimes) that would 

differentiate the quality of particular government policy implementation.  Moreover, 

other types of quantitative indicators of policy outputs, such as the number of goods and 

services originated from the public expenditure, could be used to complement the 

findings presented in this dissertation research.  Second, future studies need to look at 

more factors that supposedly moderate the association between financial variables and 

SWB.  For example, this dissertation research was unable to examine the role of 

government transparency across developing countries.  Since it is suggested that existing 

economic, social, and political environment shapes an individual’s own criteria for 

evaluating quality of life (Grimmelikhuijsen Stephan et al., 2013; Inglehart & Welzel, 

2005), it is important to examine whether a significant conditional role of government 

transparency in the association between public financial variables and SWB can also be 

found across developing countries.  Moreover, there is also suspicion that the effect of 

national defense expenditure on SWB interacts with existing peace treaties and defense 

pacts as they facilitate the collective defense system, which may relieve the tension 

among countries and reduce the likelihood of violent measures between them (Albalate et 

al., 2012).  Thus, it would be interesting to examine how the effect of defense 

expenditure on SWB would change based on the existence of defense facts.  After all, the 

findings from this dissertation need to be continuously retested to check whether the 
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same results are consistently found across several interactions with different institutional 

and contextual factors.  Lastly, future studies should examine the effects of more detailed 

elements of public financial variables on SWB by obtaining more comprehensive 

financial data at the cross-country level.  For example, while this dissertation found that 

public welfare spending generally has a positive effect on individual SWB, it is still 

inconclusive about what specific element of public welfare expenditure (e.g., spending on 

unemployment benefits or job search assistance) has the most profound effect on SWB.  

While more detailed information about public financial variables is not widely available 

across countries, an empirical analysis based on one specific developed country may help 

overcome such a data limitation problem and retest the findings presented in this 

dissertation research.  

 In sum, this dissertation conducts its comprehensive research to examine the 

general associations between several government financial variables and individual SWB.  

Furthermore, the analyses in this dissertation look at government transparency and its 

direct and indirect effects on individual SWB.  The empirical investigation on each of the 

specific government financial variables sheds more light on the complex relationships 

between government financial factors and SWB.  While currently insufficient 

information about certain financial sectors of government across countries makes more 

detailed analyses difficult, this dissertation provides a general understanding about the 

relationship between government financial variables and SWB.  It is expected that future 

research will complement the findings presented in this research by addressing its 
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possible shortcomings with more comprehensive government financial data across 

countries. 
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